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Résumé en langue française

Le département de Forma on Doctorale de l'Université de Strasbourg exige un résumé d'une

longueur de 10% du manuscrit de thèse en langue française. Ce résumé ne peut pas être consid-

éré comme un document donnant des analyses et résultats avec une rigueur scien fique, mais

doit être vu comme un document qui donne seulement les idées et résultats principaux, souvent

en se référant à des analyses plus précises et à des figures présentées dans le manuscrit.

Introduc on

Beaucoup de recherches ont été effectuées sur le graphène depuis son isola on en 2005, no-

tamment en termes de transport électronique et de propriétés mécaniques. Un ou l rapide et

non-invasif, qui a bien servi à caractériser et comprendre le graphène, est la spectroscopie Raman.

En effet, les principaux modes Raman sont sensibles aux contraintes, au dopage et au nombre de

couches. Dans ce travail, nous nous servons de la spectroscopie Raman pour étudier en détails

le graphène en tant que membrane suspendue, ce qui permet de par r d'un système propre et

bien défini et ensuite étudier la réponse mécanique du graphène, qui sera soumis à une pres-

sion, soit par différence de pression d'air soit par une grille électrosta que. Les résultats présen-

tés dans ce;e thèse s'alignent dans une volonté de comprendre les contraintes na ves dans des

membranes suspendues pour des applica ons telles que des résonateurs ou des détecteurs, et

les méthodes u lisées peuvent être appliquées à d'autres matériaux bidimensionnels. Elles sont

d'autant plus intéressantes que les mesures peuvent être faites in situ.

Généralités sur le graphène

En 1962, des couches très minces de carbone ont été observées par Boehm et al. sur du graphite

réduit, à l'aide d'un microscope électronique en transmission [Boehm62]. Les auteurs ne s'imag-

inaient probablement pas l'engouement immense que ces couches ont engendée plus 40 ans

après. En effet, il a fallu jusqu'en 2005 pour que Novoselov et Geim réussissent à isoler unemono-

couche de graphite d'épaisseurmono-atomique, appelée legraphène [Novoselov05a]. Novoselov

xiii



Résumé en langue française

et Geim ont u lisé une technique simple: le dépôt sur un substrat par l'exfolia on à l'aide d'un

ruban adhésif.

Le matériau ainsi obtenu est alors une monocouche qui est composée d'atomes de carbone

arrangés en une structure bidimensionnelle hexagonale, dite de nid d'abeille. Ce;e structure

n'est pas un réseau de Bravais puisque, d'un point de vue cristallographique, il y a deux types

d'atomes de carbone, A et B (voir figure 2.1a). Il en résulte, dans l'espace réciproque, une zone

de Brillouin qui est caractérisée par quatre points de haute symétrie, Γ, M, K et K' (voir figure

2.1b) [Castro Neto09]. La structure de bandes électroniques est calculée en u lisant le modèle

des liaisons fortes [Wallace47, Reich02] en prenant compte les sauts des électrons d'un atome

à l'atome plus proche. Pour affiner les calculs, on peut tenir compte des atomes plus loins, par

exemple jusqu'à l'ordre 5, ce qui donne une structure de bande représentée en figure 2.2a. Les

bandes de valence et de conduc on se touchent aux points de symmétrie K et K', ce qui veut dire

que la physique des électrons (et des trous) est gouvernée par la structure de bande au voisinage

de ces points. Puisque la structure de bande y est linéaire, les électrons peuvent être considérés

comme des par cules de Dirac avec une masse effec ve, ces points sont alors nommés points de

Dirac.

Du fait de la bidimensionalité du graphène et de sa dispersion linéaire, la densité des états

est linéaire avec l'énergie des électrons, Ee et la densité de charges n est propor onnelle à E2
e .

Ce;e densité de charges peut être modifiée en me;ant le graphène dans une géométrie à effet

de champ, qui sera u lisée dans ce;e thèse en déposant le graphène sur un substrat de silicium

dopé, couvert d'une couche de dioxyde de silicium qui sert comme espaceur diélectrique.

Dans ce genre de disposi f, des mobilités de porteurs de charge rela vement élevées ont été

mesurées [Geim07, Bolo n08b]. Pour des études de physique fondamentale proche du point de

Dirac, mais aussi pour augmenter lamobilité des porteurs de charges, le graphène suspendu entre

en jeu, parce qu'il n'est pas affecté par des interac ons avec le substrat, qui, en par culier, crée

des zones de charges inhomogènement répandues. Bolo n et al. ont mesuré des mobilités de

plus d'un ordre de grandeur élevé par rapport au graphène supporté.

Le graphène suspendu est alors un système beaucoup plus propre, sans inhomogénité de

densité de charges, très peu dopé et est ainsi dans une configura on idéale pour étudier ses

propriétés au voisinage du point de Dirac.

Phonons et spectroscopie Raman du graphène neutre

Cons tué de deux atomes par cellule unitaire, le graphène a sixmodes de phonons : trois op ques

et trois acous ques. Pour connaître leurs énergies, il faut regarder la dispersion des phonons,

qui a été mesurée par diffusion de rayons X et calculée théoriquement par DFT [Maultzsch04b,

xiv



Mohr07, Lazzeri08]. Ce;e dispersion est représentée dans la figure 2.7. Pour les résultats de ce;e

thèse, on se limite aux phonons des deux points de haute symmétrie, Γ et K.

L'effet Raman permet, entre autre, de sonder l'énergie des phonons par le couplage de ceux-ci

avec des paires électron-trou (d'une énergie bien définie). Ces derniers ont été créés par des

photons (lumière laser). Après avoir été diffusés inélas quement, les photons sont détectés, leur

perte d'énergie correspond à l'énergie des phonons (voir chapitre 3 pour plus de détails).

Au point Γ (les phonons ne transfèrent pas d'impulsion), seulement unmode est Raman ac f,

et ceci est dû à la dégénérescence des phonons longitudinaux et transversaux dans le plan. Ce

mode est appelé mode G, qui est un mode non-résonant parce qu'il implique des états virtuels.

Ce mode est le seul mode Raman ac f au point Γ, tous les autres pics Raman qu'on observe dans

le spectre du graphène (voir par exemple les figures 3.2a et b pour des spectres typiques) sont de

l'ordre supérieur.

Le mode le plus éminent d'ordre supérieur est le mode 2D [Thomsen00]. Cemode est un pro-

cessus impliquant deux phonons d'impulsions opposées, au voisinage du point K. On rapelle que la

conserva on d'énergie et d'impulsion est toujours requise. Dans du graphène sans inhomogénité

de densité de charges et neutre, ce mode est légèrement asymmétrique à cause d'effets de dé-

forma on trigonale (trigonal warping en anglais), qui commencent à jouer un rôle si on s'éloigne

des points de haute symmétrie [Berciaud13].

En allant d'une monocouche de graphène à quelques couches, la forme du mode 2D change

parce qu'il est très sensible à la structure de bande électronique, et parce qu'il est un mode réso-

nant [Ferrari06, Gupta06, Graf07].

Effets de contraintes et de dopage sur le spectre Raman

Le spectre Raman d'une monocouche de graphène pésente alors deux pics, G et 2D, qui évoluent

avec le dopage et des contraintes mécaniques dans le cristal de graphène.

Effets de contraintes

Sous contrainte biaxiale, soit extensive ou compressive, on a;end une baisse ou une augmen-

ta on de l'énergie des phonons, respec vement. Ceci a été observé, par exemple, par Zabel et

al. sur des bulles de graphène. Ces bulles, contrairement aux bulles pressurisées dans ce;e thèse,

encapsulent de l'air entre le substrat et le graphène et sont présentes as exfoliated. Néanmoins,

de fortes contraintes biaxiales extensibles ont été mesurées et, par conséquent, les pics Raman

(au centre des bulles) sont observés à plus basse énergie (voir figure 3.7c et d).

Pour les contraintes uniaxiales, le mode G perd sa dégénérescence, ce qu'on peut voir dans

la figure 3.7b, où un monofeuillet de graphène supporté par un substrat flexible est soumis à une
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contrainte uniaxiale jusqu'à presque 1% (extension par rapport à sa longueur ini ale). On note

que pour des contraintes inférieures à 0.5%, ce;e division de pics n'est pas observable et que le

mode 2D n'est pas affecté.

Une ques on difficile est de calibrer correctement les contraintes et d'a;ribuer un décalage

Raman à une certaine valeur de contrainte. Ce;e calibra on est déterminée par les fameux

paramètres de Grüneisen γ [Mohiuddin09], qui seront déterminés dans ce;e thèse (voir sec ons

3.3.2 et 6.3).

Effets de dopage

Quand on ajoute des électrons, on a;end intui vement, que la maille cristalline s'étende, et in-

versement, qu'elle se réduise quand on dope avec des trous. Ceci a pour effet que les phonons

auront moins ou plus d'énergie, respec vement (adoucissement et raidissement, so%ening et

hardening en anglais). Ce;e évolu on (sur les modes G et 2D) peut être observée comme une

tendance (voir par exemple les données de G. Froehlicher et al. [Froehlicher15a]), et est appelée

la renormalisa on adiaba que des phonons.

Un autre terme, non-adiaba que, joue un rôle important dans le processus Raman, et c'est

ce terme qui domine l'évolu on des fréquences Raman à des niveaux de dopage accessibles avec

les substrats u lisés dans nos travaux. Le terme non-adiaba que provient du couplage électron-

phonon, qui est par culièrement fort au point Γ. On observe alors une superposi on de ce

couplage avec un terme adiaba que [Ando06, Lazzeri06, Pisana07] (voir figure 3.3). Notons que

l'évolu on exacte ne peut être résolue qu'à basse température et dans du graphène propre (in-

homogénité de densité de charges très faible), et que l'effet non-adiaba que est moins prononcé

pour le mode 2D, puisqu'il fait intervenir des phonons seulement à proximité du point K et pas au

point K même.

Curieusement, la largeur à mi-hauteur du mode G, qui finalement représente le temps de vie

des phonons, dépend fortement de la densité de charges. En effet, pour des énergies plus élevées

que la moi é de l'énergie des phonons, le canal de déclin des phonons en paires électron-trou

est bloqué par le principe de Pauli [Lazzeri06, Das08].

Les intensités Raman sont l'empreinte de la probabilité du processus Raman. Pour des éner-

gies plus pe tes que la moi é de l'énergie des photons (laser), l'intensité dumode G est constant,

mais celle du mode 2D dépend du taux de diffusion des électrons entre eux. C'est pourquoi, dans

des échan llons de graphène non-dopé, on a;end des intensités constantes [Das08, Basko09b,

Basko09a, Kalbac10, Chen11].
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Découplage des décalages Raman liés aux contraintes et dopage

À la fois le pic G et le pic 2D se décalent sous contraintes et dopage. Existe-t-il une manière

de découpler ces deux effets ? Lee et al. ont mesuré les fréquences Raman sur du graphène

supporté (en par e contraint) et ont changé le niveau de dopage en faisant un recuit. Les taux de

décalage (∂ω2D/∂ωG) trouvés étant différents, les auteurs ont proposé un modèle basé sur une

décomposi on vectorielle dans le plan des fréquences ωG et ω2D [Lee12a], à l'aide duquel il est

possible d'a;ribuer à une paire de fréquencesmesurées une valeur de contrainte et une valeur de

dopage (voir figure 3.8). Ce modèle n'est cependant valable que dans certaines condi ons (voir

la sec on 3.4 pour une discussion détaillée).

Le graphène comme membrane

Dans les travaux effectués pour ce;e thèse, des membranes de graphène pressurisées ont été

étudiées. Pour connaître la déforma on d'une telle membrane, on peut se référer à la théorie

d'élas cité [Landau70]. Deux cas doivent être dis ngués : la déflec on ξmax (déflec onmaximale

au centre) d'une membrane d'épaisseur négligeable, qui suit une loi ∆p ∝ ξ3max (∆p étant la

différence de pression), et la déflec on d'une plaque fine, qui suit une loi ∆p ∝ ξmax. On ne

peut imaginer une membrane plus fine que le graphène, on a;end alors que la réponse suit la loi

∝ ξ3max. Or, des contraintes ini ales peuvent agir en opposi on à la flexion, considérer comme

une rigidité effec ve et ainsi contribuer avec un terme linéaire.

Fabrica on d'échan llons et montage expérimental

Fabrica on d'échan llons

Pour obtenir des substrats préstructurés de tranchées (trench en anglais) ou de fossés (pit en

anglais), une technique standard impliquant un processus de lithographie op que est u lisée (voir

figure 4.2). Ensuite, sur des substrats propres, le graphène est exfolié à l'aide d'un ruban adhésif,

qui permet de raffiner un cristal de graphite et à la fois de déposer le graphène sur le substrat (voir

figure 4.1). Puis, les monocouches suspendues sont localisées à l'aide d'un microscope op que,

grâce au contraste que le graphène présente sur des substrats d'une épaisseur d'oxyde de silicium

op misée [Blake07].

Le graphène suspendu peut alors être contacté électriquement en évaporant dumétal ( tane

et or) avec des grilles TEM comme pochoir, ce qui évite tout contact avec des solvants ou résines

avec le graphène. Le graphène contacté ainsi obtenu est alors très propre.
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Montage expérimental

La concep on et le montage d'un disposi f expérimental perme;ant des mesures de spectro-

scopie Raman faisait par e des travaux effectués pour ce;e thèse. À l'aide d'un montage op-

 que de microscopie confocale, un faisceau laser (λlaser = 532 nm) est focalisé sur l'échan-

 llon. L'objec f (nous disposons de deux objec fs différents : grandissement ×20, ouverture

numérique 0.45 et gr. ×50, o.n. 0.65) sert à la fois à injecter la lumière excitante et à collecter

la lumière diffusée. Ce;e dernière est filtrée spectralement (filtre dichroïque bloquant toute

longueur d'onde inférieure à 535 nm, en par culier la lumière du laser et la diffusion Rayleigh)

et spa alement (trou de confocalité conjugué avec le spot laser). Ensuite, la lumière diffusée est

dispersée sur une caméra CCD (disposi f à transfert de charges) à l'aide d'un réseau. La figure

4.4a montre schéma quement les élements principaux du montage expérimental. Il est impor-

tant d'ajouter que l'objec f est monté sur une pla ne Piezo, donnant la possibilité de scanner un

échan llon et d'enregistrer des spectres Raman point par point.

Les spectres Raman peuvent être acquis sur des échan llons à température ambiante (voir

photo de la figure 4.4b) ou alors sous vide et à basse température (voir figure 4.4c). Pour cela,

un cryostat équipé d'une fenêtre pour l'accès op que est u lisé. Dans le cryostat, l'échan llon se

trouve sous vide et est connecté thermiquement avec un bain d'hélium par un doigt froid, ce qui

permet de refroidir l'échan llon jusqu'à une température de 4 K. De plus, par un accès électrique,

des mesures de source, drain et de grille peuvent être réalisées.

L'acquisi on des données se fait à l'aide du logiciel commercialWinSpec (pour une acqusi on

simple) ou alors à l'aide d'une interface Labview, qui permet de commander en même temps

la pla ne Piezo pour acquérir des cartes Raman. Le traitement des spectres, notamment pour

extraire la posi on spectrale, la largeur à mi-hauteur et l'intensité des principaux pics Raman,

se fait à l'aide d'un programme personnalisé sousMatlab, perme;ant le traitement de plusieurs

spectres à la fois.

Contraintes ini ales dans graphène suspendu

Introduc on

Dans des monofeuillets de graphène, qu'ils soient supportés par un substrat ou alors suspendus

sur des tranchées ou des trous, des contraintes peuvent être présentes. Le graphène suspendu

est une plateforme idéale pour étudier l'effet des contraintes sur les principaux modes Raman,

sans qu'il y ait des effets liés au dopage induit par le substrat [Berciaud09]. Les résultats sont

présentés dans le chapitre 5 du manuscrit.
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Détermina on de niveaux de contraintes ini ales

En u lisant la décomposi on vectorielle dans l'espace des fréquencesωG etω2D, proposée par Lee

et al. [Lee12a], on peut alors es mer le niveau de contraintes dans les membranes de graphène

suspendu. Pour faire ceci, nous analysons des cartes de fréquences Raman (un exemple de carte

peut être consulté dans la figure 5.3) d'une dizaine d'échan llons de graphène suspendu et cal-

culons la moyenne de ces fréquences avec leurs écarts-types. Ce;e corréla on est montrée dans

la figure 5.4b. Un ajustement linéaire de ce;e corréla on donne une pente de 2.2, ce qui est la

valeur proposée par Lee et al. pour des contraintes. Les différences de fréquences d'un échan l-

lon à l'autre sont alors purement liées aux contraintes. En effet, la largeur à mi-hauteur du mode

G, ΓG est de (14± 1) cm−1 sur tous les échan llons de graphène suspendu, ce qui indique que le

niveau de dopage est faible et inférieur à 3× 1011 cm−2 (voir figure 5.4a).

La moyenne deωG des valeurs moyennées sur les échan llons est de 1581 cm
−1. Ce;e valeur

correspond à la valeur de la bande G mesurée sur du graphite. Pour ce;e valeur de ω0
G on trouve

une valeur de ω0
2D = 2667±1 cm−1 (pour λlaser = 532 nm), ce qui est u lisé dans la suite comme

valeur de référence pour du graphène suspendu non dopé et non contraint.

Avec ce point de référence, on voit que les contraintes peuvent être compressives ou exten-

sives (fréquences plus élevées ou moins élevées), et en ajoutant la calibra on de contraintes, qui

est déterminée par les paramètres de Grüneisen (voir équa on 3.11), on peut même donner une

valeur quan ta ve aux contraintes.

Pour avoir plus de connaissances sur ces contraintes, en par culier sur leur distribu on spa-

 ale, on peut représenter la corréla on de ωG et ω2D de chaque pixel des cartes Raman acquises

(voir figure 5.5a). La distribu on des données dans le plan des fréquences dépend fortement

des échan llons. Dans certaines membranes, les fréquences (et par conséquent les contraintes)

sont homogènes ; ceci est surtout le cas dans les membranes suspendues sur des trous. D'autres

membranesmontrent une distribu on qui s'aligne sur une pente de ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2, ce qui veut

dire que les contraintes ne sont pas homogènement répar es sur la membrane. L'échan llon T2

(voir figure 5.5a) montre la plus grande dispersion de données dans le plan des fréquences le long

de la pente 2.2. Ce;e exemple indique que certaines membranes peuvent avoir, par endroit, à la

fois des par es contraintes de manière extensive et compressive. Les contraintes ini ales varient

alors d'un échan llon à l'autre.

Conclusion

Avec les paramètres de Grüneisen de γG = 1.8 et γ2D = 2.4 (voir sec on 6.3) et le point de

référence de (ω0
G = 1581 cm−1, ω0

2D = 2667 cm−1) (pour le graphène non dopé et non con-

traint), on peut alors conclure que les valeurs de contraintes ini ales (absolues et moyennées)
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peuvent a;eindre 0.1%. Quant à la dispersion des contraintes, elle peut également varier dans

une gamme/zone de 0.1%.

Bulle de graphène pressurisé

Introduc on

Unemanière élégante d'appliquer et de contrôler des contraintes dans unemembranede graphène

est de pressuriser les membranes qui ont été exfoliées sur des trous. L'air sous la membrane est

enfermé dans la microcavité (voir schéma dans la figure 6.1). En me;ant ce genre de disposi f

sous vide, une différence de pression ∆p fait gonfler la membrane, ce qu'on appelle un blister

test en anglais. On peut alors étudier, par spectroscopie Raman, la déforma on et les contraintes

pures, sans avoir d'effet de dopage sur les fréquences Raman.

En plus du décalage des pics Raman dû aux contraintes, on s'a;end à observer un changement

d'intensité en variant∆p, puisque la distance entre la membrane et le fond du trou varie et, à la

fois la lumière incidente et diffusée (Raman) sont soumises à des effets d'interférences op ques.

De ces deux informa ons, les varia ons en décalage et intensité Raman, on peut extraire

des informa ons sur les contraintes et sur la topographie de la membrane. Ces mesures ont été

menées sur trois échan llons différents. Par la suite seront discutés les résultats d'un échan llon,

comme cela a été fait dans le chapitre 6.

Adoucissement de phonons induit par contraintes

Des spectres Raman ont été mesurés au centre de la bulle de graphène pour différentes valeurs

de∆p. Trois spectres (pour∆p = 0,∆p = 30 kPa et∆p = 74 kPa, la valeur maximale de∆p qui

a été appliquée) sont présentés dans la figure 6.2. Par rapport à la posi on ini ale des fréquences

ωG et ω2D à∆p = 0, les décalages Raman sont−15 cm−1 et−33 cm−1, respec vement, à∆p =

74 kPa. Le quo ent est 2.2, en accord avec la valeur proposée par Lee et al. pour des contraintes.

En traçant ω2D en fonc on de ωG pour toutes les valeurs de ∆p au centre de la membrane

(voir figure 6.3b), on voit que les données s'alignent sur une droite avec une pente de 2.2. En

par culier, l'évolu on des valeurs ne suit pas de pente de 0.55 ou de 0.2, ce qui indiquerait un

décalage Raman lié au dopage. Ce;e hypothèse est confirmée par le fait que la forme des pics ne

change pas, et que la largeur à mi-hauteur du pic G reste à 15± 1 cm−1 (voir figure 6.3a).

Des cartes Raman ont également été acquises sur les bulles. Pour les fréquences Raman, ces

cartes sont représentées sur les figures 6.4a et b. On voit que l'adoucissement des phonons est

maximal au centre et qu'il est centrosymétrique. En comparant des coupes des cartes Raman

le long d'une ligne qui traverse le centre pour la membrane pressurisée et non-pressurisée (voir

figure 6.4c), on voit que la par e supportée par le substrat n'est pas affectée par la différence de
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pression. En traçant la corréla on des fréquences ω2D en fonc on de ωG pour une vingtaine de

valeurs de ∆p et pour différentes distances du centre, la pente reste 2.2, même dans un rayon

de 3µm (voir figures 6.4d et e). Si proche du bord, une composante de contrainte uniaxiale est

certainement présente, mais pour le cas d'une contrainte uniaxiale faible (pas de spli&ng de la

bande G), la pente est proche de 2.2, ce qui est en accord avec les résultats d'autres groupes,

assemblés dans la figure 3.10.

Intensités Raman et topographie de la bulle de graphène

On peut maintenant examiner les varia ons des intensités Raman qui sont liées aux interférences

op ques entre la membrane de graphène et le fond du trou. Le système op que [Si - air/vide -

graphène] agit comme une cavité op que, et l'intensité Raman est modulée par les interférences

de la lumière du laser et de la lumière diffusée en changeant la distance h entre graphène et Si.

Un facteur d'exalta on peut alors être calculé en considérant une cavité de Fabry-Pérot pour une

couche et de l'appliquer pour le cas de plusieures couches (voir sec on 3.5 pour les détails). Ce

facteur d'exalta on est montré dans la figure 6.6a pour le système [Si - air/vide - graphène] en

fonc on de h.

L'évolu on des intensités Raman du mode G et 2D, IG et I2D, en fonc on de∆p au centre de

la membrane est montrée dans la figure 6.6b. En iden fiant les maxima et les minima de ce;e

évolu on avec les maxima et les minima correspondants au facteur d'exalta on (la profondeur

du trou est connue par mesures de profilométrie), il est alors possible de déterminer h, et ainsi la

hauteur de la bulle.

Bien-sûr, la détermina on deh est également possible pour desmesures Raman ailleurs qu'au

centre. Pour des scans et des cartes Raman, la topographie de la bulle a été réconstruite, comme

on peut voir dans les figures 6.10a et b.

Détermina on des paramètres de Grüneisen

Connaissant la topographie, on peut es mer les contraintes ǫp, induites par la différence de pres-

sion. Ces contraintes a;eignent une valeur maximale de 0.33%. Dans la figure 6.11, ωG et

ω2D sont tracés en fonc on de εp, ce qui permet de déterminer directement les paramètres de

Grüneisen, qui sont définis comme γx = ∂ωx/(2ω
0
x∂ǫp) (x étant G ou 2D).

Dans la gamme de contraintes de 0.1 à 0.33% (on néglige les valeurs de faibles contraintes

parce que des effets de self-tensioning y peuvent jouer un rôle), on trouve les valeurs ∂ωG/∂ǫp =

−57 cm−1/% et ∂ω2D/∂ǫp = −128 cm−1/%. Avec le point de référence défini dans la sec on

précédente (ω0
G = 1581 cm−1, ω0

2D = 2667 cm−1), on trouve alors γG = 1.8 ± 0.2 et γ2D =

2.4± 0.2.
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Détermina on du module de Young

Pour une membrane, l'évolu on de la hauteur de la bulle, ξmax, avec une différence de pres-

sion appliquée, ∆p, suit une loi∆p ∝ Etξ3max/a
4 (E étant le module de Young, t l'épaisseur du

grapène et a un facteur lié à la géométrie). Pour le cas d'une membrane pressurisée circulaire,

on peut prendre la solu on proposée par Hencky en 1915 [Hencky15], où le facteur de propor-

 onnalité,K est de 3.09 pour le graphène, et a est le rayon du trou [Bunch08, Koenig11].

Comme∆p et ξmax sont connus, la détermina on du module de Young est possible. En effet,

en traçant ξ3max en fonc on de ∆p (voir figure 6.12a), les données suivent une droite, dont on

peut extraire la pente et ensuite le module de Young. Nous trouvons ainsi une valeur de E =

1.05± 0.10 TPa.

Une contrainte ini ale agirait comme une rigidité à la flexion (comparable aux plaques avec

une épaisseur finie) et il faudrait ajouter un terme qui serait propor onnel à ξmax. Les valeurs

des fréquences Raman à ∆p = 0 nous indiquent qu'une contrainte ini ale de l'ordre de 0.05%

est présente dans la membrane. Ce;e contrainte n'est pas prise en compte dans l'ajustement

linéaire. Il s'avère que la valeur exacte du rayon de la bulle, qui est difficle à déterminer [Lu10,

Barton11], est un facteur qui est assez sensible aux ajustements. En effet, la figure 6.12b montre

un ajustement avec un rayon légèrement plus grand et une contrainte ini ale de 0.05% qui suit

bien la courbe.

Les résultats des deux autres échan llons que nous avons mesurés sont similaires (voir figure

6.13 par exemple). Ce genre de blister test a aussi été appliqué à desmembranes de deux, trois et

quatre couches de graphène. Les modules de Young ainsi obtenus sont de l'ordre de 1 TPa (pour

les détails, voir la discussion dans la sec on 6.5).

Discussion et conclusion

La valeur de ∂ω2D/∂ωG que nous avons obtenue correspond à la valeur proposée par Lee et al. en

2012 [Lee12a]. Depuis, des valeurs similaires ont été publiées, notamment sur des bulles qui se

sont auto-formées sur un substrat de SiO2 [Zabel11] et sur des bulles pressurisées de diamètre

différent (ce qui résulte en une contrainte différente à ∆p égal) [Lee12b]. Notre valeur de 2.2

s'aligne bien parmi ces valeurs dans la li;érature (voir figure 6.16).

Quant à la détémina on des paramètres de Grüneisen, des valeurs proches des nôtres ont été

trouvées récemment, mais toujours en u lisant aumoins deux techniques demesures différentes

(par exemple AFM et Raman [Metzger09, Zabel11]) ou alors des calculs théoriques [Thomsen02,

Mohiuddin09]. Nos mesures perme;ent d'extraire in situ à la fois la topographie (et les con-

traintes) et les fréquences des modes Raman, ce qui résulte en un ensemble de données co-

hérent. Les paramètres de Grüneisen perme;ent alors, pour du graphène non dopé dont on ne
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connait pas les contraintes, d'a;ribuer à chaque valeur de fréquence Raman mesurée une valeur

de contrainte.

L'extrac on in situ dumodule de Young par desmoyens purement op ques est aussi une nou-

veauté, puisque celui d'une monocouche de graphène a été uniquement mesuré par une tech-

nique de nanoindenta on en u lisant une pointe d'AFM [Lee08] ou une combinaison de Raman

et de simula ons à base d'images SEM [Lee12b]. Les valeurs disponibles dans la li;érature et la

comparaison aux nôtres sont montrés dans le tableau 6.2.

Graphène suspendu sous pression électrosta que

Introduc on

Une autre manière de faire bouger une membrane de graphène suspendu est d'appliquer une

tension de grille, où le SiO2 agit comme diélectrique. Le Si dopé et le graphène peuvent être

considérés comme deux plaques d'un condensateur. Dans ce genre d'expérience, la maille du

cristal de graphène est soumise à des contraintes, parce que la force électrosta que  re sur la

membrane. Si l'on regarde les fréquences Raman, on s'a;end à voir un effet lié aux contraintes,

mais aussi lié à l'ajout de porteurs de charges.

Une grande par e du chapitre 7 est focalisée sur la détermina on de la déflec on (à par r des

changements d'intensité des pics Raman liés aux interférences op ques) et sa valeur limite avant

que la force électrosta que devienne assez forte pour que la membrane s'effondre. Ce;e analyse

est par culièrement intéressante pour des mesures de transport électronique, qui, habituelle-

ment, n'offrent aucune possibilité d'observer in situ la déflec on de la membrane. De plus, nous

proposons unmodèle qui prédit la tension de grille maximale à appliquer avant que la membrane

ne s'effondre. Finalement les fréquences Raman sont analysées en détail.

Mesure op que de la défléc on induite par la tension de grille

Dans le cas de la bulle de graphène pressurisée, la distance h entre le graphène et le fond du trou

change avec ∆p, pour le graphène soumis à une tension de grille, la distance h change avec Vg.

La membrane étudiée ici, à basse température, est en par e suspendue sur une tranchée, la mise

sous vide n'entraîne alors aucune déforma on (voir figure 7.2a et f). Il y a également un résidu

de SiO2 au fond de la tranchée (dSiO2 = 212 nm, l'épaisseur ini ale totale d'oxyde étant 500 nm).

Ceci résulte en une évolu on du facteur d'exalta on qui est représentée dans la figure 7.3b.

L'évolu on de IG et I2D en fonc on de Vg est montrée dans la figure 7.3a. Comme dans le

cas de la bulle, on peut tout de suite a;ribuer les valeurs d'intensité Raman à une hauteur (voir

figure 7.8). Curieusement, en passant de +19 à +20V, le changement des intensités n'est plus

lisse mais abrupte. En regardant les spectres bruts correspondants (voir figure 7.2g et h), on voit
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que la forme des pics Raman ne change pas pendant le balayage de la tension de grille, jusqu'à

a;eindre les +20V, où un décalage important vers de plus basses fréquences est observé ainsi

qu'une levée de dégénérescence de la bande G. Ce spli&ng est une première indica on d'une

forte contrainte uniaxiale, donc un effondrement de la membrane, qui semble être irreversible

puisque l'intensité des pics Raman ne change plus en balayant à nouveau Vg.

Théorie sur la déforma on d'une membrane de graphène due à la pression électrosta-

 que

Pour comparer les données obtenues (la déflec on au centre, ξmax, en fonc on de Vg) avec un

modèle théorique, nous considérons la pression électrosta que entre deux plaques qui s'exprime

comme Pel = c2V 2
g /(2ε0), où c est la capacitance par unité de surface du système SiO2-air/vide.

En calculant l'énergie libre d'une membrane contrainte, ce;e pression est en compé  on avec

l'énergie d'é rement (stretching) et de flexion (bending) [Medvedyeva11]. Si l'on suppose un

profil parabolique de la membrane déflectée, on arrive à une expression qui lie Pel à la contrainte

ini ale T0 et la déflec on ξmax (voir sec on 7.2.2 pour les détails):

Pel =
8T0

L2
ξmax +

64Et

3(1− ν2)L4
ξ3max,

où ν est le ra o de Poisson et L la longueur de la tranchée.

On peut déterminer Pel de différentes manières (voir sec on 7.2.2 pour les détails). Ici, on

se restreint sur une intégra on le long du profil parabolique, ce qui donne une valeur moyennée

pour Pel. Dans les figures 7.8a et b sont montrés les ajustements des données avec l'équa on

précédente (en noir et rouge pour l'extrac on des données à par r de IG et I2D, respec vement),

où la contrainte ini ale a été laissée libre comme paramètre d'ajustement.

Trois choses remarquables sont à signaler ici: 1) Lemodèle suit très bien l'évolu onde ξmax, en

par culier autour de Vg = 0, où T0 a un impact considérable (la ligne poin llée montre T0 = 0

pour comparer). 2) Le modèle prédit l'effondrement de la membrane proche de +20V. 3) La

valeur de T0 trouvée par l'ajustement est de 0.07%. Ce;e valeur correspond à la valeur qu'on

peut extraire des données Raman acquises à température ambiante. Ce;e dernière observa on

est surprenante car les coefficients d'expansion thermique pour le substrat et le graphène ne sont

pas les mêmes et un changement de température de 290 K devrait changer les contraintes dans

la membrane.

Théorie près de l'effondrement

Les résultats du modèle sur la membrane soumise à une tension de grille par le bas peuvent

être généralisés pour différentes géométries pour prédire l'effondrement, une informa on im-
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portante pour les expériences de transport. On suppose que la membrane est fixée aux bords de

la tranchée, la déflec on et la contrainte ini ales sont négligées et que le profil de la membrane

est parabolique.

Pour un substrat d'épaisseur ini ale de SiO2 de 500 nm, la tension de grille à appliquer pour

avoir une certaine déforma on en fonc on de l'épaisseur de l'air dans les 500 nm est montrée

dans la figure 7.9a (pour L = 5µm). Deux régimes peuvent être iden fiés: un régime où la

membrane se dépose doucement au fond de la tranchée (ce qui est le cas pour des valeurs dair

(nm)/500 nm < 40%) et un autre régime où la membrane s'effondre abruptement (pour des

valeur de dair plus élevées).

De ce graphe, on peut extraire une ligne cri que en longeant la limite de l'effondrement.

Les valeurs cri ques de ξmax et Vg ainsi obtenues sont représentées dans la figure 7.9b, pour

différentes longueurs de tranchées. Les graphes pourdSiO2 = 285 nmet90 nm, substrats habituelle-

ment u lisés, sont reportés dans la figure 7.10.

Par la formule nmax = c(ξmax)Vg(ξmax), le nombre de porteurs de charges peut être calculé

au centre de la membrane et on peut es mer pour chaque géométrie ces valeurs n (voir sec on

7.3.2 pour les détails). Notamment au centre de la membrane mesurée, on a;end une valeur de

l'ordre de 6× 1011 cm−2.

Analyse de l'adoucissement des phonons

La varia on des fréquences Raman avec la tension de grille est montrée dans les figures 7.14a

et b et suit une évolu on parabolique avec un adoucissement de −5 cm−1 et −11 cm−1 à Vg =

+19V pour ωG et ω2D, respec vement, par rapport aux valeurs initales à Vg = 0. Le rapport de

ces adoucissements est de 2.2 (valeur pour une contrainte biaxiale ou uniaxiale faible), ce qui

indique, à première vue, un décalage Raman dû aux contraintes. Pourtant, pour des valeurs de

n ≈ 6 × 1011 cm−2, on s'a;end à voir une varia on des fréquences Raman due à l'ajout des

porteurs de charges [Lazzeri06]. De plus, la corréla on des données (voir figure 7.14e) ω2D en

fonc on de ωG montre bien une pente de 2.2.

Pour interpréter ces observa ons, on peut regarder l'évolu on de la largeur à mi-hauteur du

pic G, ΓG, qui change avec le nombre de porteurs de charges [Lazzeri06, Pisana07]. La corréla-

 on de ∆ΓG (par rapport à la valeur à Vg = 0) en fonc on de n (calculé) est montrée dans

la figure 7.14f. En traçant également les courbes théoriques (équa on 3.10) pour différentes

inhomogénités de densité de charges dans le même graphe, on s'aperçoit que les points ex-

périmentaux sont mieux décrits par une inhomogénité de densité de charges finie de l'ordre de

1 × 1011 cm−2. À ce;e valeur d'inhomogénité, l'évolu on de ωG en fonc on de n ne présente

qu'une pe te varia on de l'ordre de 0.5 cm−1. La raison pour laquelle une inhomogénité de den-

sité de charges est observée s'explique quand on regarde la convolu on de la taille du spot laser
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Résumé en langue française

et de dérives thermiques avec la distribu on des charges sur le profil parabolique. Pour la déflec-

 on maximale de la membrane, ce;e convolu on (0.7µm2 pour le spot laser et 2µm2 pour les

dérives thermiques) est montrée dans les figures 7.15a et b. La valeur de l'inhomogénité de den-

sité de charges qu'on peut en extraire est justement la valeur qui serait en accord avec une valeur

constante de ωG dans la gamme de n que nous avons étudiée.

On peut alors calculer les contraintes induites par la force électrosta que, qui sont de 0.1%,

en u lisant les paramètres de Grüneisen que nous avons déduits dans le chapitre précédent.

Conclusion

L'extrac on de la déflec on est une ques on importante dans le cadre d'expériences de transport

électronique. Ici, nous avons montré que ce;e extrac on peut se faire in situ à l'aide d'effets

d'interférences, et qu'en même temps, les fréquences Raman donnent des informa ons sur les

contraintes et le dopage. Le modèle théorique développé aide à comprendre à quelle amplitude

de force électrosta que la membrane s'effondre. Le modèle peut notamment être considéré

comme une direc ve pour la concep on de nouveaux échan llons de graphène suspendu.

Conclusion et perspec ves

Dans ce manuscrit, nous avons étudié en détails la réponse mécanique d'une monocouche de

graphène à une pression externe, et ceci par des techniques purement op ques. L'u lisa on de

la spectroscopie Raman offre une vue d'ensemble approfondie sur le matériau étudié, puisqu'elle

est sensible à la qualité cristalline de lamembrane, au dopage, aux contraintes et elle permet aussi

d'iden fier les monocouches de graphène.

La première par e expérimentale est consacrée à l'étude de contraintes ini ales dans des

membranes de graphène issues d'un processus d'exfolia on mécanique, qui sont ini alement

non-dopées si elles sont découplées du substrat, ce qui est le cas dans le graphène suspendu.

Nous trouvons que ces contraintes dépendent fortement de l'échan llon, peuvent être homogènes

ou inhomogènes, compressives ou extensives, mais ne dépassent pas la valeur de 0.1% dans nos

échan llons.

L'étude détaillée d'une bulle de graphène pressurisée nous a permis de comprendre l'évo-

lu on des fréquences Raman en appliquant une contrainte extensive biaxiale de manière con-

trôlée. De plus, à l'aide de la théorie d'élas cité de membranes et des changements d'intensité

des modes Raman liés à des interférences op ques, nous avons pu déterminer des paramètres

mécaniques importants tels que ceux de Grüneisen et le module de Young. La reconstruc on de

la topographie par des moyens purement op ques est un point fort de notre étude, parce que

l'obten on de ce;e informa on nécessite d'habitude un montage expérimental plus sophis qué
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(e.g. AFM sous vide). En par culier, ce;e approche pourrait être u lisée pour d'autres matériaux

deux-dimensionnels.

Les changements d'intensités des modes Raman ont été u lisés pour déterminer également

le déplacement d'une membrane suspendue sur une tranchée sous pression électrosta que, à

basse température. Dans ce genre d'expérience, un effondrement de lamembrane a été observé.

L'évolu on de la déflec on avec la tension de grille a étémodélisée ainsi que l'effondrement. Avec

cemodèle, le déplacement de lamembrane pour différentes géométries de disposi f a été prédit,

informa on u le pour des mesures de transport. L'évolu on des fréquences Raman est surtout

due aux contraintes.

Ce contrôle précis de la déflec on ouvre la voie pour des expériences qui cherchent à son-

der des interac ons entre une membrane de graphène et un nano-objet, e.g. un nano-éme;eur

[Federspiel15, Reserbat-Plantey15], qui dépend sensiblement de la distance graphène - nano-

éme;eur.

Les applica ons ne sont pas limitées à des tensions de courant con nu (DC), au contraire,

récemment le poten el du graphène comme résonateurmécanique a été révélé [Bunch07, Chen09a,

Barton11]. Lemouvement induit par l'ac va onélectriquepeut être lu soit électriquement [Chen09a,

Eichler11] soit op quement [Bunch07, Cole15]. La fréquence de résonance est très sensible à des

perturba ons extérieures; avec la pe te masse du graphène, ces caractéris ques sont très favor-

ables pour des applica ons telles que des détecteurs [Wong10, Hill11, Puller13].

De plus, on pourrait résoudre en temps l'oscilla on d'un résonateur de graphène par spectro-

scopie Raman, ce qui perme;rait de sonder à la fois lemouvement du résonateur (dans la gamme

de MHz à GHz) et le mouvement des phonons (dans la gamme de THz).
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1 Introduc on

Dünnste Kohlenstoff-Folien (thinnest carbon films) have been observed by Boehm et al. in

1962 by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [Boehm62]. The authors were certainly not

aware of the research rush this ultra-thin material would have generated more than 40 years

a$er its first observa on. Graphite, which is the bulk crystal of these films, is a planar structure

consis ng of single layers with carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb la>ce (see figures 1.1a

and d). It has been studied in detail in between, inter alia because of its importance as mod-

era ng material in nuclear reactors. A lot of understanding of the electronic and phonon band

structure has been achieved during this period [Wallace47, Blakslee70, Tuinstra70, Nicklow72,

Nemanich77, Vidano78].

However, the unambiguous isola on of a single layer, named graphene [Boehm94], has been

achieved only at the beginning of the 21st century, and that by reducing the thickness of graphite

crystals down to few and single layers with the help of a simple scotch tape exfolia on tech-

nique (top-down approach) [Novoselov04, Novoselov05b], for which the Nobel prize of physics

has been a;ributed to Novoselov and Geim in 2010. Op mized substrates favored the localiza-

 on of monolayer graphene [Blake07], and the observa on of an electric field-effect modulated

electrical conduc vity pushed research group to focus on thismaterial, which turned out to be en-

dowedwith an unusual electronic bandstructure [Reich04, Geim07, Castro Neto09, Narula14], an

excellent electron transport [Novoselov04, Das Sarma11], op cal [Nair08b], vibra onal [Mohr09,

Ferrari13], thermal [Balandin11, Pop12] and mechanical proper es [Lee08, Bunch12, Tan13].

Graphene is the building block of the sp2 quasi zero- and one-dimensional (0d and 1d) nanos-

tructures, i.e. fullerenes [Iijima80, Chuvilin10] and carbon nanotubes [Iijima93] (see figures 1.1a, b

and c) and of graphite (see figure 1.1d). Thus, fundamental studies on thesematerials of different

dimensionali es are very enriching because one can probe physics in quasi-1d and 2d systems.

Furthermore, these materials form a good pla%orm for spin injec on [Tsukagoshi99, Sahoo05,

Tombros07, Dlubak12].

There are severalmethods to isolate single graphene sheets. Themain approaches are (1)me-

chanical exfolia on from graphite [Novoselov04, Novoselov05b], (2) graphene growth on metals

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

a)

b) c) d)

Figure 1.1: a) Graphene consists of carbon atoms forming a  ghtly packed honeycomb la>ce and is the 2d
buildingmaterial for carbonmaterials of all other dimensionali es. It can be wrapped up into 0d fullerenes
(b), rolled into 1d nanotubes (c) or stacked into 3d graphite (d). Image taken from ref. [Geim07].
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by chemical vapor deposi on [Land92, Kim09, Li09, Reina09], (3) epitaxial growth on silicon car-

bide [Berger04] and (4) liquid phase exfolia on [Hernandez08]. Furthermore, some transfer tech-

niques exist [Dean10], e.g. by wet transfer of CVD grown graphene [Suk11] or by exfolia on on

PDMS with further deposi on on the target substrate [Mar ns13]. Graphene used in the work

of this thesis requires high quality. Since graphene from a natural graphite source s ll has the

best prerequisites, graphene from that source will be mechanically exfoliated by the scotch tape

method.

Soon, researchers realized that, in spite of its excep onal characteris cs, the electric proper-

 es of graphene were limited by an influence of the Si/SiO2 substrate, on which graphene is usu-

ally deposited on. Indeed, supported graphene suffers from a substrate induced hole doping and

an inhomogeneous charge carrier distribu on, reducing the electron mobility in transport mea-

surements [Casiraghi07b,Mar n08, Xue11]. Hence, the suspension of graphenemembranes (see

figures 1.2a, b and c) allowed for a probing of electrical conduc vity and mechanical strength a

cleaner andmore accurate way, and, in par cular, led to an improvement of the electron mobility

by more than one order of magnitude [Bolo n08b, Du08].

Suspended graphene has not only been used for transport measurements but soon has been

iden fied as an ideal system for studying its mechanical proper es, which is par cularly appeal-

ing because graphene membranes are atomically thin and of ultralight weight. Soon a$er its first

suspension (see figure 1.2a and ref. [Meyer07]), the pioneering work of Bunch et al. on pressur-

ized graphene revealed its impermeability to standard gases and affirmed its strong adhesion to

Si/SiO2 substrates (see figures 1.2d, e and f) [Bunch07, Bunch08, Koenig11]. These addi onal

outstanding characteris cs give suspended graphene devices a high poten al for high sensi vity

sensors [Hill11, Chaste12]. Further studies examined the mechanical proper es, e.g. of graphene

balloons (see figure 1.2g and h) [Georgiou11] and the mechanical response of suspended mem-

branes to a point pressure load (see figure 1.2i) [Lee08]. In addi on, Newton rings have been ob-

served on graphene balloons (see figure 1.2g) and suggest that, even if only 0.335 nm thin [Ni07],

graphene is not fully transparent and op cal interferences play an important role in suspended

graphene.

All the works cited above, and thousands (!) of others, show that the electrical, op cal and

mechanical proper es are well studied and understood. Hence, one can use these well defined

proper es and their modifica ons (due to external perturba ons) in order to probe the intrinsic

state of graphene and its interac on with the environment. For this purpose, an appropriate tool

is Raman spectroscopy, which probes the electron-phonon coupling [Raman28, Ferrari06]. The

la;er is indeed sensi ve to the charge carrier density [Pisana07, Stampfer07, Yan07, Berciaud09],

mechanical strain [Mohiuddin09, Huang10, Lee12a], temperature [Calizo07, Chae09] and the crys-

talline quality [Lucchese10, Cancado11, Eckmann12] as well as to the number of layers [Ferrari07,

Graf07, Malard09b, Ferrari13].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Notably, Raman spectroscopy allows for a fast and minimally invasive local in situ probing

of doping and strain [Lee12a]. With changing number of charge carriers, the phonon energy

and life me are renormalized due to electron-phonon interac ons [Lazzeri06]. Mechanical strain

changes the bond length in the crystal which impacts the phonon modes. This sensi vity is of

great interest for characteriza on of suspended graphene membranes. This approach is in con-

trast to conven onal measurement techniques such as AFM nano-indenta on, which requires a

more sophis cated experimental setup for in situ measurements of pressurized suspended gra-

phene membranes.

Here comes into play the work of this thesis. The increasing interest of researchers in sus-

pended graphene devices [Mizuno13, Reserbat-Plantey13, Castellanos-Gomez15, Sommer15] re-

quires for a detailed understanding of both the strain and doping distribu on in such devices.

Suspended graphene membranes form a clean system, free from substrate influences, and both

strain and doping might be finely tuned within a blister test and an electric field-effect geometry,

respec vely.

We show in this thesis that the blister test geometry allows for a controlled applica on of

biaxial strain. A thorough Raman analysis of such graphene blisters permits to gain important

informa on about the strain induced phononmode shi$s and the Grüneisen parameters, difficult

to access in experiments on supported graphene. Furthermore, we take advantage of the device

geometry, which acts as an op cal cavity for Ramanmeasurements, and interpret the interference

induced modula on of the signal with varying pressure load. In that way, we show how one can

deduce the membrane deflec on and the Young's modulus of graphene in an elegant way.

Furthermore, we generalize this original method of the deflec on determina on and study in

detail the electrosta cally induced deflec on of suspended graphene in a field-effect geometry.

This issue is notably interes ng because classical transportmeasurements does not allow for an in

situ observa on of the mechanical response [Bolo n08b], which might lead to an undesired col-

lapse of the membrane. Within our work we highlight the great poten al of Raman spectroscopy

for such in situ studies, giving at the same  me local informa on about both the gate-induced

charge carrier densi es and deflec on-induced mechanical strain. In addi on, we complete our

considera on by providing a model which can serve as a guideline for improving the design of

graphene-based resonators and can, in par cular, es mate an unstable deflec on regime in the

vicinity of collapse.

Thus, our work contributes to a be;er understanding on the subtle interplay between doping

and strain in suspended graphene devices. This issue is of notable importance, because strain in

suspended graphene occurs not only when it is voluntarily induced by a pressure load applica on,

but is present as built-in strain in as fabricated devices [Bao09, Metzger09, Chen09b]. The signifi-

cance of this parameter will appear recurrently in the manuscript because it is found to influence
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the mechanical response of the membranes, not only in sta c deflec ons, but also in graphene-

based resonators, where pre-strain governs the resonance frequency [Bunch07, Chen09a].

Organisa on of this work

This thesis manuscript is divided into eight chapters. Following the present introduc on, in chap-

ter 2, we introduce general proper es of graphene, such as its atomic structure, its electronic

bandstructure and phonon dispersion. A detailed knowledge of these proper es is mandatory

for a comprehension of the electron-phonon coupling in graphene, in par cular for a correct in-

terpreta on of the observed Raman processes. We further highlight the interest in studying sus-

pended graphene from the "transport point of view" and introduce a model based on the theory

of elas city, which describes the mechanical response of suspended graphene membranes to an

external pressure load.

Chapter 3 presents Raman spectroscopy as a powerful tool to probe the electron-phonon

coupling in graphene, which is sensi ve to changes in the charge carrier density, the quality of the

graphene and the strain. The strong electron-phonon coupling at certain points of the Brillouin

zone is understood with the help of chapter 2.

In chapter 4, we shortly introduce the main sample fabrica on techniques and present our

confocal micro-Raman setup, allowing for measurements under ambient condi ons, under vac-

uum and at cryogenic temperatures. We furthermore show how we acquire and process our

data.

The core of this thesis is focused on suspended graphene membranes. In order to charac-

terize suspended graphene devices in view of charge carrier densi es and built-in strain, we take

advantage of the knowledge on Raman spectroscopy, which we have laid as as a basis in the pre-

vious chapters. Hence, in chapter 5, we focus on a sta s cal analysis of spa ally resolved Raman

maps and deduce sample dependent average values of built-in strain. Furthermore, the results

allow for a spa al resolu on of strain down to the sub-micrometer scale within one suspended

membrane.

In chapter 6, we take advantage of the extremely low doping level in suspended graphene

(which we have demonstrated in chapter 5), and study the Raman spectra of a pressurized gra-

phene blister, subjected to pure biaxial strain. A careful analysis of both the change in the inten-

si es and the frequencies of the main Raman features allows for a deep insight in the mechanical

response of graphene membranes to an external pressure load. Interes ngly, we show that we

are able to extract important mechanical parameters, such as the Grüneisen parameters and the

Young's modulus of graphene by solely op cal means.

In contrast to the previous chapter, where the graphenemembranes have been pressurized by

the applica onof a gas pressure difference, in chapter 7weapply a backgate voltage to suspended
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

Figure 1.2: Overview of suspended graphene samples. a) Bright-field transmission electron microscope
(TEM) image of a suspended graphene membrane. Its central part (homogeneous and featureless region
indicated by arrows) is monolayer graphene. Such devices allowed for electron diffrac on imaging showing
single crystal without domains. The scale bar is 500 nm. Image taken from ref. [Meyer07]. b) Scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) image of a suspended graphene device with six metal contacts. The image is taken
at 15◦ with respect to the sample plane. The sample underwent wet etching processes and were current
annealed, before showing a strong increase of the electronmobility. Image taken from ref. [Bolo n08b]. c)
SEM image of suspended epitaxial graphene, showing an array of doubly clamped (by gold pads) graphene
beams of 8µm length and widths ranging from 0.5 to 3.5µm. Wet etching is involved in the fabrica on
process. Image taken from ref. [Shivaraman09]. d) Sketch of amechanically exfoliated graphene sealedmi-
crochamber (Inset: op cal image of a single atomic layer graphene drumhead on 440 nm of SiO2). The di-
mensions of the microchamber are 4.75µm×4.75µm×380 nm. e) AFM image of the graphene sealed mi-
crochamber of (d) with a pressure difference∆p = −93 kPa across it. The minimum dip in the z-direc on
is 175 nm. f) AFM line traces taken through the center of the graphene membrane of (d). The images
were taken con nuously over a  me span las ng un l relaxa on (see inset), revealing the impermeability
of graphene. (d)-(f) are taken from ref. [Bunch08]. g) Op cal micrograph under white light of a graphene
bubble deposited on silicon. Newton rings are visible. h) 3µm×3µm topography AFM scan of a bubble.
(g) and (i) are taken from ref. [Georgiou11]. i) Sketch of a nano-indenta on measurement with an atomic
force microscope (AFM)  p. Image taken from ref. [Lee08].
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graphene membranes. This ga ng has two effects: Charge carriers are added to the membrane

and the electrosta c pressure induces a deflec on, which eventually leads to an unstable behavior

of themembrane andmakes it collapse. We present an advanced analysis of the deflec on, based

on a model of theory of elas city, and finally analyze the regime of unstable deflec ons for a

variety of device geometries.

In chapter 8, we conclude about our work and show that our findings will s mulate future

work on graphene and other 2d material based micrometer-sized opto-mechanical systems.

The Appendix contains addi onal data, which are not shown in the main manuscript, but to

which we refer.
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2 General theore cal backgroundongra-

phene

In this first chapter we introduce the basic characteris cs of graphene. We outline its excep-

 onal proper es which are derived from the crystalline structure of graphene, such as its band

structure and related high electronmobility. Furthermore, we focus on the vibra onal proper es,

both in monolayer and few layer graphene. Finally, we account for studying suspended graphene,

decoupled from the substrate, and include some aspects of theory of elas city in order to know

the mechanical response of these membranes when they are subjected to a pressure load.

2.1 Atomic structure

The name graphene was introduced by Boehm et al. in 1994 [Boehm62, Boehm94] to designate

a single layer of carbon atoms  ghtly packed into a two-dimensional honeycomb crystal la>ce.

The designa on graphene is a composi on of graph-ite, whose building-block it is, and benz-ene,

referring to the carbon rings found again in benzene molecules. From a crystallographic point of

view, not all the carbon atoms are equivalent. Two types of atoms can be iden fied. As shown in

figure 2.1a, the atoms labeled A (blue circle) have their nearest neighbors at 0◦, 120◦ and 240◦,

which are labeled B (yellow circle), whereas the atoms B have their nearest neighbors (atoms A)

at 60◦, 180◦ and 360◦. Thus, the graphene la>ce can be seen as a triangular la>ce with a basis

of two atoms A and B.

The distance between two neighboring atoms A and B is a = 1.42Å, which corresponds

roughly to the mean value of the simple (a = 1.54Å) and a double (a = 1.34Å) carbon-carbon

bond length, as it is the case for benzene [Fox95]. The basis vectors of the elementary cell are

a1 = a
2 (3,

√
3) and a2 = a

2 (3,−
√
3). The three vectors connec ng an atom B to its nearest

neighbors A are δ1 = a
2 (1,

√
3), δ2 = a

2 (1,−
√
3) and δ3 = −a(1, 0) (see figure 2.1a). The basis

vectors of the reciprocal la>ce in momentum space are b1 = 2π
3a (1,

√
3) and b2 = 2π

3a (1,−
√
3).

The first Brillouin zone is characterized by four high symmetry points, indicated by black points
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL THEORETICAL BACKGROUND ON GRAPHENE

in figure 2.1b and labeled Γ, M, K and K'. We note that, in par cular, the two points K and K'

are not equivalent, which means that they cannot be connected one to another by a reciprocal

la>ce vector1. K and K' play an important role for the physics of graphene, for reasons pointed

out later. Their posi ons in momentum space are given by the vectors K =
(
2π
3a ,

2π
3a

√
3

)

and

K′ =
(
2π
3a ,− 2π

3a
√
3

)

[Castro Neto09].
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Figure 2.1: a) Honeycomb la>ce structure of graphene, composed of a triangular la>ce with a basis of
two inequivalent carbon atoms, A and B. The basis vectors a1 and a2 span the unit cell and the vectors δ1,
δ2 and δ3 connect an atom B to its three nearest neighbors A. b) First Brillouion zone with the basis vectors
b1 and b2 of the reciprocal space. High symmetry points are indicated with a black circle and labeled Γ, M,
K and K'. Figure adapted from ref. [Castro Neto09].

2.2 Electronic proper es

In its neutral state, each carbon atom possesses six electrons. Its electronic configura on is

1s22s21p2. The two 1s electron orbitals are located in the vicinity of the atomic nucleus and are

not involved in chemical bonding or reac ons. On the contrary, in graphene, the 2s21p2 electron

orbitals hybridize, i.e. the 2s, 2px and 2py mix and form three hybrid orbitals labeled sp2, which

are separated by an angle of 120◦ in the xy-plane. The orbital 2pz is perpendicular to that plane.

The interac on (of the atomic orbitals) with the neighboring carbon atoms gives rise tomolecular

orbitals, which are denoted σ and σ∗ in the xy-plane and π and π∗ perpendicular to that plane.

These orbitals are called bonding and an -bonding, respec vely. The bonding orbitals are ener-

ge cally more favorable and are thus occupied by the eight electrons of the two carbon atoms in

the elementary cell. In consequence, the π∗ and σ∗ orbitals are empty.

Going from the picture of individual carbon atoms to the whole graphene la>ce, the molec-

ular orbitals become bands. Energe cally, the π (and π∗) bands are situated close to the Fermi

level whereas the σ (and σ∗) bands are further away and well separated by an energy of more

1In fact, all corners of the Brillouin zone and the points in the middle of the line connec ng these corners are high
symmetry points. In par cular, the intersec ons of b1 and b2 with the Brillouin zone border, labeled M' and M'', are
not equivalent to M. However, a reciprocal vector can be found to connect the remaining four corners of the Brillouin
zone, so that only K and K' are not equivalent at the corners [Fuchs08].
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2.2. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

than 10 eV [Thomsen04]. Thus, in experiments below this energy range, it is sufficient to consider

only electrons in the π (and π∗) bands.

2.2.1 Band structure

Since the structure of the electronic bands determines the electrical and op cal proper es of

the material, it is important to have knowledge about it. The first calcula on of the π and π∗

bands in graphitematerials has been performed byWallace in 1947 by using a  ght bindingmodel

[Wallace47]. In 2002, Reich et al. conducted refined calcula ons using the same model for gra-

phene and carbon nanotubes [Reich02]. In this model, the electrons can hop from one atom to

its three nearest neighbors (non equivalent atoms) with an energy cost τ of ≈ 2.7 eV and to its

six next nearest neighbors (equivalent atoms) with an energy cost τ ′, where 0.02τ . τ ′ . 0.2τ

[Reich02, Deacon07, Castro Neto09]. The  ght binding Hamiltonian taking into account nearest

neighbor and next nearest neighbor hopping writes as

H = −τ
∑

〈i,j〉,s

(

a
†
s,ibs,j + h.c.

)

− τ ′
∑

〈〈i,j〉〉,s

(

a
†
s,ias,j + b

†
s,ibs,j + h.c.

)

(2.1)

where ai,s (a
†
i,s) annihilates (creates) an electron with spin s (s = ↑, ↓) on the site Ri on the

subla>ce A [an equivalent defini on is used for subla>ce B with bi,s (b
†
i,s)].

The energy bands derived from this Hamiltonian are [Wallace47]

E±(k) = ±τ
√

3 + f(k)− τ ′f(k), (2.2)

with

f(k) = 2 cos
(√

3kya
)

+ 4 cos

(√
3

2
kya

)

cos

(
3

2
kxa

)

, (2.3)

where k is the wave vector of an electron and the plus (minus) sign applies to the upper π∗ (lower

π) band. Since equa on (2.3) contains only cosine-terms, it is mirror symmetric with respect to

the kx-ky-plane at E = 0, if one sets τ ′ = 0. Taking into account the next nearest neighbor

hopping (τ ′ 6= 0), the corresponding electronic dispersion is shown in figure 2.2a.

In this figure, one dis nguishes well the π and π∗ bands. Since each carbon atom contributes

with oneπ electron and each electronmay occupy either a spin-up or a spin-down state, the lower

π band is completely filled (valence band) and the upper π∗ is completely empty (conduc on

band) [Fuchs08]. Thus, the Fermi level is situated at the points where the π and π∗ bands touch,

11
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Figure 2.2: a) Energy dispersion of electrons in graphene obtained within the  ght-binding model, for
τ = 2.7 eV and τ ′ = −0.2τ . The energy dispersion is plo;ed in units of τ as a func on of the wave-vector
components kx and ky in units of a. The valence (π) and conduc on (π

∗) bands are well separated. The
Fermi level is situated at the points where the π and π∗ bands touch. A zoom of the energy dispersion
near to the K point is shown on the right. Figure adapted from ref. [Castro Neto09]. b) Cut through the
energy dispersion along characteric lines, connec ng the points K → Γ → M → K. Figure adapted from
ref. [Fuchs08]. c) Experimental energy distribu on of states as a func on of momentum along the principle
direc ons Γ →M→ K→ Γ. d), e) and f) Constant energy maps of the electronic states for E = 0, E =
−0.45 eV and E = −1.45 eV, respec vely, with respect to neutral graphene. In the figures, the data were
obtained on ini ally electron-doped graphene on SiC, a common feature for this substrate [Varchon07],
and are represented with respect to this ini al doping (with a Fermi level at≈ 0.45 eV within the π∗ band).
Figures adapted from ref. [Bostwick07].
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2.2. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

i.e. at2 E = 0. These points correspond to the K and K' points introduced previously3. In the

vicinity of these points, the energy dispersion has a cone shape, which is represented in the zoom

of figure 2.2a. This feature will be discussed in detail in the following subsec on. Nevertheless,

we note already that the fact that next nearest neighbor hopping is taken into account cancels the

electron hole symmetry when higher energies are involved. Furthermore, the cone in the zoom

will be deformed by the saddle points at M, this feature is called trigonal warping. In figure 2.2b

cuts along characteris c lines are shown, connec ng the points K→ Γ→M→ K. One sees that

next to the Fermi level, only the K (K') points are contribu ng to the electron (or hole) conduc on.

In par cular, in the case of neutral graphene, no conduc on electrons are available, because theπ

bands are filled and theπ∗ bands are empty. Hence, graphene is a semi-metal, or a semiconductor

with zero band gap.

Experimentally, the dispersion rela on of graphene can be determined by angle resolved

photo-emission spectroscopy (ARPES). In such a measurement, one takes advantage of the en-

ergy and momentum conserva on in an electron-photon sca;ering process. The measurement

consists of the detec onof the direc on and energy of a photo-emi;ed electron, which previously

has been excited by a photon of well defined energy and momentum. The angle dependence of

the photo-emi;ed electron yields precisely the momentum dependence of the energy and thus

the dispersion rela on, as we show in figures 2.2c-f in the case of epitaxially grown graphene.

Here, Bostwick et al. measured the energy distribu on as a func on of momentum along the

characteris c lines Γ → M → K → Γ and plo;ed color maps of the states at different energies

[Bostwick07]. Figure 2.2d shows a color map for neutral graphene, indica ng the confinement of

the electronic states near the K and K' points, whereas in figures 2.2e and f, energies of−0.45 and

−1.45 eV are scanned, indica ng the cone like character of the energy dispersion and the effect

of trigonal warping for higher energies, respec vely.

2.2.2 Band structure in the vicinity of the Dirac point

In the range of low energy, i.e. energies smaller than τ (= 2.7 eV), only the electronic states with

wave vectors k next to the K and K' points are allowed. Mathema cally, this condi ons writes as

k = K(') + q with |q| ≪ |K(')|, or, as |K(')| is propor onal to 1/a, one can write |q|a ≪ 1.

2We note that this is an arbitrary choice, the energies are always defined with respect to a constant. We note also,
that this simplified picture is only valid at T = 0 (without thermal energy broadening).

3We note that there is a conceptual difference between the K and K' points which one could define as the points
where the π and π∗ touch and the K and K' points defined by the pure crystallographic considera ons. The touching
points can, in principle, move away from the K and K' points, if τ is anisotropic [Hasegawa06, Dietl08]. However, in
natural graphene, these touching points are situated at the Brillouin zone corners and the nota on K and K' points can
be used for the touching bands [Fuchs08].
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL THEORETICAL BACKGROUND ON GRAPHENE

Electronic dispersion rela on

Let us first set τ ′ = 0. Correc ons taking into account τ ′ 6= 0 will be discussed later. Under these

condi ons, the cosines in equa on (2.3) can be rewri;en according to the rela on cos(a+ b) =

cos(a) cos(b) − sin(a) sin(b) and then series expanded up to orders of |q|2a2 (the linear terms
cancel out). With equa on (2.2), the approximated energy dispersion then writes as

E±(q) = ±3

2
τ |q|a. (2.4)

This equa on strongly reminds the energy-momentum rela onE = ~|k|c0 of photons, i.e.par-
 cles without mass. Defining vF as vF = 3τa/(2~), equa on (2.4) takes the form

E±(q) = ±~|q|vF. (2.5)

Here, vF takes the role of a velocity (Fermi velocity) and is approximately equal to 1×106m/s.

If one considers the general rela vis c energy dispersion, E(|q|) = ±
√

~2|q|2c∗2 +m∗2c∗4, an

effec ve mass ofm∗ = 0 can be a;ributed to the electrons, which results in an effec ve speed

of light, c∗, which here is equal to the Fermi velocity vF. We note that, however, the electrons in

graphene are not rela vis c in the sense that their velocity is approximately 300  mes smaller

than that of light, but they are nevertheless o$en called massless Dirac fermions because they

obey the Dirac equa on [Castro Neto09].

Taking into account a finite value of τ ′, the energy dispersion is affected by some correc ons

(again up to the second order of |q|a) and writes as

E±(q) = ±~|q|vF + 3τ ′ −
[
9τ ′a2

4
± 3τa2

8
sin (3θq)

]

|q|2 (2.6)

with θq = arctan(qx/qy). Hence, the presence of τ
′ shi$s the posi on of the Dirac point and

breaks the electron-hole symmetry [Castro Neto09] (see also figure 2.2). Furthermore, for higher

energies, the dispersion dependence on the direc on in momentum space plays an increasing

role. This threefold symmetry is called, as already men oned above, trigonal warping [Ando98,

Dresselhaus02] and can be iden fied in the ARPES measurements shown in figure 2.2f.

Density of states

Bothwith finite and zero τ ′, the density of states shows semi-metallic behavior [Wallace47, Bena05].

In order to describe phenomena occurring in rela on with the electron (or hole) density, the den-

sity of states per surface area, g(E), has to be known. Hobson and Nierenberg derived an ana-

ly cal expression for the case τ ′ = 0 [Hobson53]. In the vicinity of the Dirac point (|q|a ≪ 1),

the density of states can be approximated by
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2.2. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

g(E) =
2E

π(~vF)2
. (2.7)

Here is taken into account the spin degeneracy and the so called valley degeneracy (which is

nothing else than the fact that an electron can occupy two dis nct states in momentum space,

namely K and K′, at the Fermi level). Considering a finite τ ′ leads to correc ons, which are

presented in figure 2.3. The density of states g(E) is plo;ed as a func on of E/τ for the case of

τ ′ = 0.2τ (a and b) and τ ′ = 0 (c and d). In par cular, one can see that g(E) scales linear with

E next to the Dirac point, and that the density of states vanishes at one point. One can also see

that, due to the next nearest neighbor hopping, this linearity is slightly different for electron and

hole doping. The canceling of electron-hole symmetry is more striking at higher energies, where

van Hove singulari es dominate the density of states.
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Figure 2.3: a) and b) Density of states computed from the energy dispersion in equa on (2.2), for the case
of τ ′ = 0.2τ . (b) is a zoom in of figure (a), close to the neutrality point. c) and d) Density states for the
case of τ ′ = 0. Figure adapted from ref. [Castro Neto09].

The fact that the density of states vanishes linearly at the Dirac points is a direct consequence

of the linearity of the energy dispersion in the vicinity of the Dirac points. This par cular char-

acteris c is in contrast to the conven onal case of a two dimensional (2d) electron gas in metals

or semiconductors, where E ∝ k2 and g2d(E) = const. In table 2.1, we compare the density

of states as a func on of the energy for different dimensionali es and dispersion rela ons, in

par cular for a linear (e.g. graphene) and a parabolic (e.g. free electron gas) dispersion rela on.
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL THEORETICAL BACKGROUND ON GRAPHENE

1d 2d 3d
linear disp. rel. (E ∝ k) g1d(E) = const. g2d(E) ∝ E g3d(E) ∝ E2

parabolic disp. rel. (E ∝ k2) g1d(E) ∝ 1/
√
E g2d(E) = const. g3d(E) ∝

√
E

Table 2.1: Rela on between the dimensionality d of the system, the dispersion rela ng the momentum
with wavevector k to the energy E and the density of states g(E).

In this context, let us men on two carbon based systems closely related to graphene, but

showing different density of states. First, in bilayer graphene, the energy dispersion is parabolic

which leads to a constant density of states of this 2d material. Second, in metallic single walled

carbon nanotubes, which is quasi 1d, the energy dispersion is also constant [Thomsen04]. This

fact underlines the interest in studying monolayer graphene with its unique linear dispersion re-

la on.

2.2.3 Tuning of the electronic proper es by field effect

Due to the zero density of states at the Dirac points, the electronic conduc vity of neutral gra-

phene is quite low. However, the conduc vity can be changed by tuning the Fermi level, i.e. by

adding or removing electrons from the neutral graphene. The first is electron doping whereas the

la;er, due to the absence of electrons, is called hole doping. Doping allows then for poten ally

be;er electrical conduc vity than, e.g., copper at room temperature.

The charge carrier density is calculated by integra ng the product of the density of available

states per surface in the conduc on band, g(E), and of the Fermi-Dirac probability func on,

f(E) =
[
e(E−EF)/kBT + 1

]−1
[Ashcro$75]:

ne =

+∞∫

0

g(E) f(E) dE and nh =

+∞∫

0

g(E) [1− f(E)] dE (2.8)

for electrons and holes, respec vely. At T = 0, the Fermi-Dirac probability func on is 1 in every

energy slice dE and one can directly see that in the case of graphene, n ∝ E2, in contrast to the

conven onal case of 2d electron gases in metals or semiconductors, where n ∝ E.

In prac ce, charge carriers are usually added to graphenewithin a field effect geometry, i.e. an

external electric field is applied by means of a poten al difference between the graphene and a

gate electrode, separated by a dielectric non-conduc ng layer. In that case, the charge carrier

density n is propor onal to the applied poten al difference, i.e. a gate voltage Vg and depends

on the geometrical capacitance (per surface) of the separa ng layer, c. n then write as n = cVg.

A common prac ce is the use of highly doped silicon with a silicon oxide layer as dielectric spacer,

because of its abundance and good conduc vity proper es as well as of its rela vely cheap, easy

and well established produc on process. Furthermore, the use of Si/SiO2 substrates offers an
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easy iden fica on of graphene monolayers by means of op cal microscopy and has s ll other

advantages, as will be discussed in detail in sec on 3.5. In figure 2.4a we show a sketch of such a

measurement geometry.

The electric field effect has first been observed on few layer graphene in 2004 by Novoselov

et al. and soon later on one layer graphene [Novoselov04, Novoselov05a, Zhang05]. Figure 2.4b

shows the electric field effect on the source drain resis vity (see also figure 2.4a), measured on a

monolayer graphene on a Si/SiO2 substrate. Posi ve (nega ve) Vg induces electrons (holes) with

a charge carrier concentra on propor onal to Vg. Thus, the decreasing resis vity ρ indicates a

strongmobility µ of the charge carriers, because it is connected via µ = (neρ)−1 to the resis vity.

Here, a value of µ ≈ 5000 cm2V−1s−1 is a;ained, which is commonly the case for graphene

deposited on Si/SiO2 [Geim07, Bolo n08b].

We note that other techniques exist to change the Fermi level in graphene, e.g. by introducing

charge carriers by adding impuri es (chemical doping) [Liu11], or by an electric field effect created

by an ion gel deposited directly on the graphene, called electrochemical top-ga ng (in contrast to

silicon bo;om-ga ng) capable to dope graphene in a more efficient way [Lu04, Das08, Wang10b,

Froehlicher15a].

Furthermore, even if charge carriers can be added efficiently to graphene, a non-negligible

disadvantage compared to silicon based transistors persists: the difference between the states

of conduc vity, called on/off ra o, is not very high, which acts on the energy consump on and

the reliability of such electronic devices. In par cular, even in ultraclean devices, the current

cannot be turned off completely, because even in the limit of vanishing n, a minimum conduc-

 vity persists. This conduc vity is an intrinsic property of the 2d Dirac electrons and its value

is σmin = e2/(4~) [Ando02, Peres06, Mak08, Tombros11, Mak12]. In experiments, this value

is not observed because charged impurity sca;ering and residual charge density induced by the

inhomogeneous charge distribu on in the samples limit the conduc vity [Tan07].

However, reducing the lateral size of graphene to a few nanometers leads to a band gap open-

ing at the Dirac point, allowing for a higher on/off ra o, suitable for electronic devices [Han07,

Wang08b].

Nevertheless, due to its extraordinary op cal and mechanical proper es, graphene remains

an interes ng candidate for, e.g., flexible and transparent electrodes, as will be exposed later in

the manuscript.

2.2.4 Substrate influences and the interest of suspended graphene

Factors limi ng the detailed study of graphene in the vicinity of the Dirac points, and, for ap-

plica ons, limi ng the charge carrier mobility are the quality of the graphene and, in par cular,

the interac on of graphene with the underlying substrate, e.g. Si/SiO2. Actually, the ini al dop-
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Figure 2.4: a) Scheme of graphene in a typical field effect geometry. The gate voltage Vg permits to tune
the charge carrier density n in the graphene, which is contacted by  tanium and gold. Addi onally, a
source-drain voltage, Vsd, can be applied to the graphene in order tomeasure its resis vity. The underlying
SiO2 layer serves as dielectric spacer layer. b) Electric field effect in graphene at T = 1 K. The insets show
the conical low energy dispersion with changing Vg. Posi ve (nega ve) Vg induces electrons (holes) with
a charge carrier concentra ons n = cVg where c ≈ 7.2 × 1010 cm−2V−1 for field effect devices with
dSiO2 = 300 nm. The rapid decrease in resis vityρ indicates their highmobility and does not notably change
with temperatures up to 300 K. Figure adapted from ref. [Geim07]. c) Spa al charge density fluctua ons
showing electron/hole puddles on a graphene flake deposited on Si/SiO2. The data in the color map has
been extracted from surface poten al measurements by STM. The black contour marks the zero density
contour. Figure adapted from ref. [Mar n08]. d) Measured resis vity ρ (in a four probe geometry) as a
func on of gate voltageVg for a suspended graphene device before (blue) and a$er (red) current annealing;
data from a high-mobility device on the Si/SiO2 substrate (grey dashed line) is shown for comparison. The
gate voltage is limited to ±5V range to avoid mechanical collapse. T = 5 K. The inset shows the device
geometry of the suspended sample. Figure adapted from ref. [Bolo n08b].
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ing level in deposited graphene depends strongly on the substrate [Wang08d, Shi09, La@io 10,

Goncher13] and is known to be generally hole-doped on SiO2 [Ryu10]. In addi on, the charge is

not homogeneously distributed over the surface but forms kind of puddles on the sub-micrometer

scale, as can be seen on the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) image in figure 2.4c [Mar n08,

Mar n15]. Charge puddles varying from −1 × 1012 to +1 × 1012 cm−2 have been observed

[Xue11]. The exact charge distribu on on supported graphene depends strongly on the fabrica-

 on method, but clean and intrinsic graphene is only obtained when it is decoupled from the

substrate either by adding an inert atomically flat layer [like boron nitride (BN)] [Dean10, Xue11,

Forster13] or by suspending it [Meyer07, Frank07, Bolo n08b, Berciaud09, Ni09].

In figure 2.4dwe showa comparisonof resis vitymeasurements on supported graphene (grey

dashed line) and on suspended graphene before (blue line) and a$er (red line) current-induced

hea ng. The la;er has been applied in order to clean the graphene, which has been in contact

with resist and organic solvents. Thus, clean suspended graphene directly results in a significant

improvement of the electrical transport proper es. Bolo n et al. achieved charge carrier mobili-

 es of more than 200 000 cm2V−1s−1 at 4 K, which is an improvement by a factor 10 compared to

typical values measured on graphene deposited on Si/SiO2. A study of the temperature depen-

dence on the mobility reveals that charge density inhomogeneity and flexural phonons limit the

mobility [Bolo n08a, Castro10].

2.3 Op cal proper es

Apart from its excep onal conduc vity proper es, graphene possesses interes ng op cal prop-

er es, which are also closely related to the Dirac-like character of the electrons. In order to get an

understanding of how light interacts with graphene, we first have to make clear which processes

might occur. When light impinges a material, part of it is either reflected (R), absorbed (A) or
transmi;ed (T ). Energy conserva on requiresR + A + T = 1. In graphene,R is smaller than

0.1% and can be neglected in comparison toA and T [Bonaccorso10]. The absorp on coefficient

αabs(ω), which depends on the photon energy, relates the ini al intensity of the light, I0, to the

transmi;ed intensity a$er a certain distance z, I(z), via an exponen al decay [Lambert60]:

I(z) = I0e
−αabs(ω)z. (2.9)

The absorp on coefficient is, in turn, related to imaginary part of the refrac ve index of the

material. If one writes the refrac ve index as ñ(ω) = n(ω) + iκ(ω), it is

αabs(ω) =
2ωκ(ω)

c0
. (2.10)

Thus, to get an expression ofA, it is sufficient to determine κ(ω).
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On the other hand, the square of the complex refrac ve index is nothing else but the the

dielectric constant ε(ω) [Dresselhaus, accessed on 12th of November 2015]. In turn, the dielectric

constant determines the op cal proper es of a solid by means of the conduc vity σ(ω) of the

material [Ashcro$75, Appendix K, page 776]:

ε(ω) = n2(ω) = ε0(ω) +
4πiσ(ω)

ω
. (2.11)

In general, one is free to redefine the arbitrary func on of frequency ε0(ω) [Ashcro$75], and

following Ziegler et al., we put it to 1 [Ziegler14, page 11]. In solids, one has to consider contri-

bu ons from intraband and interband processes to the op cal proper es. The first are processes

which correspond to the electronic conduc on by free charge carriers, thus, this is the governing

process in metals. These intraband processes can be understood in their simplest terms by the

classical Drude theory [Dresselhaus], giving rise to the complex Drude conduc vityσD. In addi on

to this free carrier processes, there are interband processes which correspond to the absorp on

of electromagne c radia on by an electron in an occupied state below the Fermi level, thereby

inducing a transi on to an unoccupied state in a higher band (see the scheme in figure 2.5). This

interband process is intrinsically a quantummechanical process and has to be described in terms

of quantum mechanical concepts. Usually, the presence of an energy gap between the bands re-

quires a threshold energy, but this energy is not necessary in graphene since the bands touch an

the K points. The transi ons then depend on the coupling between the valence (π) and conduc-

 on (π∗) bands, and the magnitude of these transi ons is determined by the momentum matrix

elements coupling the π states to the π∗ state [Dresselhaus].

Let us consider an incident photon with energy ~ω as a perturba on. The corresponding

interac on Hamiltonian connec ng the ini al state in the π band and the final state in the π∗

band can be inserted in Fermi's Golden rule in order to obtain the interband current density

[Dresselhaus, Nair08a]. The result of this calcula on is a value of σi = e2/(4~) [Kuzmenko08,

Mak08, Nair08a], which corresponds to the minimum conduc on value men oned in subsec on

2.2.4. Interes ngly, this value does not depend on the photon energy, because within the fac-

tors in the product of Fermi's Golden rule, the ω-dependence cancels out (the matrix element is

∝ ω−2, the density of states∝ ω and the energy of the incident photon∝ ω). Or, in other words,

the graphene Hamiltonian describing the linear bands has no intrinsic energy scale with which

the photon energy can be compared.

Summing both intra- and interband contribu ons, the square of the refrac ve index writes as

n2(ω) = 1 +
4πi

ω
[σD(ω) + σi(ω)] . (2.12)

The rela ve importance of both contribu ons basically depends on the considered spectral

light range. Whereas the Drude conduc vity plays a role in the infrared range (photon energy
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Figure 2.5: a) Schema c of intra- (red arrow) and interband (blue arrow) processes in graphene, resul ng
from the absorp on of a photon with energy ~ω (green arrow). The grey areas represent occupied states.
Due to the Pauli principle, an interband transi on occurs from an occupied state below the Fermi level
to an unoccupied state above the Fermi level. b) Op cal image of 1L and 2L graphene exfoliated over
transparent holes. The line scan profile shows the intensity of transmi;ed white light along the yellow
line. Increasing the number of graphene layers leads to a drop of 2.3% of the intensity of the transmi;ed
light. c) Transmi;ance of 1L and 2L graphene regions of the sample shown in (b), as a func on of the light
wavelength. The transmi;ance is measured by analyzing images taken in an op cal microscope when the
membrane is illuminated through narrow-band filters. (b) and (c) are taken from ref. [Nair08a].

≤ 50meV), the interband transi ons are dominant in the range between ultra-violet and mid

infra-red (photon energy between 50meV and 4meV). Since in this work we will deal only with

visible light, we neglect the intraband processes and can write n as n =
√

1 + 4πiσi/ω. Since

4πσi/ω ≪ 1, a series expansion of the square root yields directly the imaginary part of n. Hence,

one can write

αabs =
2ωκ

c0
≈ 4πσi

c0
(2.13)

With σi = e2/(4~), αabs ≈ πα, where α is the fine structure constant. Thus, the energy

frac on absorbed by a single graphene layer isA ≈ 1− e−πα ≈ πα ≈ 2.3%.

Actually, the fine structure constant describes the coupling strength between rela vis c elec-

trons and photons and is used in quantum electrodynamics. The interac on between photons

and electrons is described by the fine structure constant. This is a direct consequence of the fact

that the charge carriers in graphene can be seen as Dirac like par cles [Nair08b]. Nair et al.mea-

sured the absorbed part of the light for graphene (monolayer and few layer), as shown in figure

2.5b, and find the value of 2.3% per graphene layer. The absorp on coefficient is constant over

the spectral range of visible light for one layer graphene, which is due to the linear bands (see

figure 2.5c, we note that this approxima on becomes invalid for higher photon energies above

approximately 2.5 eV), and is simply mul plied by the number of layers for few layer graphene.
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL THEORETICAL BACKGROUND ON GRAPHENE

Let us note that, even if light absorp on is efficient in graphene, in par cular taking into ac-

count its thickness, graphene is a quasi-zero light emi;er because the absence of a band gap

causes non-radia ve charge carrier relaxa on [Park07, Lui10, Mak12]. The type of light emis-

sion from graphene themost widely inves gated is the inelas c sca;ering associated with op cal

phonon emission (and absorp on) [Ferrari06, Ferrari07, Pimenta07, Malard09b]. This process

called Raman process plays an important role for the study of phonons in graphene and, be-

cause of electronic resonances, also for probing important aspects of the electronic structure,

which is directly related to the number of charge carriers [Das08, Berciaud09], mechanical strain

[Mohiuddin09, Zabel11, Lee12a], defect density [Cancado11, Eckmann12] and the number of gra-

phene layers [Graf07, Malard09b].

In our experimental work, Raman sca;ering spectroscopy will be the key measurement tech-

nique. Since the Raman process involves the interac on of lightwith charge carriers and phonons,

the knowledge about phonons in graphene is of great importance. For this reason, the following

sec on is en rely dedicated to phonons in mono- and few layer graphene.

2.4 Phonons in graphene layers

In this sec on we will address the possible phonon modes in a graphene monolayer, discuss the

phonon dispersion and how this dispersion can be determined. In a second part, we consider

addi onal phonon modes arising from interlayer coupling in few layer graphene and graphite.

2.4.1 Atomic displacement

Since monolayer graphene consists of two atoms per unit cell, it shows six vibra onmodes, three

acous c (A) and three op cal (O). Two of them are longitudinal (L) in the plane (iLA and iLO), two

are transversal (T) in the plane (iTA and iTO) and two are transversal out of plane (oTA and oTO).

The atomic displacement corresponding to these phonons at the Γ point is sketched in figure

2.6 (column for one layer graphene). From a crystallographic point of view, graphene belongs to

the point group D6h (Schönflies nota on) [Malard09a, Loudon64]. The irreducible representa on

within this point group corresponding to the phononmodes described above, are E2g, B2g, A2u and

E1u (see annota ons in figure 2.6) [Nemanich77, Ferrari13]. Graphite belongs to the same point

group, but has a different unit cell, consis ng of four atoms. Indeed, considering an AB stacking

order, the two atoms of the unit cell in each layer are now inequivalent. This doubles the number

of op cal modes, they become Davydov-doublets [Davydov69, Ferrari13]. The corresponding

irreducible representa ons are annotated in the right columns of figure 2.6 for graphite. We can

dis nguish in plane and out of plane atomic displacements, rigid layer displacements and acous c

modes. For completeness, Raman ac ve modes are marked with a blue rectangle (straight line).
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2.4. PHONONS IN GRAPHENE LAYERS

The corresponding modes will be discussed in chapter 3. Note that monolayer graphene has

no infrared ac ve modes, observable in infrared absorp on spectroscopy (blue rectangle with

dashed line), but that the Davydov spli>ng between in-phase and out-of-phase modes is the

origin of the infrared ac vity of graphite [Nemanich77].

However, N layer graphene with N 6= 1 has a different point group than graphite, because the

transla on invariance of the four atom unit cell does not hold anymore [Yan09]. The point group

is D3d and D3h for N even and N odd, respec vely [Malard09a]. Pictorially, the main symmetry

opera on dis nguishing between even and odd layers are the horizontal mirror plane, which is

absent for even N, and the inversion, which is absent for odd N [Malard09a]. It is important to

men on the difference in the point groups with respect to graphite, because it is the physical

origin for the fact that certain modes, which are op cally inac ve in graphite, are ac ve in N layer

graphene. This is, e.g. the case for the layer breathing-like B2g mode in graphite, which is Raman

ac ve in few layer graphene (see chapter [?]) [Lui14].
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Figure 2.6: Correla on of the zone center vibra onal modes (at the Γ point) of monolayer graphene (le$
columns) and graphite (right columns). The Raman and infrared ac ve phonons are marked with a blue
rectangle (straight and dashed line, respec vely). Empty and filled circles represent inequivalent carbon
atoms (see sec on 2.1). The red arrows show the atom displacements. The black arrows show how each
phononmode in graphenemonolayer gives rise to two phononmodes in graphite. Figure inspired adapted
from references [Nemanich77] and [Ferrari13].
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Addingmore layers in AB stacking order increases the number of atoms in the unit cell (2N for

N layer graphene). The symmetry group is not the same as for monolayer graphene. However,

the symmetry groups for N layer graphene, with N even or odd (from now on, N 6= 1) are the

same as for 2L and 3L graphene, respec vely. It turns out that for these groups, a representa on

can be found in which the Raman ac ve phonon modes are maintained in N layer graphene;

detailed considera ons on the involved symmetry groups can be found in references [Saha08],

[Malard09a] and the PhD thesis of J. Yan [Yan09].

2.4.2 Phonon dispersion

From a theore cal point of view, the phonon dispersion (of graphite) has been determined using

empirical force-constant calcula ons [Nicklow72, Al-Jishi82, Mohr07]. This approach assumes

three constants for the interac on of an atom with its nearest neighbor. The fi$h nearest neigh-

bor is taken into account in these calcula ons in order to account for an accurate descrip on

[Mohr07].

To resolve the full range of la>ce vibra ons along the high symmetry lines Γ → M → K

→ Γ experimentally, inelas c neutron [Nicklow72] or X-ray sca;ering [Maultzsch04b, Mohr07,

Grüneis09] aswell as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [Oshima88, Siebentri;97, Yanagisawa05]

can be employed. Due to the lack of quality and the required size for the above men oned mea-

surement techniques, the full range of the phonon dispersion in monolayer graphene has not

been recorded yet, the available data are obtained from graphite or few layer graphene sources.

In figure 2.7, we show experimental data obtained by X-ray sca;ering. Of course, onemight inter-

ject that Raman spectroscopy itself could be used to determine the phonon dispersion, however,

since the interac on is closely related to the electron dispersion, only a small part of the reciprocal

space is accessible (near Γ and K).

A very successful tool in theore cal physics is the calcula on of func onals depending on the

electron density in solid states (density func onal theory, DFT). Applied to graphene, the phonon

dispersion has been modeled in good agreement with experimental data [Dubay03, Wirtz04,

Maultzsch04b, Piscanec04, Mounet05, Bonini07, Yan08b]. However, in the common approach of

DFT, the long-range character of the electron-electron interac on is neglected. These effects are

taken into account by the so called GW method, which considers a screened electron-electron

interac on4. This method is considered as the most precise approach to determine electronic

bands, and, in par cular, phonon dispersions [Lazzeri08]. Since electron-phonon coupling is ex-

pected to take place in the vicinity of the Γ and K points, a precise knowledge of the phonon

dispersion is mandatory. It turns out that the GW method accounts for a notable correc on of

4Considering an electron in its environment, which it is screening, is summarized in the so called self energy, which
itself is calculated by means of a Green's func onG and the corresponding interac onW : Σ ≈ iGW is then the GW
approxima on.
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Figure 2.7: Phonon dispersion of graphite/graphene. Experimental data are obtained fromX-ray sca;ering
measurements, including data from references [Maultzsch04b] (filled dots), [Mohr07] (open triangles) and
[Grüneis09] (open dots). Theore cal data are DFT calcula ons (black straight and red dashed lines) and
GW correc ons (orange straight line) from references [Lazzeri08] and [Grüneis09]. Figure adapted from
ref. [Venezuela11].
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the standard DFT calcula ons, in par cular at the K point [Lazzeri08, Grüneis09, Venezuela11].

We show the theore cal DFT calcula ons including the GW correc on in figure 2.7.

A zoom in the range of the op cal phonons in the vicinity of the K point (upper part of figure

2.7) displays an interes ng feature: The phonon frequency varies abruptly with momentum near

K. Such a phenomenon is rather uncommon in other materials; its occurance is strongly related to

the electronic dispersion of graphene. Kohn stated in 1959, if there are two electronic states with

wave vectors k1 and k2 = k1+ q, both on the Fermi surface, it is |∇q ω(q)| = ∞ [Kohn59]. This

so called Kohn anomaly occurs at the Γ point (q ≈ 0, on the iLO branch) and the K point (q ≈ K,

on the iTO branch) of graphene [Piscanec04, Maultzsch04b].

Finally, we stress that the phonon dispersion shown in figure 2.7 is the one of monolayer

graphene. As discussed in the previous chapter, the addi on of layers leads to a Davydov spli>ng

of themodes [Froehlicher15b]. In par cular, the layer breathingmode of the oTA phonon spli>ng

has a finite frequency atΓ, which is≈ 120 cm−1 [Karssemeijer11, Tan12, Lui13]. A zoom in to even

lower phonon frequencies reveals the spli>ng of the iLA and iTA modes (at≈ 40 cm−1) [Tan12].

The corresponding zoom in of the phonon dispersion can be consulted e.g. in ref. [Tan12].

For completeness, let us note that part of the acous c branches has been studied at ultra-low

frequencies by means of Brillouin sca;ering, allowing for the extrac on of the sound velocity in

graphene [Wang08e].

2.5 Suspended graphene as a two dimensional membrane

There is an extended interest in studying suspended graphene, which is decoupled from any

substrate influences, par cularly true in terms of substrate induced doping and charge puddles

[Bolo n08b, Mar n08, Berciaud09, Chen09b, Xue11], as already indicated in subsec on 2.2.4.

This interest is not only nurtured by improved transport proper es, but also by the challenge of

using a membrane within its ul mate thickness limit. Three par cular features facilitate studies

on suspended graphene membranes:

First, graphene adheres strongly to the commonly used Si/SiO2 substrate [Koenig11, Gao14].

Deposited over apertures of various shapes and subjected to a pressure difference, the strong

adhesion ensures the lack of slipping and allows for the examina on of the mechanical response

to a pressure difference. Here, we refer to the work of Bunch et al. and Georgiou et al., which

we have presented in an exemplary manner in chapter 1 (see figure 1.2) [Bunch07, Bunch08,

Georgiou11]. Of course, at a certain pressure difference the adhesion energy is overcome and

delamina on occurs. Such a pressure dependent delamina on test is shown schema cally in

figure 2.8a and b. The correspondingmembrane deforma on using AFM is plo;ed in figures 2.8c.

For an approximately 4µm diameter aperture delamina on starts with a pressure difference in

the MPa range [Koenig11].
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a) b) c)

Figure 2.8: a) Schema c of a graphene-sealed microcavity before it is placed in the pressure chamber. The
pressure inside the microcavity, pint, is equal to the external pressure pext, so the membrane is flat. A$er
four to six days inside the pressure chamber, pint increases to p0. b) When the microcavity is removed
from the pressure chamber, the pressure difference across the membrane causes it to bulge upward and
eventually delaminate from the substrate, causing the radius a to increase. c)Deflec on vs. posi on for five
different values of∆p between 0.145MPa (black) and 1.25MPa (cyan). The dashed black line is obtained
from Hencky’s solu on for ∆p = 0.41MPa [Hencky15]. The deflec on is measured by AFM along a line
that passes through the centre of the membrane. Figures are taken from ref. [Koenig11].

However, in general, every suspended graphene membrane is somehow a;ached to a sub-

strate at its extremi es, either by simple van der Waals interac on [Koenig11, Yoon12, Gao14,

Jung14] or by clamping it with metal contacts [Bunch07, Du08, Bolo n08b].

Second, the images shown in chapter 1, in par cular the data in figure 1.2c, reveal that gra-

phene is impermeable to standard gases [Bunch08]. Indeed, it takes several days for a pressurized

membrane to come back to its ini al state, and even it is ques onable whether the relaxa on is

not due to a gas diffusion through the underlying Si/SiO2.

Third, the highly charge conduc ng graphene is composed of light carbon atoms, which forms

the perfect pla%orm for inducing a deflec on either by an electrosta c pressure load [Bolo n08b]

or by the applica on of an AC back gate voltage [Bunch07, Chen09a], leading to a high frequency

deflec on modula on.

In any case, it is crucial to know the mechanical response of the graphene membrane due to

an external pressure load, be it by a gas pressure difference or by means of electric pressure.

Supported graphene can be considered as flat and in equilibrium with its environment, even

when a pressure load normal to its surface is applied [Meyer07, Mar n08]. In contrast, the ob-

served deflec on of suspended graphene is the result of an equilibrium state minimizing the

contribu on of bending and stretching for a given external pressure load. We note that in the

geometries considered here, the gravita onal force is negligible5. In par cular, its value is unim-

portant when an air pressure difference or an electrosta c pressure is applied. The force ac ng

on the membrane leads consequently to a deforma on of the graphene sheet. The issue is now

5The weight of a monolayer of graphene is 7.57 × 10−7 kg/m2. The gravita onal force Fg ac ng on a suspended
device with typical dimensions of e.g. 20× 5µm2 = 10−10m2 is Fg = mg ≈ 10−15 N.
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to determine the displacement response of the sheet due to an external force. In other words,

in thermodynamics the total free energy F has to be minimized in order to find the equilibrium

deflec on.

In par cular, in thin plates or membranes, the bending and stretching energy contribute toF ,
apart from the external pressure loadP . In the following, we will first introduce the defini ons of

strain and stress tensors and then u lize the defini ons to determine the bending and stretching

contribu ons to the free energy of thin plates. As the graphene is an ultra-thin membrane, we

will further focus on the limit of vanishing thickness and bending s ffness. In par cular, we will

see that the result strongly influences the rela onship between P and the maximal deflec on

ξmax.

Fundamental defini ons

The following considera ons mainly follow Landau's book Theory of elas city [Landau70].

Let an arbitrary body have to points separated by a distance dl. In a three-dimensional Carte-

sian coordinate system dl2 is dx21 + dx22 + dx23. Under the ac on of applied forces, the body

changes its shape and volume, i.e. the distance between these two points changes to dl′, where

dl′2 = dx′21 + dx′22 + dx′23 . Let us define the displacement vector u with the components

ui = x′i − xi. Using the Einstein summa on rule and subs tu ng dui = (∂ui/∂xk)dxl, one

can write

dl′2 = dl2 + 2
∂ui

∂xk
dxidxk +

∂ui

∂xk

∂ui

∂xl
dxkdxl = dl2 + 2uik dxidxk. (2.14)

Here, the strain tensor uik has been defined as

uik =
1

2

(
∂ui

∂xk
+

∂uk

∂xi
+

∂ul

∂xi

∂ul

∂xk

)

(2.15)

and gives the change in an element of lengthwhen the body is deformed. For small deforma ons,

ui is small, thus one can neglect the last summand in equa on (2.15), which is of second order.

When the body is deformed, internal forces called stresses arise in order to return the body

to equilibrium. For a given por on of the body, the total force per unit volume, F , is given by the

volume integral over all small volume elements dV in that por on, i.e.
∫
F dV . Various parts of

that por on might act on one another, but the total resultant force is zero due to Newton's third

law. Thus, the total force can be regarded as the sum of the forces exerted on the given por on by

the surrounding por ons. That means that the forces act on the surface of that por on. Hence,

the resultant force can be represented as an integral over the surface, and this for every compo-

nent
∫
Fi dV . In vector analysis, integra ng a scalar over a volume integral can be transformed

into an integral over a surface element if the scalar is the divergence of a vector. In our case, we
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have the integral of a vector (Fi) over a volume, which implies that Fi must be the divergence of

a tensor of rank two, i.e. be of the form

Fi =
∂σik

∂xk
, (2.16)

where σik is called the stress tensor. The component σik is the i-th component of the force per

unit area ac ng perpendicular to the xk-axis. In other words, by taking elements of area in the

planes of xy, yz and zx, the force per unit area parallel to the x-axis is σxx whereas σyx and σzx

are tangen al forces along the y and z-axis, respec vely.

The stress tensor can be expressed in terms of the strain tensor using the Poisson ra o6 ν and

the Young's modulus E in the following way:

σik =
E

1 + ν

(

uik +
ν

1− 2ν
ullδik

)

, (2.18)

where, again, the Einstein summa on is used and δik is the Kronecker delta. We note that here,

the strain tensor is a linear func on of the stress tensor, i.e. the deforma on is propor onal to

the applied forces. Equa on (2.18) is valid for small deforma ons and can be seen as Hooke's law.

In order to access the final equilibrium state of the deformed body, we have to know the total

free energy F , which is supposed to be a func on of the strain tensor. For small deforma ons,
F can be expanded in terms uik. Note that the term of lowest order is of order two because on

the undeformed body no external forces act, i.e. σik = 0. This implies that ∂F/∂uik = 0 because

in thermodynamics, the components of the stress tensor can be obtained by differen a ng the

free energy with respect to the components of the strain tensor. Hence, one can write the total

free energy as

F = F0 +
1

2
λu2ii + µu2ik (2.19)

with λ and µ the Lamé coefficients. Using the defini on of these coefficients,F can be expressed

in terms of the Poisson ra o ν and the Young's modulus E:

F =
E

2(1 + ν)

(

u2ik +
ν

1− 2ν
u2ii

)

. (2.20)

6The Poisson ra o ν is a measure of the strain response transverse to the axis on which the strain is applied. It is
defined as

ν = −
dǫtrans
dǫaxial

, (2.17)

and can also be expressed in terms of volume changes. Indeed, when a material is compressed in one direc on, it
usually tends to expand in the other two direc ons perpendicular to the direc on of compression.
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According to Euler's homogeneous func on theorem, here applicable for a func on of degree

2, one can write uik∂F/∂uik = 2F [Forster76], and with ∂F/∂uik = σik one gets another useful

form of the expression for the free energy:

F =
1

2
σikuik. (2.21)

Bending energy of thin plates

Using the nota on above, we might now determine the free energy of a bent plate. To do so, we

consider a thin plate, i.e. its thickness t is small compared to the other two dimensions. Further-

more, the deforma ons are supposed to be small compared to the plate dimensions. As sketched

in figure 2.9, bending a plate of thickness t results in compressing (expanding) the lower (upper)

part.

t

z

x

Figure 2.9: Schema c of a bent plate of thickness t. For small deflec ons, the displacement ξ is only along
the z-axis.

The displacement of the neutral line (do;ed in figure 2.9 and in the following denoted with

the index (0)) along the z-axis is called ξ. For small deforma ons, the displacement in x (and y)

direc on can be neglected and the displacement vector is

u
(0)
x = u

(0)
y = 0, u

(0)
z = ξ(x, y). (2.22)

Now we will analyze the components of the stress tensor which will give some condi ons

to determine the strain tensor. Namely, compara vely small forces on the surface of the plate

are needed to bend it. These forces are considerably smaller than the internal stresses due to the

compression and expansion. Thus, on both surfaces of the plate, one can putσxz = σyz = σzz = 0.

In the plate, we further suppose that these quan  es are small, since they are zero at the surface

and the plate is thin. Thus, for these quan  es, equa on (2.18) writes as

σzx =
E

1 + ν
uzx, σzy =

E

1 + ν
uzy and

σzz =
E

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
[(1− ν)uzz + ν(uxx + uyy)] .

(2.23)
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These equa ons are then set to zero. With the defini on of the strain tensor (equa on (2.15)),

one obtains

∂ux

∂z
= −∂ξ

∂x
,

∂uy

∂z
= −∂ξ

∂y
and uzz = − ν

1− ν
(uxx + uyy). (2.24)

Here, uz has directly been replaced by ξ. Integra ng the first two equa ons with respect to z

andpu>ng the constants of integra on to zero in order to ensure the ini al condi onux = uy = 0

for z = 0, we get

ux = −z
∂ξ

∂x
and uy = −z

∂ξ

∂y
. (2.25)

Finally, all the components of the strain tensor are known, i.e.

uxx = −z
∂2ξ

∂x2
, uyy = −z

∂2ξ

∂y2
, uxy = −z

∂2ξ

∂x∂y
,

uxz = uyz = 0 and uzz =
ν

1− ν
z

(
∂2ξ

∂x2
+

∂2ξ

∂y2

)

.

(2.26)

Using equa on (2.20), we can write down the free energy per unit volume of the plate:

F = z2
E

1 + ν

{

1

2(1− ν)

(
∂2ξ

∂x2
+

∂2ξ

∂y2

)2

+

[(
∂2ξ

∂x∂y

)2

− ∂2ξ

∂x2
∂2ξ

∂y2

]}

. (2.27)

The total free energy of the plate is obtained by integra ng over the volume. The integra on

over z can be easily performed from −t/2 to +t/2. Thus, only the integra on over the surface

remains. The total free energy due to the bending of a thin plate is

Fb(ξ) =
D

2

∫∫ (
∂2ξ

∂x2
+

∂2ξ

∂y2

)2

dxdy

+

∫∫

(1− ν2)

[(
∂2ξ

∂x∂y

)2

− ∂2ξ

∂x2
∂2ξ

∂y2

]

dxdy.

(2.28)

Here, D is the bending rigidity, defined as D = Et3/[12(1 − ν2)]. To obtain the equa on

of equilibrium, Fb has to be minimized. Performing the varia on is a calcula on over several

pages and can be looked up in ref. [Landau70]. We content ourselves with giving the result of this

calcula on:

D △2 ξ − P = 0. (2.29)
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL THEORETICAL BACKGROUND ON GRAPHENE

In this equa on, △ is the Laplace operator, △ = ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂y2 + ∂2/∂z2, and P is an

external force per unit area ac ng on the plate and normal to the surface.

A simple dimension analysis of equa on (2.29) reveals how the deflec on at the center of a

plate (with dimension a) evolves with P . It is

P ∝ D

a4
ξmax. (2.30)

We emphasize the fact that P is directly propor onal to ξmax.

Large deflec ons and stretching energy of thin plates

In the previous subsec on we studied small deforma ons of a thin plate, resul ng in only expan-

sion and compression of the upper and the lower part of the plate, respec vely. If, however, the

thin plate is clamped and the deflec ons become larger, it is evident that addi onal longitudinal

forces act on the plate, which is due to a stretching. The strain tensor (over the whole plate) is

then only a func on of x and y, i.e. σxz = σyz = σzz = 0. Injec ng these condi ons into equa on

(2.18), one gets the rela ons

uzz = − ν

1− ν
(uxx + uyy) and uxz = uyz = 0. (2.31)

Again by means of equa on (2.18), we get the non-zero components of the stress tensor:

σxx =
E

1− ν2
(uxx + νuyy),

σyy =
E

1− ν2
(uyy + νuxx),

σxy =
E

1 + ν
uxy.

(2.32)

In the following, we putα andβ as suffixes, which can take the two valuesx and y, s ll keeping

the Einstein sum conven on. The strain tensor, which we have defined in equa on (2.15), then

writes as

uαβ =
1

2

(
∂uα

∂xβ
+

∂uβ

∂xα

)

+
1

2

∂ξ

∂xα

∂ξ

∂xβ
. (2.33)

The stretching energy per unit surface area of the plate is, according to equa on (2.21),Fs(uαβ) =
1
2 tuαβσαβ . This term can be added to equa on (2.28) in order to get the total free energy of the

plate, consis ng of the pure bending energy and the stretching energy. The result of the varia on

of the (free) bending energy has been presented previously and can be performed independently

because the energies build a simple sum. The varia on of the stretching energy is again a lengthy
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2.5. SUSPENDED GRAPHENE AS A TWO DIMENSIONAL MEMBRANE

calcula on (see ref. [Landau70] for details), thus we give directly the final result of the equa ons

of equilibrium:

D∆2ξ − ∂

∂xβ

(

tσαβ
∂ξ

∂xα

)

= P

∂σαβ

∂xβ
= 0.

(2.34)

These equa ons form a system of equa ons for large deflec ons of thin plates and are called

Föppl-von Kármán equa ons [Föppl07, Kármán10]. They cannot be solved exactly, even in very

simple cases [Landau70]. Nevertheless, let us have a closer look on it. Although bending and

stretching energy (and their equilibrium states, corresponding to the first and second summand,

respec vely) are presented as compe ng energies, the different powers of the plate thickness t

in the summands allows for considering, e.g., the par cular case of a very thin plate, i.e. a mem-

brane. We will discuss this case in the following subsec on.

Discussion: the case of membranes

Since the bending part in equa on (2.34) is of order 3 (we remind that D ∝ t3), it is negligible

compared to the stretching part when we consider the case of membranes. Nonetheless, both

equa ons in equa on (2.34) have to be fulfilled. These equa ons have three unknowns, ξ(x, y)

and the two components ux and uy of the displacement vector, which are contained in the stress

tensor. This fact can be overcome by introducing the so called stress func on χ, defined by σxx =

∂2χ/∂y2, σxy = ∂2χ/∂x∂y and σyy = ∂2χ/∂x2. With these defini ons, equa ons (2.34) rewrite

a$er a short calcula on (see ref. [Landau70] for details) as

D △2 ξ − t

(
∂2χ

∂y2
∂2ξ

∂x2
+

∂2χ

∂x2
∂2ξ

∂y2
− 2

∂2χ

∂x∂y

∂2ξ

∂x∂y

)

= P, (2.35)

△2 χ+ E

[

∂2ξ

∂x2
∂2ξ

∂y2
−
(

∂2ξ

∂x∂y

)2
]

= 0. (2.36)

This is another representa on of the Föppl-von Kármán equa ons. It allows us to es mate

how the deflec on at the center ξmax of a (quadra c) membrane evolves with P by doing a di-

mension analysis. Equa on (2.36) shows that χ ∝ Eξ2. As stated above, we neglect the first

term in equa on (2.35). Then, it is

P ∝ Et

a4
ξ3max, (2.37)
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where a is the lateral dimension of the membrane7.

We would like to stress the importance of this result, because it is in stark contrast with the

result of the dimension analysis of a plate with finite bending s ffness. More precisely, the pres-

sure load scales linearly with the deflec on if the bending energy is the governing energy in the

plate, whereas it scales with the third power of the deflec on if the bending energy is negligible.

We note that there is a wide range of literature dealing with the mechanics of thin films sub-

jected either to point or pressure loads (e.g. references [Timoshenko59, Tsakalakos81, Vlassak92,

Karimi97, Poilane00, Wan03]). Depending on the thickness, the elas c proper es, e.g. the bend-

ing s ffness, and prestrain (or built-in strain) thin films are either treated as plates or membranes.

To clarify how a thin plate should be considered, Komaragiri et al. treats both extreme cases (plate

andmembrane) as well as the transi on between the plate andmembrane regime. Furthermore,

they elaborate for which case an analy cal solu on exists. In par cular, their study jus fies the

treatment of graphene as a membrane [Komaragiri05, Yue12].

Furthermore, several authors examined the influence of prestrain (or built-in strain) on the

rela onship between P and ξmax. Different geometries were studied, in par cular the case of a

circular [Vlassak92, Beams95, Williams97] and rectangular [Medvedyeva11] membranes. These

inves ga ons suggest unanimously that a term propor onal to ξmax should to be added to the

rela onshipP ∝ ξ3max. Thus, in accordance with equa on (2.37) and taking into account a built-in

strain T0, one can write

P = K1T0ξmax +K2Etξ3max, (2.39)

whereK1 andK2 are geometry dependent constants. The prestrain contribu on scales linearly

with P , as it is the case for thin plates with finite bending s ffness. Hence, a certain amount of

built-in strain can be regarded as an effec ve bending s ffness modera ng the deflec on of the

membrane with increasing P . For larger deflec ons, the ξ3max-term governs the equa on.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have a basis in order to understand the response of graphene to external per-

turba ons, both at the atomic level (phonons) and at the microscopic level (membrane deflec-

7We note that another approach exists: Addi onal longitudinal stresses caused by the bending are ignored, thus
the components of the tensor σαβ are simply equal to the constant external stretching forces. In other words, tσαβ

can be replaced by Tδαβ , where T is the absolute magnitude of the stretching force per unit length [Landau70]. Thus,
equa on (2.34) rewrites as

T △ ξ + P = 0. (2.38)

A dimension analysis reveals that P ∝ Tξmax/a
2. At first sight one could think that P scales linearly with ξmax. How-

ever, T is unknown and usually connected to the rela ve elonga on of the membrane, which, in turn, determines ξ.
This crucial point will in par cular be discussed in chapter 7.
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2.6. CONCLUSION

 ons). In addi on, we have pointed out the unique electronic and op cal proper es of graphene

closely related to its electronic dispersion, and we have discussed the interest of using suspended

graphene, which forms the ideal pla%orm for both fundamental physics studies in the vicinity of

the Dirac point and studies for applica ons. The la;er can be grossly summarized with the two

terms sensing and tuning: The shrinking of the device dimensionality increases the sensi vity of

themechanical response to external perturba ons, whichmakes graphene a promising candidate

for e.g.mass sensing [Singh10, Hill11, Chaste12]. The precise control of the deflec on of suspen-

ded graphene by an AC back-gate voltage might also be used to finely tune near-field coupling, as

recently shown by Reserbat-Plantey et al. [Reserbat-Plantey15].
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3 Raman sca!ering spectroscopy of gra-

phene

As it will be exposed thoroughly in this chapter, vibra onal Raman spectroscopy probes the

coupling of photo-excited electron-hole pairs with crystal la>ce vibra ons. Consequently, this

measurement technique is expected to be sensi ve to external perturba ons which influence

the electron and phonon dispersion, e.g. the number of graphene layers, the amount of charge

carriers, temperature, or mechanical strain. In other words, Raman spectroscopy is a fast, con-

tactless and minimally invasive tool to probe the features we have introduced in the previous

chapter.

First, tuning the charge carrier density within a FET geometry will impact the phonon modes

due to the accompanied la>ce parameter change and the interac on between charge carriers

and phonons. In addi on, a different charge carrier life me influences the phonon modes.

Second, mechanical strain effects directly the la>ce parameter and hence the energy of the

phonons. In par cular, Raman spectroscopy helps to iden fy tensile and compressive, biaxial and

uniaxial strain. The la;er, for instance, is dis nguished because of the degeneracy breaking of

certain phonon modes.

Third, the number of layers can be probed by iden fying addi onal phonons in the Raman

spectra, arising from the Davydov spli>ng. Furthermore, some Raman modes are strongly sensi-

 ve to the electronic dispersion, which changes from monolayer to few layer graphene.

Finally, even in the case of suspendedmembranes, graphene is on top of a mul layered struc-

ture, e.g. Si, SiO2, air or vacuum. The change of the thickness of one of these layers gives rise to

op cal interferences which affect the intensity of the observed Raman signal. This feature will be

discussed at the very end of this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. RAMAN SCATTERING SPECTROSCOPY OF GRAPHENE

3.1 The Raman process

In sec on 2.3 we introduced a simplified model of light interac on with graphene, consis ng

of reflec on, absorp on and transmi;ance, and omi;ed luminescence and every kind of light

sca;ering. This approxima on is jus fied by the fact that the la;er are negligible when graphene

is seen by the naked eye. As already men oned, light emission due to photo-luminesence, in

par cular fluorescence, is suppressed due to the absence of a band gap, which quickly brings the

energy of highly excited electron hole pairs down to lower energies [Sun08]1.

The processes involving light sca;ering have to be classified into elas c and inelas c pro-

cesses, i.e. in processes where the incoming and outgoing photon has the same energy andwhere

part of the photon energy is transferred to the crystal, respec vely. The first process is called

Rayleigh sca"ering [Stru;99, Hecht02, page 86] (see also figure 3.1)2. Inelas c light sca;ering in-

volves the interac on with one or more elementary excita ons. If these excita ons are acous c

phonons, one talks about Brillouin sca"ering, which involves phonons with very low frequencies

and therefore is a phenomenon on a large scale within the probed crystal. In higher frequency

range, one talks about Raman sca"ering (named a$er C. V. Raman [Smekal23, Raman28]), where

one has to dis nguish between Raman sca;ering from (purely) electronic excita ons (so called

electronic Raman sca;ering) [Koningstein73, Kashuba09]3 and Raman sca;ering from phonons.

The la;er process involves the crea on of an electron-hole pair which emits one (or several)

phonons and then recombines, this process is called electro-vibra onal or vibra onal Raman

sca;ering. Usually, this process is associated with op cal phonons, however, in certain cases,

combina ons of op cal and acous c phonons can give rise to Raman modes [Sato11, Lui12].

In this thesis we probe graphene exclusively by vibra onal Raman sca;ering spectroscopy,

which is meant when we speak abbreviatorily about Raman spectroscopy in the following.

In the Raman process, the coupling between electrons and phonons plays an important role.

In general, the main coupling mechanisms are the coupling to phonons inducing a poten al de-

forma on in the vicinity of the (moving) atoms and the one to phonons inducing a polariza on in

the material [Ziman60, chapter 5], the so called Fröhlich coupling [Fröhlich54]. The la;er is par-

1We note that this is the case for neutral graphene at equilibrium. Hea ng up graphene, either by intense ultra-
fast laser pulses [Lui10, Wang10a, Shang11] or by applying a strong electric field [Berciaud10, Freitag10], allows for
the detec on of hot carrier caused photo-luminescence and the measurement of their relaxa on  me. This effect is
par cularly enhanced on biased suspended graphene, where heat transport to the underlying substrate is reduced
[Kim15b].

2Although observed and used to iden fy monolayer graphene [Casiraghi07a, Blake07], elas c light sca;ering only
plays a minor role in graphene science because it does not reveal any structural or electronic informa on.

3Note that electronic Raman sca;ering in graphene is challenging, because there are no dis nct electronic levels
(see sec on 2.2.1). However, the applica on of a magne c field causes the charge carriers to circulate in cyclotron
orbits with quan zed energies called Landau levels [Miller09, Song10]. Electronic Raman sca;ering on these ar ficially
induced dis nct electronic levels is called magneto-Raman sca;ering, which has been applied to monolayer and few
layer graphene recently [Faugeras11, Berciaud14, Neumann15b, Neumann15a].
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 cularly important in materials consis ng of different atoms, which is expected to induce a dipole

moment, but is, however, absent in graphene because it consists of the same kind of atoms.
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Figure 3.1: a) Rayleigh and Raman sca;ering processes in resonant and non resonant condi ons. b) Upper
part: Sketch of the Stokes process where an incoming photon with energy ~ωi excites an electron-hole
pair e-h. The pair decays into a phonon with energy ~Ω and another electron-hole pair e'-h'. The la;er
recombines by emi>ng a photon with energy ~ωs. Lower part: Corresponding An -Stokes process where
the phonon is absorbed by the e-h pair. (a) and (b) are adapted from the Supplementary Informa on of
ref. [Ferrari13]. c) Schema c representa on of a Raman spectrum, showing the energy of Rayleigh, Raman
Stokes and an -Stokes lines with respect to the ini al photon energy ~ωi. Note that the energy scale is
increasing from the right to the le$. In Raman spectroscopy, the scale is usually expressed in wavenumbers
with respect to ~ωi (see main text).

During the Raman sca;ering process, a photon with frequency ωi and wavevector ki perturbs

the system of the crystal la>ce. This perturba on increases the total energy of the system by the

quan ty ~ωi and creates an electron-hole pair (see figure 3.1). In general, the energy of the elec-

tron does not correspond to a sta onary state of the system, i.e. the electron is in a virtual state

and the sca;ering process is non-resonant. On the contrary, if the electron energy corresponds

to a well defined energy level of the system, the sca;ering process is resonant and thus more effi-

cient. In any case of the inelas c sca;ering process, the system tends to decrease its energy and

emits a photon with frequency ωs and wavevector ks. The energy ~ωs of the emi;ed photon can

be lower or higher than the energy of the incident photon. In the first case, the Raman process is

called Stokes, and in the la;er case an -Stokes. The energy loss or gain is due to the interac on

with a la>ce vibra on, a phonon, with frequency Ω and wavevector q. Energy and momentum

conserva on imply the following rela onships:

~ωi = ~ωs ± ~Ω and ki = ks ± q. (3.1)
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Here, the + (−) corresponds to the Stokes (an -Stokes) process. Figure 3.1b resumes equa-
 on whereas figure 3.1a highlights the different resonant and non-resonant processes. Note that

the case ωi = ωs corresponds to Rayleigh sca;ering.

In experiments, a laser source is used in order to generate a monochroma c photon flux on

the sample, and the sca;ered photons are dispersed and recorded, which gives rise to dis nct

peaks corresponding to photons having lost (Stokes) or gained (an -Stokes) the energy of the

vibra onal states (~Ω) (see figure 3.1c, and see chapter 4 for details concerning the experimen-

tal Raman setup). The Stokes peak corresponds to a process where the system is ini ally in its

fundamental ground state, whereas the an -Stokes peak requires already a system with excited

states. This is the reason why the an -Stokes peak has, in general, a lower intensity4. Therefore,

in standard Raman spectroscopy only the Stokes peaks are recorded.

Let us finally introduce a commonly used conven on in spectroscopy, i.e. the expression of

the spectral posi on of the recorded Raman peaks in cm−1. Actually, the spectral posi on of the

Raman peaks with respect to the incident photon is independent of the la;er. Thus, it is more

convenient to represent Raman spectra not in terms of energy (frequency or wavelength), but in

terms of the so called Raman shi%, according to the following equa on:

Raman shift (cm−1) =

(
1

λi(nm)
− 1

λs(nm)

)

× 107, (3.2)

where λi is the wavelength of the incident photon and λs the wavelength of the sca;ered photon,

corresponding to the Raman peak.

3.2 Raman modes of graphene and few layer graphene

The first Raman spectrum of graphite has been measured in 1970 [Tuinstra70] and theore cally

inves gated in 2004 [Reich04]. The firstmeasurement on exfoliated isolatedmonolayer graphene

has been performed by Ferrari et al. in 2006 [Ferrari06]. Since then, Raman spectroscopy has

become an invaluable tool to inves gate the coupling of op cally created electron-hole pairs with

phonons.

In order to a;ribute the observed peaks in the spectra to the corresponding phonon modes,

let us first refer to the possible phononmodes inmonolayer graphene and graphite at theΓ point,

which we have iden fied in sec on 2.4. Whether a phononmode is Raman ac ve or not depends

strongly of the symmetry of this mode. The symmetry determines if the matrix element contain-

4It is quite obvious that the intensity of the an -Stokes peak decreases for increasing phonon energy, because
the higher the phonon energy, the more energy the system must have. Or, more mathema cally, phonons follow the
Bose-Einstein distribu on, i.e. the probability for a Stokes process scales as 1+[exp(~Ω/kBT )− 1]−1, whereas for the
an -Stokes process it scales as [exp(~Ω/kBT )− 1]−1. Hence, the intensity ra o of the an -Stokes and Stokes peaks is
propor onal to exp(−~Ω/kBT ). Thus, increasing the temperature would be a way to increase the an -Stokes/Stokes
ra o. In fact, this ra o might be used to measure the temperature in, e.g., graphene [Chae09, Berciaud10].
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Figure 3.2: Raman spectra of mono- and few layer suspended graphene highligh ng Raman features at
the Γ point, recorded with a laser energy of 2.33 eV. a) Le% part: Low energy Raman bands (blue arrows)
corresponding to the rigid layer shear-like displacement. The measurement of these peaks at the flanks
of the Rayleigh sca;ered light is challenging and needs a combina on of several high performance op cal
filters (type BragGrate). The shear mode of 2L graphene could not be resolved in our measurements but its
theore cal posi on is indicated (see ref. [Tan12]). Right part: The combina on of the degenerate iLO/iTO
modes and the rigid layer breathing-like displacement gives rise tomodes in the vicinity of the pure in plane
atomic displacement LO/TOmode (G mode). Part of rigid plane modes are (an -)Stokes sca;ered, marked
with (green) red arrows. b) Spectra in the range between 1300 and 2800 cm−1, showing the first order G
mode feature and the second order resonant 2D mode feature (see main text for details).

ing the Raman interac on Hamiltonian vanishes or not. A detailed analysis of symmetry consid-

era ons can be found in ref. [Dresselhaus, chapter 8] and in par cular in references [Saha08] and

[Loudon64]. It turns out that only the E2g symmetry is Raman ac ve at the Γ point (see figure

2.6).

With increasing phonon energy, one first observes a peak at approximately 40 cm−1 on few

layer graphene, also symmetry allowed in graphite (see le$ part of figure 3.2a, blue arrows). This

peak is due to a rigid layer displacement and a;ributed to the so called shearmode [Tan12,Wu14].

Because of its low energy, its an -Stokes counterpart is also recorded. We note that for its experi-

mental observa on, high performance op cal filters are necessary in order to block the laser and

Rayleigh lines [Tan12]. Naturally, this peak is not observed in monolayer graphene. We further

note that in polar 2d materials, the shear mode is much easier to observe [Froehlicher15b].

At higher phonon energies, a strong peak at≈ 1581 cm−1 appears, irrespec ve of the number

of layers (see figure 3.2b). This peak called G peak, or G mode, is always present in sp2 carbons

[Malard09b, Ferrari13] and is a;ributed to the degenerate iLO/iTO branch occurring within one

layer (see also the phonon dispersion in figure 2.7).

In the range between 1400 and 1800 cm−1, several other peaks occur, only present in few

layer graphene (see figure 3.2a, green and red arrows), arising from the difference in point groups
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between graphene/graphite and few layer graphene (see sec on 2.4.1). We note that in the

phonon dispersion for graphene/graphite, these peaks do not correspond to any zone-center

phonon mode. They are a;ributed to a second order5 sca;ering process combining the iLO/iTO

modes with the rigid layer breathing-like modes (in literature o$en called ZO' modes) [Sato11,

Herziger12, Lui12]. Thus, these rigid layer compression and dila on modes, which are not Ra-

man ac ve in graphite, are here probed with a combina on of the iLO/iTO modes in the case of

few layer graphene. We note that the pure Raman ac ve (few layer!) rigid layer breathing-like

modes at lower energy have recently been measured, but need a thermal ac va on to be ob-

served [Lui14]. They are not observed in our spectra due to their very low intensi es. Note that

these modes are Raman and infrared inac ve in the bulk graphite.

Since the energy of both rigid layer displacement modes depend on the number of layers, the

detec on of these modes allow for an unambiguous determina on of the number of graphene

layers, up to approximately 8 layers.

In the Raman spectra of figure 3.2b, apart from the Gmode, another feature at≈ 2670 cm−1

is observed, which corresponds to a process of higher order, because the energy loss of the inci-

dent photon is too high to be a;ributed to a first order single phonon process. In fact, this mode

is called 2D mode and a;ributed to a resonant process involving two phonons with finite and

opposite momentum, where |q| ≈ K′ −K = K. The fact that this mode is resonant makes it

par cularly sensi ve to the electron and phonon dispersion. Addi onal graphene layers change

significantly the electronic structure due to the layer coupling, notably in the case of 2L graphene

[Aoki07, Zhang08, Castro Neto09]. Hence, a more complex electronic structure results in a 2D

mode consis ng of several sub-features [Graf07, Herziger14]. The evolu on of the 2D peak with

increasing number of layers has been studied experimentally [Graf07, Malard09b] and the dis-

 nc ve shapes help to determine the exact number of layers (see figure 3.2b). Note that the

spectra are recorded on suspended graphene, where the Raman signal is subjected to interfer-

ence effects; the difference in the intensity ra o of the 2D and G mode feature is irrelevant (see

sec on 3.5).

A further mode, which is not seen in the spectra in figure 3.2b, has to be men oned in the

context of the 2D mode. That is the defect related D mode, which occurs at approximately half

of the energy of the 2D mode [Pimenta07, Lucchese10]. Since this mode corresponds to the

measurement of one phonon with |q| ≈ K, momentum conserva on requires that the missing

momentum is taken by a defect in the crystal la>ce [Cancado11, Eckmann12]. Our graphene

crystals are of high quality and thus do only show a negligible intensity of this mode.

5We note that second order is meant in the sense of a Raman process involving two phonons (in contrast to first
order, a process involving one phonon, e.g. the G mode). However, in terms of perturba on theory, the first order is a
third order process!
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Other modes, which are closely related to the basic idea of the double resonant process of

the 2D mode, can be observed, but are of minor interest for this thesis. Ref. [Ferrari13] gives a

summary of all double resonant processeswhichmight occur. Let us note that processes involving

four or more phonons can also be observed [Tan98, Wang07, Basko08, Rao11, Gupta15].

In this thesis, we basically deal only with the G and 2D mode features. Thus, in the following,

we restrict ourselves to these two and gomore into the details of their physical origin. Henceforth,

we will not use the term peak but rather the termmode for the Raman features because the first

solely describes the observa on of a higher intensity in a certain spectral rangewhereas the la;er

reflects the physical interpreta on of the appearance of the peak, i.e. due to a vibra onalmode.

3.2.1 G mode

As already introduced above, theGmode is associatedwith the doubly degenerate phononmodes

iTO and iLO (see the phonon dispersion in figure 2.7). The representa on of these vibra onal

modes in the real space is shown in figure 3.3, where one can see that the iTO and iLO modes

correspond to the displacement of the subla>ces A and B with respect to each other. This dis-

placement is in phase opposi on and generates no net phonon momentum, thus it is q ≈ 0

(the wavevectors of incident and sca;ered photons are negligibly small compared to the phonon

energies), or, in other words, the G mode is associated to the op cal phonons at the Brillouin

zone center, i.e. at the Γ point. Indeed, the measured Raman shi$ of the G mode agrees with

the phonon frequency in figure 2.7 at Γ. Note that in case of mechanical deforma on of the gra-

phene la>ce, the degeneracy of the twomodes is broken, which results in the observa on of two

peaks, recorded on uniaxially stretched graphene [Mohiuddin09, Huang09, Mohr09, Polyzos15]

or in carbon nanotubes [Jorio02, Dresselhaus05, Piscanec07].

This phenomenological explana on in real space is insufficient to understand a bunch of ex-

perimental observa ons, in par cular the change of the fwhm ΓG, the spectral posi on ωG, or

even the integrated intensity IG as a func onof external influences, e.g.doping [Das08, Kalbac10].

For an ideal case of a dispersionless and undamped phonon, the corresponding Raman peak

would be a Dirac distribu on6 with zero width, infinite height but well defined area. In reality,

phonons decay, e.g. into other phonons due to anharmonicity [Bonini07], or into electron-hole

pairs due to electron-phonon coupling, which broadens the Dirac distribu on into a Lorentzian

profile [Basko09b], so that one can describe the shape of the peak corresponding to the G mode

as

I(ω) =
2IG
π

ΓG
4(ω − ωG)2 + Γ2

G

. (3.3)

6Note that there is no link between the Dirac δ-distribu on∝ δ(ω−ωphonon) and the Dirac point, cone or par cle.
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Figure 3.3: a) Atomic displacements of the degenerate iLO and iTO modes (green and red arrows) at the Γ
point. For eachmode, the subla>ces of atoms A and B vibrate with phase opposi on. b) Representa on of
Dirac cone for neutral graphene (the gray area are filled states) and processes contribu ng to the G mode.
The do;ed lines are virtual states. c) ΓG and∆ωG as a func on of the charge density n, for different tem-
peratures, obtained from DFT calcula ons taking into account adiaba c and non-adiaba c contribu ons
of the phonon frequency shi$ (see main text for details). Figure (c) is adapted from ref. [Lazzeri06].

Here, IG is the integrated intensity of the Gmode feature, ΓG is its full width at half maximum

of the peak and ωG is the peak frequency.

Let us consider the case of neutral graphene, i.e. the Fermi energy is situated at the K point,

as schema cally indicated in figure 3.3b. To get an idea of IG, we have to know which electronic

states are involved in the crea on of a quasi-zero momentum phonon and thus contribute to

IG. Basko carried out important calcula ons and established expressions for the transi on ma-

trix elements describing all contribu ons to the charge-quasi-zero momentum phonon coupling

[Basko08, Basko09a]. In fact, usually the G mode process is only presented schema cally, as in

figure 3.3b, masking possible pathways like the emission of a phonon by the electron, by the hole,

at the vertex of the electron-hole crea on or recombina on etc. (see ref. [Basko09a] for details).

The calcula on of the overall matrix element taking into account all contribu ons (which partly

cancel out because of quantum interference effects [Kalbac10, Chen11]), unveils that mostly the

electronic states in the energy range of the incident photon contribute to IG, i.e. states with an

energy Ek in the range 0 . Ek . ~ωi (see the arrows in figure 3.3b). This fact implies that the

crea on of an electron-hole pair is not bounded to a fixed (real) state, but to virtual states. That is

the reason why the Gmode is considered as a non-resonant Raman process (see also figure 3.1a).

3.2.2 2D mode

The physical origin of the 2D mode feature, giving rise to the peak observed at approximately

2670 cm−1, underwent a long period of discussion since the first Raman spectra [Tuinstra70] had

been observed [Vidano78, Nemanich79, Vidano81, Al-Jishi82, Pócsik98]. Even if proposed earlier
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[Baranov87], the paper of Thomsen and Reich explaining a doubly resonant mechanism involving

two phonons is recognized as the first theore cal descrip on of the 2D mode [Thomsen00]. In-

deed, their publica on treated a double resonant process involving the electron sca;ering with

one phonon and a defect, giving rise to the above men oned D mode, only visible in defected

graphene (see figure 3.4).

Since both resonant D and 2D modes are of the same physical origin, one can discuss them

within the same picture. In figure 3.4 we compare a Raman spectrum of defect-free graphene

(lower part) with damaged graphene7. The interest in showing the spectrum of damaged gra-

phene is because first, the spectral posi on of some peaks helps to elucidate the mechanisms

giving rise to the 2D peak, and second, the comparison between the two spectra leads to a valu-

able discrimina on of the quality of our graphene samples.
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Figure 3.4: Typical Raman spectrum of defect free (black line) and defected (red line) graphene. Both
spectra are obtained from exfoliated graphene on a Si/SiO2 substrate. The defects in the upper spectrum
are introduced by excessive charge carrier adding by means of top-ga ng with an ion gel. These data are
provided by G. Froehlicher. The Raman spectra has been recorded using a laser wavelength of 532 nm (see
chapter 4 for details on the experimental setup).

The basic idea is that the incident photon creates an electron-hole pair which sca;ers with a

phonon of momentum with wavevector q ≈ K′ −K = K. Momentum conserva on requires

that one of the charge carriers undergoes a further sca;ering event with momentum−q, either

elas cally or inelas cally. The first event implies no energy loss of the charge carrier and takes

place in the presence of defects (D mode), whereas the la;er implies the sca;ering with another

7The graphene here has been damaged by an electrochemical reac on [Froehlicher15a].
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phonon (2D mode). A sketch of one possible process for the 2D mode (inelas c sca;ering) is

shown in figure 3.5a. Here, the electron sca;erswith a phonon and the holewith another phonon.

If either the electron or the hole sca;ers elas cally with a defect, one momentum transfer

vector in the sketch would not be  lted but strictly horizontal, i.e. ~Ω would be zero. In contrast

to the 2D mode process, which is fully resonant, the D mode process requires an intermediate

virtual state and is partly resonant. All possible processes are presented as Goldstone diagrams

in figure 3.5b, where we dis nguish between processes involving only one charge carrier (which

sca;ers twice, white background) and two charge carriers (gray background).

Thus, in the Raman spectra in figure 3.4, the 2D mode is a;ributed to the doubly resonant

mechanism involving two phonons with opposite momenta+q and−q, and the D mode, visible

in the spectrum of defected graphene, is a;ributed to the mechanism involving one phonon and

a defect sca;ering event. Accordingly, the D mode is not present in the spectrum of defect-free

graphene, and the energy loss of the electron-hole pair giving rise to the 2Dmode is approximately

twice the energy loss in the D mode event. Experimentally it has furthermore been shown that

the ID increases with increasing amount of defects and that I2D is maximum for pris ne graphene

and decreases with increasing disorder [Ferrari07, Pimenta07, Mar ns Ferreira10, Lucchese10].
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Figure 3.5: a) Schema c representa on of a typical process contribu ng to the 2D mode phonon. An
incoming photon with energy ~ωi creates an electron-hole pair and the electron sca;ers with a phonon
with wavevector +q and energy ~Ω. The energy of the phonon is determined by the phonon dispersion
(see figure 2.7) at K. To fulfill momentum conserva on, the hole sca;ers with a phonon with wavevector
−q. b) Goldstone diagrams of all processes suscep ble to contribute to the 2D phonon process. The
process represented in (a), e.g., is the second process in the right column. Processes where the electron
(or the hole) sca;ers twice are also possible (le$ column). (b) is adapted from ref. [Venezuela11].

Let us finally note the presence of a peak labeled D' at approximately 1620 cm−1. This peak is

also only present in defected graphene and mostly a;ributed to the intra-valley version of the D

mode process (in contrast to the inter-valley process of the D mode, see ref. [Ferrari13] for more

details).
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Even if the picture described above is convincingly simple and o$en employed to grossly de-

scribe the mechanism giving rise to the 2D peak, recent studies suggested that the analysis of the

2D mode should be refined [Maultzsch04a, Venezuela11, Berciaud13]. To get the full picture of

the processes giving rise to the 2D peak, one has to consider the transi on matrix element for

each intermediate state involved in the process, i.e. use Fermi's Golden rule to the fourth order.

Furthermore, one has to be aware of influences from trigonal warping, which is responsible for

the observa on of two sub-features in undoped clean graphene [Berciaud13], a;ributed to the

so called inner and outer process. We will discuss this observa on in detail later. At high energies

of the incident photons, trigonal warping leads to a partly vanishing 2D mode [Tyborski15]. In

experiments on supported graphene in the with excita on in the visible light range, influences

on the shape due to trigonal warping are usually smeared out and clean graphene is required to

have a deeper insight in the 2D mode mechanism [Berciaud13].

In the following, we will briefly discuss the matrix elements contribu ng to the 2D mode in-

tensity. In addi on, we will focus on the line shape of the 2Dmode and address correc ons in the

symmetry of the peak due to trigonal warping.

The Raman intensity for a given q results from a sum over k of all sca;ering amplitudes,

which are complex numbers. Following the work of Venezuela et al., the real and imaginary part

of the sca;ering amplitudes are of the same order of magnitude. As a consequence, the sum of

these complex numbers can interfere construc vely and destruc vely. Their calcula ons reveal

that for the processes presented with a gray background in figure 3.5b, the interference is con-

struc ve. Thus, the processes where each charge carrier of the electron-hole pair sca;ers with a

phonon, respec vely, are dominant, and this to equal parts, giving rise to the 2D mode intensity

[Venezuela11]. The authors stress that the rela vely high intensity (the 2D process is a fourth

order process!) originates from quantum interference effects and that the classical argument of

being a fully resonant process does not account for the intensity [Maultzsch04a, Basko07].

Maultzsch et al. pointed out that quantum interferences strongly affect the line shape of the

processes involving phonons with wavevector q ≈ K [Maultzsch04a]. Indeed, Basko proposed

a modified Lorentzian line shape:

dI2D(ω)

dω
∝
[

(ω − ω2D)
2 +

Γ2
2D

4(22/3 − 1)

]−3/2

, (3.4)

where Γ2D and ω2D are the full width at half of the maximum value of the peak (fwhm) and the

peak frequency, respec vely, of the 2D mode feature [Basko07, Basko08]. This equa on can be

integrated and normalized to 1 so that one can extract its integrated intensity I2D, convenient for

experimental data analysis:
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I2D(ω) = I2DΓ
2
2D

{

8(22/3 − 1)

[

(ω − ω2D)
2 +

Γ2
2D

4(22/3 − 1)

]3/2
}−1

. (3.5)

We note that in the work of this thesis we use the line shape proposed by Basko in a pure

phenomenological manner. We have stated that this shape adjusts well the experimental data

of the 2D mode feature, in par cular be;er than a pure Lorentzian profile, but not necessarily

be;er than a Voigt profile. However, the la;er requires more fi>ng parameters, whereas the

Basko profile comes along solely with the peak posi on and its linewidth.

The inverse life me of the electrons (holes), 2γ, is related to the fwhm, Γ2D, according to

Γ2D = 8γ
vTO

vF

√

22/3 − 1. (3.6)

vTO and vF are the phonon and Fermi veloci es, respec vely. Equa on (3.5) takes into account

only the broadening due to the charge carriers and neglects the one of the phonon states as

well as the anisotropy of the phonon dispersion (trigonal warping) [Basko08], which means that

the experimentally measured line shape is always broader than equa on (3.6). One measures

usually Γ2D ≈ 30 cm−1 [Berciaud09], which hence corresponds to an unrealis cally large value

of 2γ ≈ 200meV.

The broad width of the 2D mode feature is an indica on that other mechanisms have to be

taken into account. In addi on, an asymmetric line shape is o$en observed on ultra-clean gra-

phene samples [Berciaud09, Luo12, Lee12b].

In order to account for these observa ons, we have a look on the electron iso-energy contours

in the vicinity of the high symmetry line Γ→ K→M→ K'→ Γ (see figure 3.6a). Cuts nearEF are

white and have circular shape whereas cuts further away fromEF display a trigonal shape. Thus,

phonons with slightly different wavevectors contribute to the Raman 2D process, in par cular,

phonons with wavevector qouter > K (qinner < K) corresponding to a vector connec ng the

outermost (innermost) part of the contours. A schema c representa on of these two processes

is shown in figure 3.6b.

A closer look to the electronic dispersion reveals that K − qinner 6= qouter − K. This can

be easily seen by a pure geometrical analysis: The distance between K and the energy contour

line when going in the Γ-direc on is shorter than when going in the M-direc on (see straight and

dashed blue arrows, respec vely, in figure 3.6a and b). The same argument holds for the K' point.

Different phonon momenta should provide different phonon energies, in par cular in the case of

a symmetric phonon dispersion around K. However, DFT calcula ons with GW correc ons show

that trigonal warping effects slightly steepen the phonon dispersion in theM-direc on and fla;en

it in the Γ-direc on [Lazzeri08] (see figure 3.6c). The momentum magnitudes are such as the
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trigonal warping effect of the electron and momentum dispersions mainly cancel out [Grüneis09,

Venezuela11], at least in the range of exicita ons with visible light.

Thus, experimentally, the dis nc onbetween inner andouter loop is challenging [Berciaud13].

Within the past decade, the dominant contribu on to the intensity of the 2D mode feature has

been first a;ributed to the outer loop [Thomsen00, Kür 02, Ferrari06, Graf07], before a possible

explana on by a dominant inner loop came up [Huang10, Mohr10, Frank11, Mafra11, Yoon11b].

In par cular, Venezuela et al. performed a detailed calcula on of the sub-processes contribu ng

to the 2D mode, not only taking into account qinner and qouter but all possible wavevectors qn.

These can be determined geometrically by shi$ing the energy contour at K to K' and iden fying

the nes ng contours, as sketched in figure 3.6d and e. The ensemble of all possible wavevectors is

then presented in figure 3.6f as dashed white line and superimposed with the calculated Raman

2D mode intensity, decomposed in components associated to phonons with a given wavevector

qn, for an incident photon energy of 2.4 eV. To complete, we show the phonon iso-energy con-

tours in figure 3.6g. Note that the pictorial (one dimensional) argumenta on about the trigonal

warping effect on the cancella on of the 2D mode phonon spli>ng does also hold for wavevec-

tors away from the high symmetry line, because the trigonal warping correc ons of electron and

phonon iso-energy contours in figures 3.6d and g are opposite (triangles poin ng toM vs. poin ng

away from M).

The comparison of the 2D mode measured on suspended and supported graphene in a range

of excita on energies range from 1.5 to 2.7 eV, which is shown in figures 3.6h and i, reveals an

unambiguous asymmetric lineshape on ultra-clean suspended graphene, and on supported gra-

phene the asymmetry is smeared out due to uninten onal charge transfer from the underlying

SiO2 substrate [Berciaud09, Berciaud13]. The experimental observa on of the asymmetry on

suspended graphene samples is an indica on for an imperfect cancella on of the electron and

phonon trigonal warping effects, even if the Raman shi$ between the two sub-features is small

(≈ 12 cm−1). Furthermore, the authors observed a broadening of the two 2D sub-features with

decreasing photon energy, which is in contradic on with equa on (3.6). Thus, it seems as ifΓ2D is

not simply propor onal to the electron/hole life me but that other contribu ons from a broader

range of phonon energies have to be taken into account.

We note that photon excita ons in the UV range lead to a significant broadening and spli>ng

of the 2Dmode feature. This is because the cancella on of the trigonal warping effects is canceled

[Venezuela11]. At even higher excita ons approaching theM point (≈ 5 eV) (see figures 2.2a and

b), the inner process becomes suppressed, as shown recently on graphite [Tyborski15].
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Figure 3.6: a) Schema c representa on of the 2D mode process in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone
of graphene. The trigonal warping of the electronic dispersion, computed using a  ght binding model
[Castro Neto09], is clearly visible. The green (red) lines represent the iso-energy contours at the incoming
and outgoing photon energies. The solid (dashed) arrow corresponds to the inner (outer) loop. The do;ed
arrows illustrate contribu ons from op cal phonons away from the high symmetry lines. The blue arrows
highlight the different distances of the iso-energy contour in Γ and M direc on. b) 1d fully resonant rep-
resenta on of the inner (black straight arrows) and outer (black dashed arrows) loops in the momentum-
energy space, alongΓ→ K→M→ K'→Γ. The underlying process is the same as represented in figure 3.5.
c) Theore cal dispersion of the TO phonon branch (black solid line, extracted from Venezuela et al. (see
also figure 2.7) [Venezuela11] in the vicinity of the K point along the Γ → M → K line. The dashed blue
line represents an isotropic phonon dispersion. The solid (dashed) horizontal arrow represents the inner
(outer) phonon momentum (rela ve to the K point) calculated for a laser energy of 1.5 eV, using the fully
resonant 1d models in (b). (a), (b) and (c) are adapted from ref. [Berciaud13]. d) The triangularly distorted
contour around K for a laser excita on energy of 2.4 eV. The energy of the contour around K' is reduced
by half of the energy of the corresponding 2D mode phonon (corresponds to an energy of 2.06V). e) qn is
one of the vectors such that the contour near K translated by qn is tangent to (nes ng) the contour near
K'. f) Raman intensity distribu on in the reciprocal space for the 2D mode, as calculated by Venezuela et
al. [Venezuela11]. The dashed closed line is defined by the ensemble of the qn vectors. g) Phonon iso-
energy contours. As discussed in the main text, the trigonal warping of these contours is opposite to the
one of the electron iso-energy contours. (d)-(g) are adapted from ref. [Venezuela11]. h) and i) show Ra-
man measurements of the 2D mode feature at different excita on energies, on suspended and supported
graphene, respec vely. An asymmetry is clearly visible on the former, whereas this asymmetry is smeared
out on the la;er. The figure is adapted from ref. [Berciaud13].
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3.3 Sensi vity to external perturba ons

3.3.1 Influence of doping

Adding charges to neutral graphene has an impact on both the G and 2Dmode phonons, and that

both on the energy, i.e. the spectral posi on of the corresponding peak, and the life me, which

is propor onal to the inverse of the linewidth of the peak.

The G mode process is non-resonant and of first order, whereas the 2D mode process is non-

resonant and of fourth order. Hence, this dis nc on leads to a different response upon a change

in the Fermi energy. In the following, we will first discuss the influence of doping on the G mode

and then on the 2D mode.

Experimentally, a shi$ of ωG is observed with changing doping level [Yan07, Pisana07, Das08,

Yan08a, Araujo12, Froehlicher15a]. The reported s ffening of ωG, irrespec ve of the sign of the

charge carriers, is a consequence of the fact that the energy of the electronic states are in the

same range as the phonon energies. This observa on has been published by Yan et al., and nearly

at the same  me by Pisana et al. under the  tle Breakdown of the adiaba c Born-Oppenheimer

approxima on. This approxima on assumes that the lighter electrons adjust adiaba cally to the

mo onof the heavier nuclei, remaining at any me in their instantaneous ground state [Pisana07].

However, in graphene, the electrons do not have enough  me to adjust their momenta to reach

the instantaneous adiaba c ground state, because of collisions with phonons [Shafraniuk15]. This

is also a direct consequence of the lack of an energy gap. Thus, due to the interac on of the

electrons and the phonons, the phonon energy has to be renormalized. The shi$ due to this

renormaliza on with respect to ω0
G, the phonon frequency of neutral graphene, is obtained by

 me-dependent perturba on theory and writes as [Ando06, Pisana07]:

∆ωNA
G =

λΓ

2π~
−
∫ ∞

−∞

[f(E − EF)− f(E)]E2 sgn(E)

E2 − (~ω0
G)

2/4
dE, (3.7)

where −
∫
denotes the Cauchy principal value and f the Fermi-Dirac distribu on at a given

temperature T . λΓ is a dimensionless coefficient corresponding to the electron-phonon coupling

strength at the Γ point8. The superscript index NA refers to the fact that the renormaliza on is

non-adiaba c.

De facto, an adiaba c contribu on to the shi$ of ωG has to be taken into account, because

the doping also induces a change of the la>ce parameters, i.e. a change of the carbon-carbon

bond strength [Pietronero81]. In contrast to the non-adiaba c contribu on, the adiaba c is not

symmetric with respect to electron and hole doping. Nega ve doping adds electrons to the an -

bonding orbitals (see also 2.2) which leads to a phonon so$ening, whereas removing electrons

8Here, the defini on of the coupling strength coefficient is defined as in ref. [Basko08]. The coefficient α′ used in
references [Pisana07] and [Lazzeri06] is α′ = λΓ/(2π).
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leads to a phonon hardening [Lazzeri06, Kalbac10]. Here, the adiaba c Born-Oppenheimer ap-

proxima on can be used and results in an analy c expression obtained by varying the la>ce spac-

ing constant within DFT calcula ons [Lazzeri06]:

∆ωA
G

2πc0
= −2.13n− 0.0360n2 − 0.00329n3 − 0.226|n|3/2, (3.8)

which is, as expected, not symmetric in n, the charge carrier density. The Fermi energy at a given

n is EF = sgn(n)~vF
√

π|n|, where vF is the, in a first approxima on, constant Fermi velocity
9.

Thus, the overall doping induced change in the frequency of the G mode phonon can be wri;en

as

∆ωD
G = ωD

G − ω0
G = ∆ωNA

G +∆ωA
G, (3.9)

where ω0
G is the frequency of the G mode phonon for undoped graphene. In figure 3.3c we show

the corresponding result of the calcula ons performed by Lazzeri et al. for different temperatures

[Lazzeri06]. As already reported by Ando in 2006, the frequency shi$ exhibits a logarithmic sin-

gularity when the Fermi energy is half of the energy of the op cal phonon [Ando06]. Due to the

thermal broadening, the singularity is smeared out with increasing temperature. Thus, in order

to observe this par cular phonon behavior, low temperatures and clean graphene samples with

vanishing charge inhomogeneity are required, a reason why suspended graphene samples build

the ideal pla%orm to do so. We note that the phonon s ffening at higher n has been observed in

several experiments [Pisana07, Das08, Kalbac10, Chen11, Froehlicher15a] and that the phonon

renormaliza on in 2L graphene has been sudied in detail, which is experimentally less challeng-

ing because the EF scales linearly with n in 2L graphene whereas it scales with the square root

of n in 1L graphene [Yan07, Yan08a]. Thus, tuning n results rapidly in a high EF compared to 2L

graphene, making an exact screening of the phonon anomaly challenging.

We now consider the change in ΓG with doping. The phonon linewidth is directly related to

its life me. A short life me displays the presence of many available decay channels which results

in a broadening of the energy. In fact, in undoped samples the phonon can decay by crea ng

an electron-hole pair [Lazzeri06, Piscanec07]. If the Fermi energy is higher (lower) than half of

the phonon energy, this process is suppressed because the final states are occupied by electrons

(empty). The phonon life me is longer which results in a narrow G mode [Yan07]. This evolu on

is also a further result of the calcula ons of Lazzeri et al. [Lazzeri06]:

∆ΓG = ΓG − Γ0 =
λΓ

4
ω0
G

[

f

(

−~ω0
G

2
− EF

)

− f

(
~ω0

G

2
− EF

)]

. (3.10)

9Some authors report a Fermi velocity which depends on n [Hwang12, Siegel13, Faugeras15], in par cular, an
increase of vF has been observed for low doping levels in very clean graphene [Elias11].
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Here, Γ0 takes into account sources of broadening that are independent on the charge car-

rier density, e.g. anharmonic coupling (to other phonons) [Bonini07] or the instrument response

func on (see chapter 4 for more details on the experimental setup).

A plot of equa on (3.10) is shown in the upper part of figure 3.3c, for different temperatures.

The limits of the Pauli blocked phonon decay are sharp at T = 4 K and are smeared out at higher

temperatures. However, a significantly higher linewidth can s ll be observed for undoped gra-

phene at room temperature [Yan07, Das08, Froehlicher15a]. We note that Γ0 in experiments

is rather 5 to 8 cm−1 (due to the response of the spectrometer and anharmonic effects such

as electron-electron or phonon-phonon coupling [Berciaud09]), which consequently leads to a

higher value of ΓG at n = 0 than shown in figure 3.3c, typically 14 to 16 cm−1.

Since a mul tude of possible quantum pathways are probed in the G mode Raman process,

the change in the Fermi energy might contribute to an enhancement or a reduc on of IG due

to quantum interference effects [Basko09b, Kalbac10, Chen11]. In experiments, IG has been ob-

served to be nearly constant, at least for doping levels with EF < ~ωi. At higher doping levels

(2EF ≈ ~ωi), Chen et al. and Kalbac et al. observed construc ve quantum interferences respon-

sible for a strong increase of IG [Kalbac10, Chen11].

We now briefly comment on the effect of doping on the 2D mode feature. First, it has been

observed that the asymmetry in the line shape vanishes when charge carriers are added on sus-

pended graphene [Berciaud13]. This observa on is in agreement with the symmetric line shape

on supported graphene on SiO2 (see, e.g., figure 3.6i), where graphene is known to be uninten-

 onally doped [Mar n08, Xue11]. Thus, to first approxima on, the 2D mode of supported gra-

phene can be regarded as a broadened copy of the intrinsic 2D mode feature observed on clean

suspended graphene.

When the charge carrier density is further increased, one observes only slight changes in both

ω2D and Γ2D (see experiments on supported back-gated [Yan07, Das08] and top-gated graphene

[Froehlicher15a]). ω2D varies li;le at moderate doping (|EF| . 200meV), but tends to s ffen

(so$en) significantly for stronger hole (electron) doping. This evolu on of ω2D can be qualita-

 vely understood as the sum of a dominant adiaba c contribu on and a weaker non-adiaba c

contribu on. The la;er is reduced as compared to the case of the G mode feature, because the

2Dmode feature involves phonons that are significantly away from the edges of the Brillouin zone

[Das08, Froehlicher15a].

Finally, we address the dependence of I2D on doping. In contrast to IG (in the limit of |EF| ≤
~ωi/2) [Basko09a, Kalbac10, Chen11], I2D is significantly affected by doping [Das08, Basko09b,

Das09]. Under full resonance, the photon-generated electron-hole pairs can sca;er not only with

phonons but also with doping-induced electrons or holes. This addi onal sca;ering mechanism

is responsible for a decrease in I2D, which is, again, much stronger than for IG [Chen11]. Indeed,

following Basko [Basko08, Basko09b], I2D is propor onal to (γK/(γΓ + γK + γee))
2, where γΓ,K
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are the phonon sca;ering rates at the Γ and K point, respec vely, and γee is the electron-electron

sca;ering rate, which scales linearly withEF [Basko09b]. This linear dependence has been shown

for |EF| & 200meV,within a rangebetween−100 and+100meV, I2D can be regarded as constant

[Froehlicher15a].

3.3.2 Influence of strain

With reference to the adiaba c contribu on of the charge carriers to the phonon frequency, we

alreadymen oned that the change in the la>ce constant leads to a change in the Raman frequen-

cies. Of course, this change can be achieved in a more trivial manner, i.e. by applying mechanical

strain. This strain can be uniaxial, biaxial or a mixture of both, and either compressive or tensile

(dila ve). Uniaxial strain breaks the degeneracy of the iLO/iTO phonon branches giving rise to

the G mode, which splits into two phonons labeled G− and G+, corresponding to a phonon of

lower (−) and higher frequency (+) (see figure 3.7a and b) [Huang09, Mohiuddin09, Mohr09].

According to ref. [Mohiuddin09], the strain induced frequency shi$ of ωG is

∆ωS
G± = −ω0

G γG (ǫl + ǫt)±
1

2
βG ω

0
G (ǫl − ǫt). (3.11)

Here, ǫl and ǫt are the longitudinal and transverse component of the strain, γG is theGrüneisen

parameter and βG the shear deforma on poten al. Thus, in prac ce, an increasing component

of uniaxial strain, first broadens the G mode feature and then evolves into two dis nct peaks

[Huang09, Mohiuddin09, Metzger09]. Note that, in the case of biaxial strain, equa on (3.11)

reduces to a simple shi$ of ωG according to∆ωS
G = −2ωGγG ǫ.

Note that, under uniaxial strain, the intensity of the G mode sub-feature strongly depends on

the laser polariza on and that it can be used to determine the orienta on of the graphene flake

[Huang09, Mohiuddin09].

The la;er equa on for biaxial strain holds also for the change in ω2D, by replacing the indices

G by 2D. In par cular, the Grüneisen parameter γ2D is different for the 2Dmode phonon. In figure

3.7c we compare spectra of supported graphene and of the center of a graphene bubble, which

shows a consequent shi$ of the Raman peaks due to biaxial strain. In addi on, figures 3.7d and

e display the spa al distribu on of ωG and ω2D, revealing that the biaxial strain is strongest at the

center of the bubble [Zabel11].

The degeneracy breaking under uniaxial strain shi$s the posi on of the Dirac cones with re-

spect to their ini al posi ons at K and K' in the reciprocal space [Huang10]. When large strain is

applied along high-symmetry direc ons (zig-zag or armchair), the Dirac cones at the K points shi$

opposite to those at the K' points. As discussed previously, the 2Dmode process involves phonons

with momentum transfer between neighboring Dirac cones. Therefore, the 2Dmode process un-

der uniaxial strain involves phonons with different momenta and different energies, which is ex-
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Figure 3.7: Influence of uni- (le$) and biaxial (right) strain on the Raman G and 2D modes. a) Scheme
of uniaxially applied strain by bending a graphene sheet exfoliated on a flexible SU8 substrate. b) Raman
spectrameasured on a device as in (a), showing a shi$ of the G and 2Dmodes and a spli>ng of the first into
two subfeatures G− and G+. A broadening of the 2D mode feature is observed, but no spli>ng, because
the strain axis did not correspond to a high-symmetry direc on (λlaser = 514 nm). (a) and (b) are taken
from ref. [Mohiuddin09]. c) Raman spectra measured at the center of a graphene bubble (blue line) and
on flat graphene supported by the substrate (red line) (λlaser = 488 nm). Tensile biaxial strain at the center
of the bubble leads to a downshi$ of the Ramanmodes. d) and e) Smoothed Ramanmaps of the G and 2D
peak posi on on the bubble, respec vely. ωG and ω2D strongly decrease when going from the substrate to
the center of the bubble. (c)-(e) are taken from ref. [Zabel11].
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pressed as a spli>ng of the 2D mode feature in the Raman spectra [Huang10, Frank11, Yoon11b,

Popov13, Polyzos15]. Note that this spli>ng is only observed when the strain axis is along a high-

symmetry direc on. Within intermediate direc ons, the Raman spectra show a strain-induced

broadening [Huang10].

To conclude this sec on, we finally give an overview of the main characteris cs one expects

from a Raman measurement on a clean unperturbed (undoped and unstrained) graphene mem-

brane (λlaser = 532 nm):

• absence of the D and D' mode features at approximately 1350 cm−1 and 1620 cm−1,

• ωG at 1581± 1 cm−1,

• ΓG of 14± 1 cm−1,

• asymmetric line shape of the 2D mode feature. [Berciaud13]

3.4 Correla on of the Raman frequencies

In the previous sec on we have seen that both doping and strain affect both the G and 2D mode.

Some features directly give an informa on about the doping level, such asΓG (see equa on (3.10)

and figure 3.3c), or the kind of strain (spli>ng of the modes). However, these characteris cs are

limited when the issue is the exact determina on of the strain and doping level. Hence, consid-

ering ωG and ω2D is appropriate since both shi$ with strain and doping, but with different shi$

rates ∂ω2D/∂ωG. Lee et al. studied in detail the shi$ rates of supported graphene, where thermal

annealing introduced charge carriers and strain at the same  me [Lee12a]. Then, the authors

analyzed the frequency shi$s upon doping and strain by correla ng them.

This op cal separa on of mechanical strain from charge doping is based on a vector decom-

posi on model in the ωG-ω2D-plane, reliably up to certain limi ng condi ons, which will be dis-

cussed herea$er. Before introducing the basic principle of Lee's proposi on, we have to address

an intriguing ques on, which is one of the limi ng factors, or let us say difficul es, for a reliable

applica on of the vector decomposi on model. This is the ques on of the reference point (ω0
G,

ω0
2D) of undoped and unstrained graphene.

One might suppose that ω0
G corresponds to the value usually measured on graphite, which is

1581 ± 1 cm−1 and has been confirmed on several measurements on clean graphene samples

[Berciaud09, Ni09]. However, for ω0
2D, the situa on is more complicated. ω2D and hence ω0

2D

depends on the energy of the incoming photon [Pócsik98, Ferrari13], thus every given reference

point is not universal but has to be consideredwith respect to the laser wavelength. Furthermore,

ω2D depends on the phonon (vTO) and the Fermi velocity (vF). These quan  es might be different

on suspended and supported graphene. Here, we should already an cipate that in the vicinity of
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the reference point, the correla ons are not very well defined, in par cular because ωG and ω2D

vary li;le at low deoping levels. We will come back to the limits of the model later. Let us now

outline Lee's vector decomposi on model, supposing that one is able to define a reference point

(ω0
G, ω

0
2D).

R
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( G, 2D)
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st
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n

sy
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Figure 3.8: Schema c of the vector decomposi on of the strain and doping component in the
ωG-ω2D-plane. The point (∆ωG,∆ω2D) defines a vectorRwhich can be projected on the vectors es and ed
which form the coordinate system of strain and doping.

The aim is to be able to a;ribute every measured pair of ωG and ω2D to a value of strain

ǫ and charge density n. Let R be a a vector of Raman shi$s (∆ωG,∆ω2D) in the x-y-plane

(ωG-ω2D-plane) (see blue vector in figure 3.8). R can be expressed in a coordinate system with es

and ed as basis vectors, where es is a vector along the strain shi$ rate:

es =

[

sx

sy

]

,
∂ω2D

∂ωG

∣
∣
∣
∣
strain

=
sy

sx
(3.12)

and ed is a vector along the doping shi$ rate:

ed =

[

dx

dy

]

,
∂ω2D

∂ωG

∣
∣
∣
∣
doping

=
dy

dx
. (3.13)

R in the new coordinate system is then

R = n

[

dx

dy

]

+ ǫ

[

sx

sy

]

=

[

n

ǫ

]

, (3.14)

where n and ǫ are the projec ons on the doping and the strain axis in the new coordinate system.

Solving equa on (3.14) with respect to n and ǫ gives the result
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Ref. Method ∂ω2D/∂ωG|h ∂ω2D/∂ωG|e Samples

[Das08] exf., bg, SiO2 0.65 0.2 1

[Das09] exf., bg, SiO2 0.75 0.2 1

[Tiberj13] exf., bg, hydr.phil. SiO2 0.6 −0.2 1

exf., bg, hydr.phob. SiO2 - 0.17 1

[Fromm13] epit., tg, SiO2 0.38± 0.02 −0.10± 0.03 2

[Froehlicher15a] exf., tg, SiO2 0.55± 0.20 0.2± 0.13 30

Table 3.1: Overview of the doping induced shi$ rates available in literature. All samples are exfoliated
(exf.) on Si/SiO2 substrates, the ga ng is done either by back-ga ng (bg) or top-ga ng (tg) using an ion gel.
Fromm et al. used transferred epitaxial (epit.) graphene. The given errors are the standard devia on for
the referenced using more than one sample.

n = Md
∆ωGsy −∆ω2Dsx

sydx − sxdy

ǫ = Ms
∆ω2Ddx −∆ωGdy

sydx − sxdy
.

(3.15)

The length of the unity vectors es and ed is 1, sx, sy, dx and dy can be expressed in terms of

the corresponding slopes:

sx = cos

[

arctan

(
∂ω2D

∂ωG

∣
∣
∣
∣
strain

)]

sy = sin

[

arctan

(
∂ω2D

∂ωG

∣
∣
∣
∣
strain

)]

dx = cos

[

arctan

(

∂ω2D

∂ωG

∣
∣
∣
∣
doping

)]

dy = sin

[

arctan

(

∂ω2D

∂ωG

∣
∣
∣
∣
doping

)]

.

(3.16)

In order to define a scale in the strain and doping direc on, we have mul plied the equa ons

(3.15) with scaling factors Md and Ms, respec vely. These factors have to be determined by

looking at the Raman shi$s caused by a known amount of charge in unstrained graphene and of

strain in undoped graphene.

Several authors have analyzed the shi$ rates∂ω2D/∂ωG upondoping [Das08, Das09, Fromm13,

Tiberj13, Froehlicher15a] andhave foundout that the shi$ rates are different for electron andhole

doping. A summary of the shi$ rate values, the usedmethods and the number of studied samples

is reported to table 3.1.
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The reported values of ∂ω2D/∂ωG vary slightly from sample to sample. We point out that the

doping shi$ rate found recently by Froehlicher et al. is in good agreement with the average values

found in literature (see table 3.1). Furthermore, their study covered the sta s cal analysis of 30

samples, which jus fies the choice to use their calibra on to determine the scaling factorsMd,e

andMd,h.

In figure 3.9a, we show the frequency correla on of five ion gel top gated samples in FET ge-

ometry, on which the frequency shi$s are either electron (e) or hole (h) doping induced. In addi-

 on, figure 3.9b displays the charge densityn as a func on of the quan ty [(∆ωG)
2+(∆ω2D)

2]1/2,

which corresponds to the length of the projec on on the doping component. Thus, this quan ty

can directly be used to determineMd, which corresponds to the slope. It is (for a laser wavelength

of 532 nm):

Md,electrons = 4.4× 1011 cm−1

Md,holes = −3.6× 1011 cm−1.
(3.17)
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Figure 3.9: a) Correla on ofωG andω2D upon hole and electron doping, for five different top-gated samples
in FET geometry. The data are presented with the rela ve Raman shi$s∆ωG = ωG−ω0

G and∆ωG = ω2D−
ω0
2D, where ω

0
G and ω

0
2D might be slightly different due to ini al strain induced Raman shi$s. The slopes are

indicated along the linear fits. b) Charge carrier density n as a func on of the shi$ [(∆ωG)
2+(∆ω2D)

2]1/2

from the reference point corresponding to undoped graphene, allowing for a direct determina on of the
scaling factorMd. Data are shown for the five samples in (a). The con nuous and dashed lines are global
linear fits, performed in the low doping regime on the electron and hole branches, respec vely. The data
in (a) and (b) are taken from ref. [Froehlicher15a].

Importantly, themeasurement results of Froehlicher et al. provide an indica on of the validity

range of the vector decomposi onmodel. At charge carrier densi es lower than≈ 1×1012 cm−2,

in par cular for devices exhibi ng a low charge inhomogeneity, the renormaliza onof theGmode

due to the electron-phonon interac on [Piscanec04, Lazzeri06, Das08] has to be taken into ac-
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count. For higher charge densi es the data suggest that the model is valid up to charge densi es

of≈ 1× 1013 cm−2.

The defini on of the shi$ rates upon uniaxial strain has to be refined because of the peak

spli>ng. However, the 2D mode spli>ng is only observed under certain condi ons (see subsec-

 on 3.3.2), and shi$ rates for the G+ (∂ω2D/∂ωG+ ) and G− mode (∂ω2D/∂ωG− ) can be deter-

mined independently.
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Figure 3.10: Correla on of ωG− (straight lines) and ωG+ (dashed lines) with ω2D in the case of uniaxial
strain, for data available in literature. The experimental data points are not shown for clarity, only the
linear fits are presented in the range of the experimental data. Data from ref. [Mohiuddin09] are taken on
a flexible device with SU8 as substrate, using a laser wavelength of 514 nm (see figure 3.7a and b). Data
from ref. [Huang09] are taken on graphene exfoliated on a flexible PDMS film, using a laser wavelength of
532 nm. The stretching in ref. [Frank10] is performed using a mul layer of several flexible polymers, using
a laser wavelength of 785 nm. In contrast to the other works, compressive strain is applied and buckling
of the graphene is the limi ng factor for larger strain values. The authors of ref. [Polyzos15] clamp the
graphene between two PMMA layers and define an opening by electron-beam lithography, which induces
an intrinsic strain in the membrane.

Figure 3.10 gives an overview of the shi$ rates in the literature (see cap on of the figure

for more details). The available data cover a strain range of 0 to 3.1% [Huang09], 0 to 1.3%

[Mohiuddin09],−0.1 to−0.65% [Frank10] and 0.42 to 0.75% [Polyzos15] for the G+ subfeature

whereas they cover a range of 0.5 to 3.1% [Huang09], 0.2 to 1.3% [Mohiuddin09], 0 to−0.65%

[Frank10] and 0.42 to 0.75% [Polyzos15] for the G− subfeature10.

The applica on of biaxial strain to graphene has been an experimental challenge [Ding10],

un l pressurized suspended graphene started to be inves gated [Bunch07, Bunch08, Chen09a,

Koenig11]. The advancements in suspended graphene engineering s mulated Raman experi-

ments on graphene blisters, which allowed for accessing biaxial strain in an elegant way with-

out Piezo-electrically driven substrates [Zabel11, Lee12b, Ki;13]. Metzger et al. performed the

10In order to add the data of ref. [Polyzos15], we used the domina ng ω2D1 sub-feature in the plot in figure 3.10c.
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first Raman study on biaxial strained graphene exfoliated over swallow depressions [Metzger09].

For the shi$ rate, a value of ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 13 cm−1/6 cm−1 ≈ 2.17 can be extracted. Geor-

giou et al. discovered bubbles on large (≈ 100µm) as exfoliated graphene flakes on flat sub-

strates [Georgiou11]. These bubbles a;ain impressive diameters of ≈ 20µm and heights up to

1µm, which give rise to Newton rings under white light11 (see figure 1.2 in chapter 1). On this

kind of bubbles, Zabel et al. performed Ramanmeasurements and observed strong downshi$s of

73 cm−1 and 143 cm−1 for the G and 2D mode, respec vely. A;ributed to biaxial strain, a shi$

rate of ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.46 is obtained.

Furthermore, the Raman measurements of Lee et al. on pressurized graphene flakes exfoli-

ated over pits with varying diameter reveal a shi$ rate of ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.35 [Lee12b]. Another

interes ng study from Ki; et al. exists, where the authors put graphene microchambers under

high pressure up to 0.8MPa, which results in a deflec on of≈ 700 nm for pits of 8µm of diame-

ter [Ki;13]. The downshi$ of the G mode feature is 58 cm−1, however, the authors do not report

on the 2D mode.

Thus, the strain induces shi$ rates are much higher than the ones induced by doping. All

reported values on biaxial strain are in good accordance with the value of 2.2 reported by Lee et

al. [Lee12a]12.

However, the knowledge of the shi$ rates ∂ω2D/∂ωG tells us only that there is strain but

not how much. A difficult issue is to correctly calibrate the amount of strain in the graphene.

The flakes could slide and sudden release of built-in strain could falsify the es ma on of strain

[Ki;13]. The strain calibra on leads to the determina onof theGrüneisen parametersγG andγ2D,

since they involve the quan ty ∂ω/∂ǫ. This experimental challenge is responsible for a certain

dispersion of the Grüneisen parameters [Metzger09, Ding10, Zabel11, Ki;13]. Nonetheless, in

accordance with theore cal first principle calcula ons [Thomsen02, Mohiuddin09, Cheng11] and

high pressure measurements on graphite and carbon nanotubes [Hanfland89, Sandler03] as well

as on graphene [Proctor09] (and also an cipa ng our results on pressurized graphene blisters

presented in chapter 6), we can use values of γG = 1.8 and γ2D = 2.4, which correspond to

∂ωG/∂ǫ = −57 cm−1/% and ∂ωG/∂ǫ = −128 cm−1/%. Hence, we can determine the scaling

factorMs for biaxial strain as:

Ms =
[
(−57 cm−1/%)2 + (−128 cm−1/%)2

]−1/2
= 7.14× 10−3%/cm−1. (3.18)

Note that a detailed summarizing table of the shi$ rates andGrüneisen parameters is reported

to chapter 6, where we compare with our results (see table 6.2 and figure 6.16).

11Although we also obtained large flakes of up to 400×150µm2 with our exfolia on technique, we never observed
this kind of bubbles.

12Note that the work of references [Lee12a] and [Lee12b] are from two different research groups.
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We finally stress that the approach of pressurized graphene blisters to apply strain is par cu-

larly interes ng and convincingly elegant: Due to the strong adhesion to the substrate [Koenig11,

Gao14] and the impermeability to standard gases [Bunch08], a simple air pressure difference be-

tween both sides of the graphene is sufficient to strain the membrane.

3.5 Op cal interference effects in graphene mul layered systems

The substrate on which graphene is o$en exfoliated or transferred can be considered as a mul -

layered system, e.g. [Si - SiO2 - graphene] for supported graphene [Blake07, Yoon09], [Si - air/vac-

uum - graphene] for suspended graphene without oxide, [Si - SiO2 - air/vacuum - graphene] for

suspended graphene with residual oxide, or [quartz - graphene - MgO] with MgO as an insula ng

spacing layer [Federspiel15]. Since the involved layer thicknesses are of the same order of mag-

nitude as the wavelength of the light, interference effects come into play. These effects depend

on the layers and their thicknesses and have two major consequences.

The first is of great prac cal use, because for the system [Si - SiO2 - graphene] the choice

of the oxide thickness determines the visibility of graphene by means of a simple op cal mi-

croscope [Blake07]. The flagrant difference between a substrate of 200 nm and 300 nm oxide

thickness is shown in figures 3.11a(1) and a(3), both showing a device with graphene and FLG, il-

luminated bywhite light. The surrounding op cal images are takenwith narrow bandwidth filters

of different wavelengths and highlight the fact that the op cal contrast of graphene strongly de-

pends on the oxide thickness and the wavelength of the illumina ng light. Figure 3.11b sketches

the expected contrast as a func on of the oxide thickness and the wavelength. It turns out that

Si/SiO2 substrates with oxide thickness of 90 nm, 285 nm and 500 nm are the most suitable for

iden fying graphene by op cal means (and for Raman studies with λlaser = 532 nm).

The second consequence comes into playwhen Ramanmeasurements are performed onmul-

 layered systems [Yoon09, Reserbat-Plantey13, Li12]. To understand the subtle interplay between

the different layer thicknesses, the laser wavelength and the wavelength of the sca;ered Raman

photons a detailed comprehension of the interference effects is mandatory because it turns out

that they strongly influence the intensity of the Raman modes. Thus, on supported samples, one

should choose an adapted layer geometry to get Raman spectra of good quality and to avoid long

experimental acquisi on  mes. Furthermore, it should be stressed that comparing the intensity

ra os of different Raman modes strongly depends on the underlying mul layered systems, as it

has been pointed out by Yoon et al. for the case of [Si - SiO2 - graphene].

Finally, before coming to the calcula onof interference induced enhancement factors, it should

be men oned that the intensity of the Raman modes can change within one sample. This is the

case when the deflec on of suspended graphene membranes is tuned by an external pressure,

because the air/vacuum thickness changes.
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a)

b)

(1) (2) (3)

Figure 3.11: a)Op cal images of graphenemono- and few layer samples illuminated by white light [(1) and
(3)] and filtered by various narrow bandwidth filters [(2) and surrounding images]. The graphene layers are
visible in (1) whereas the op cal contrast vanishes in (3). The fact that the contrast is highly dependent on
the illumina ng wavelength is supported by the surrounding images, for both samples. b) Color plot of the
contrast as a func on of wavelength and oxide thickness. Figures are taken from ref. [Blake07].
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In the following subsec ons, the one layer interference of a Fabry-Pérot is deduced which

is then used recursively for a mul layered structure. In the case of Raman measurements, the

graphene layer has to be considered separately because the Raman interac on takes place within

the layer, which changes the interference term of that layer. Then, the calcula on results of the

interference induced Raman enhancement factors are presented.

3.5.1 One layer interferences: Fabry-Pérot

d1

t21

(medium 2)

(medium 1)

(medium 0)

a2

a1

a0

b1

b2

t10

r21

r10

t12

Figure 3.12: Schema c one layer Fabry-Pérot. The electric fields for incoming and outgoing light can be
calculated in each layer 0, 1 and 2 by taking into account the reflec on and transmission coefficients and
the phase induced by the distance d1.

Let us suppose that one layer of a medium 1with refrac ve index ñ1 is encapsulated between

two media (0 and 2) with refrac ve indexes ñ0 and ñ2 (ñ is the complex refrac ve index). Let a1

(a2) be the incoming and b1 (b2) the reflected electric field of the light in medium 1 (2) (see figure

3.12). We further suppose that no electric field is coming from the bo;om, which is the case for

Ramanmeasurements in reflec on geometry. Thus, in medium 0 the total electric field is a0. The

rela onships between the components of the electric field write as

a1 = t21a2e
iφ1 + r12b1e

2iφ1

b1 = r10a1

b2 = r21a2 + t12b1e
iφ1 ,

(3.19)

where rij and tij are the reflec on and transmission coefficients at the interface ij for normal

incidence, defined as

rij =
ñi − ñj

ñi + ñj

tij =
2ñi

ñi + ñj

(3.20)

and φi is the phase in medium i. The phase is defined as φi = 2πñidi/λ with λ the wavelength.

b2 can be expressed as a func on of a2, thus the ra o of the incoming and reflected electric
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field in medium 2, A21, can be expressed in terms of the phases, the reflec on and transmission

coefficients:

A21 =
b2

a2
=

r21 − r10r12r21e
2iφ1 + r10t12t21e

2iφ1

1− r10r12e2iφ1
. (3.21)

Using the rela onships rij = −rji and rijrji − tijtji = −1, A21 can be rewri;en as

A21 =
r21 + r10e

2iφ1

1 + r10r21e2iφ1
, (3.22)

which is the general Fabry-Pérot formula.

3.5.2 Mul layer interferences

For a mul layered structure, r10 in equa on (3.22) can be considered as an effec ve refrac ve in-

dex taking into account the reflected electric field of the underlying mul layered structure. Thus,

one can write recursively for every jth layer:

Aj+1,j =
rj+1,j +Aj,j−1e

2iφj

1 + rj+1,jAj,j−1e
2iφj

. (3.23)

3.5.3 Interference of the Raman interac on within a graphene layer

The layer where the Raman interac on takes place has to be considered separately. Let us take

a layer l (which is the graphene) of thickness dl, sandwiched between two media k and m (see

figure 3.13). The Raman interac on takes place at a distance x < dl. In order to know how

the Raman signal is enhanced or suppressed due to interference effects, one has to calculate the

electric field of the incoming laser light at the posi on x,Ex, and the electric field of the emi;ed

Raman signal coming out of the layered system, Eout.

The incoming laser lightwith an electric fieldE0 inmediumm is first transmi;ed frommedium

m to medium l and undergoes mul ple reflec ons within medium l, crossing the posi on x a$er

each reflec on, as it is sketchedwith black points in figure 3.13a. Note that the incidence is normal

to the surface, but the incoming laser beam has been drawnwith an angle for a be;er illustra on.

Ex can be wri;en as

Ex = E0 tml (e
iφx

︸︷︷︸

❧1

+ rlk e
i(φ2dl

−φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧2

+ rlkrlm ei(φ2dl
+φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧3

+ r2lkrlm ei(φ4dl
−φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧4

+ r2lkr
2
lm ei(φ4dl

+φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧5

+ r3lkr
2
lm ei(φ6dl

−φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧6

+ ... )
(3.24)
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E0 (laser)

6

x

dl

1

2

3

4

5

tml

rlk

(m)

(l)

(k)

61 2 3 4 5

tlm

rlk

(m)

(l)

(k)

ER

a) b)

Figure 3.13: Schema c representa on of the interference processes within a graphene layer (medium l),
sandwiched between two media k andm. The light incidence is perpendicular to the plane; for a be;er
illustra on the incidence is drawn under an angle. a) The incident light undergoes mul ple reflec ons and

interacts several  mes ( ❦1 , ❦2 , ...) with the graphene la>ce at the posi on x. The effec ve interac ng
electric field is the sum of these terms. b) The Raman sca;ered signal undergoes mul ple reflec ons, the

outcoming electric field is the sum of the contribu ons ❦1 , ❦2 , etc.

Let us group the even and the odd terms and use the rela onship 1+w+w2+w3+...+wn =

(1− wn+1)/(1− w) which is valid for every complex number w. We can write

Ex = E0tml {eiφx

[

1− (rlkrlm eiφ2dl )n+1

1− rlkrlm eiφ2dl

]

+ rlk e
i(φ2dl

−φx)

[

1− (rlkrlm eiφ2dl )n+1

1− rlkrlm eiφ2dl

]

}.
(3.25)

For n → ∞ the term |rlkrlm eiφ2dl |n+1 → 0, so that one can simplify the expression to

Ex = E0tml
eiφx + rlk e

i(φ2dl
−φx)

1− rlkrlm eiφ2dl

. (3.26)

The Raman interac on at the posi on x creates an electric field ER which also undergoes

mul ple reflec ons in medium l before leaving it (see figure 3.13b). Thus, Eout and ER are con-

nected by

Eout = ERtlm (eiφx

︸︷︷︸

❧1

+ rlk e
i(φ2dl

−φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧2

+ rlkrlm ei(φ2dl
+φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧3

+ r2lkrlm ei(φ4dl
−φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧4

+ r2lkr
2
lm ei(φ4dl

+φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧5

+ r3lkr
2
lm ei(φ6dl

−φx)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

❧6

+...),
(3.27)

where the sum in brackets turns out to be the same as in equa on (3.24), so that one can write
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Eout = ERtlm
eiφx + rlke

i(φ2dl
−φx)

1− rlkrlmeiφ2dl

. (3.28)

Here again, for Ex and Eout, rlk can be considered as an effec ve reflec on coefficient, in

par cular it can be replaced by the expression in equa on (3.23) if themedium k is a mul layered

structure.

The ra os Ex/E0 and Eout/ER can be considered as net absorp on and sca;ering terms,

respec vely, and be used to calculate an overall enhancement factor EF for the intensity of the

measured Raman signal. With an integra on over the thickness of medium l, EF is then

EF =

dl∫

0

∣
∣
∣
∣

Ex

E0
× Eout

ER

∣
∣
∣
∣

2

dx. (3.29)

Let us note here, that the fact that the Raman interac on takes place within the graphene

layer leads to an important modula on of the Raman signal. In par cular, when one calculates

the reflec on coefficient of, e.g., the system [Si - SiO2 - graphene]with varying oxide thickness, the

intensity (of the reflected laser beam) is only weaklymodulated. This makes the use of the Raman

signal for interference modulated intensity measurements par cularly interes ng, because of its

higher sensi vity.

3.5.4 Refrac ve indices

To accurately calculate interference dependent enhancement factors, an exact knowledge of the

involved complex refrac ve indexes ñ = n+ iκ is mandatory. For SiO2 the real part n is obtained

by means of the following equa on, established by Malitson in the seven es [Malitson65]:

n2 − 1 =
0.6961663λ2

λ2 − 0.06840432
+

0.4079426λ2

λ2 − 0.11624142
+

0.8974794λ2

λ2 − 9.8961612
(3.30)

Here, the wavelength λ is expressed in µm. The imaginary part κ is zero in the visible range.

In the first years of the rise of graphene, its op cal proper es were difficult to accesss. Classi-

cal op calmeasurement techniques failed because of graphene's sub-nanometer thickness, its di-

electric anisotropy and the small sample size obtained bymechanical exfolia on [Wang08a]. With

different techniques, some data points were obtained forn andκ, and DFT calcula ons confirmed

these values, as it can be seen in figure 3.14 [Ni07, Blake07, Bruna09, Klintenberg09, Cheon14].

In 2010, Weber et al. succeeded in measuring the refrac ve index by spectroscopic ellipsometry

on a sufficiently large flake (150× 380µm2) [Weber10]. We use this data in the following calcu-

la ons because it is in good agreement with the other available measurements and permits to

calculate interference effects over the whole range of visible light.
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Figure 3.14: Synthesis of refrac ve indexes of graphene available in literature. Experimental data are
obtained by wavelength dependent contrast imaging (exfoliated graphene) [Ni07, Blake07], spinning-disc
picometrology (exfoliated graphene) [Wang08a], surface plasmon resonance (CVD graphene) [Cheon14],
reflectance and transmission measurements using graphite and graphene [Bruna09] and spectroscopic
ellipsometry (exfoliated graphene) [Weber10]. The presented theore cal data are obtained by DTF calcu-
la ons [Cheon14, Klintenberg09].

Finally, for silicon we use the tabulated values from ref. [Vuye93].

3.5.5 Theore cal predic on for suspended graphene systems

A$er these more theore cal considera ons, we now come back to the ini al ques on, i.e. how

does interference affect the intensity of the Raman modes. In other words, a measured inten-

sity of a Raman mode x (e.g. G or 2D) is the interference-free intensity (Ix)int.−free (which might

depend on the experimental setup, doping, etc.) modulated by the enhancement factor EFx
13:

(Ix)mes = EFx × (Ix)int.−free , (3.31)

and the task is to find the theore cal values of EFx.

As elaborated at the beginning of this sec on, silicon substrates with oxide thickness 285 nm

and 500 nm are commonly used in order to easily localize graphene monolayers, as we do.

Depending on the etching process (see sec on 4.1.2) and the employed substrate, suspended

graphene devices with three different types of mul layered systems can be fabricated (with the

corresponding thicknesses in round brackets, see also the schemes in figure 3.15a, b and c):

13Note that (Ix)int.−free cannot be obtained by a single measurement. A series of measurements with varying thick-
ness of one layer in the mul layered system is necessary. Furthermore, the theore cal value of EFx has to be renor-
malized for every measurement series, which is possible when the measurement series of Ix covers a minimum and a
maximum value.
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1. [Si - air/vacuum (hair) - graphene]

2. [Si - SiO2 (dSiO2 = 285 nm−dair) - air/vacuum (dair < 285 nm) - graphene]

3. [Si - SiO2 (dSiO2 = 500 nm−dair) - air/vacuum (dair < 500 nm) - graphene]

System 1 represents the case of no oxide layer between the silicon and the graphene mem-

brane, which can be achieved by choosing long etching  mes to take away all the oxide. Conse-

quently, hair is higher than the oxide thickness of the chosen substrate.

System 2 starts with an oxide thickness of 285 nm, of which a certain thickness dair is replaced

by air/vacuum. Of course, dair and dSiO2 depend on each other. The same holds for system3where

the ini al oxide thickness is 500 nm.

In figure 3.15, a, b and c can be considered as heads of three columns, because the three

graphs in each column represent colorplots of the enhancement factors for the Gmode, 2Dmode

and their intensity ra os for each system, respec vely. The enhancement factors have been cal-

culated by means of a homemade Matlab script, using equa on (3.29) and the refrac ve indexes

of subsec on 3.5.4.

Figure 3.15d shows a colorplot of the theore cal enhancement factor for the G mode as a

func on of hair and the incident laser wavelength λlaser for system 1. The scale is set from 0 to 1

and is the reference scale for figures 3.15e-i. The EF pa;ern is characterized by stripes of strong

enhancement in the hair-λlaser-plane. The same holds for the 2Dmode (figure 3.15g). In contrast,

the pa;ern is quiet different for system 2 and 3 (see figures 3.15e, f, h and i), in par cular there

is a large area of suppressed Raman signal in the dair-λlaser-plane for system 2. That means, in

prac ce, a Raman signal measured with a laser wavelength between 600 and 700 nm is always

suppressed, no ma;er how much SiO2 is etched away.

This example shows that, to measure a reasonable Raman intensity, the proper depth dair and

laser wavelength have to be chosen carefully, because the Raman intensity strongly depends on

the underlying system and the chosen thicknesses. Furthermore, measurements on pressurized

suspended graphene with varying air/vacuum thickness are expected to be strongly modulated

by interference effects.

Figures 3.15j-l represent the ra o of the normalized enhancement factors of the 2D and the G

mode, (EF2D/EFG)norm. Since thewavelength of theRaman sca;eredGand2Dphotons is different,

this ra o is also a strong func on of the chosen thicknesses and λlaser.

Frequently used laser wavelengths are 532 and 633 nm. In order to highlight the strong de-

pendence on λlaser, we plot in figure 3.16 cuts extracted from figure 3.15 for these wavelengths.

Note that it is important to consider the different wavelengths of the laser and the Raman

signal. This difference is responsible for the bea ng which is observed for larger thicknesses. The

bea ng gets more important when the laser wavelength is decreased. In former analyses, this
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Figure 3.15: a), b) and c), showing a sketch of the device geometries of system 1, 2 and 3 (see main text),
can be considered as heads of the three columns. d), e) and f) [g), h) and i)] show color plots of the
theore cal enhancement factor EF as a func on of the laser wavelength and the air thickness in the oxide
for the G [2D] mode. j), k) and l) represent the ra o I2D/IG. The z-scale is chosen in the following way: The
maximum and minimum EF in (d) are set to 0 and 1, respec vely, and EF in (e)-(i) are scaled with respect
to that scale. The ra o EF2D/EFG in (j)-(l) is the ra o calculated using these normalized values.
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Figure 3.16: Cuts of the color plots at λlaser = 532 nm and 633 nm. a) Calculated enhancement factors for
the G (black) and 2D (red) mode for a laser wavelength of 532 nm (straight line) and 633 nm (dashed line),
as a func on of hair (system 1). The corresponding ra os of the intensi es are plo;ed in (d). The same
quan  es are presented in (b) and (e) as well es in (c) and (f) for the systems 2 and 3, respec vely.
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effect has been neglected and the Raman signal has been treated with the same wavelength as

the laser [Nemanich80, Ager90, Wang08c].

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have shown that vibra onal Raman spectroscopy is a suitable tool for prob-

ing external perturba ons in graphene such as doping and mechanical strain. Furthermore, it

is sensi ve to the number of layers and to the crystalline quality of graphene. Addi onally, we

have calculated an expression for an op cal interference induced enhancement factor for the Ra-

man signal, which takes into account the fact that graphene is o$en deposited on a mul layered

structure.

To conclude, we have seen that the spectral posi ons, the widths and the intensi es of the

Raman modes are extremely sensi ve to a bunch of external perturba ons, which makes a thor-

ough data analysis indispensable. Hence, a lot of informa on can be extracted by even a single

Raman measurement series, as will be seen in the following chapters.
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4 Device fabrica onandexperimental set-

up

In the first part of this chapter, the required fabrica on steps to arrive from a virgin silicon

wafer to a measurable suspended graphene device with source, drain and backgate contacts are

outlined. The second part of this chapter is dedicated to the experimental micro-Raman setup,

allowing for Raman measurements under ambient condi ons as well as under vacuum and at

cryogenic temperatures. This setup includes an op cal and electrical access.

4.1 Device fabrica on and fabrica on techniques

A bare Si wafer covered by a thermal SiO2 layer of thickness 285 nmor 500 nm (suitable for op cal

microscope iden fica on of graphene monolayers, see sec on 3.5) is cut into pieces of adequate

size for further fabrica on processing.

4.1.1 Op cal lithography

These pieces are spin-coated by a thin flat layer of photo-sensi ve resist in order to undergo a

step of op cal lithography. This technique for pa;erning micrometer-sized structures is a pow-

erful tool because it permits to transfer rapidly a geometric pa;ern from a photo-mask to the

photo-sensi ve resist on the Si/SiO2 substrate. Op cal lithography is limited by light diffrac on.

To achieve highest possible resolu on, ultra-violet (UV) light is used allowing for item pa;erning

of≈ 4µm.

The spin-coated resist is sensi ve to UV light exposure. The resist is used as posi ve tone

resist, i.e. the molecules of the exposed area are modified in order to be soluble in a chemical

developer in which they are washed away (see figure 4.2a and b). However, the non-exposed

area stays unaffected by the developer and thus covered. The resist acts then like a mask for

following fabrica on steps.
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4.1.2 Wet and dry etching

For the purpose of having trenches or pits in the SiO2 layer, an etching process taking away the

oxide is necessary. To do so, a wet etching process with a buffered HF solu on1 can be used.

HF removes only the oxide and has no effect on the pure silicon under the oxide. Another way

to remove the uncovered SiO2 is to shoot reac ve ions on the sample. This dry etching process

is called Reac ve Ion Etching (RIE)2. The advantage of this technique is that the combina on of

chemical reac on and themomentum transfer results in sharp edges, in contrast to other etching

processes [Heinecke76]. Unlike HF etching, RIE physically etches all materials and therefore also

a;acks silicon. We note that the resist mask ensures that the etching acts only at the predefined

posi ons (see figure 4.2c).

4.1.3 Mechanical exfolia on and determina on of number of layers

Once the etching process is finished, the resist is washed away with acetone in an ultrasonic bath

and cleaned with ethanol and isopropyl alcohol. In this thesis, we use exclusively graphene from

a natural graphite source, which s ll have the best prerequisites. In order to deposit monolayer

graphene on the cleaned samples, we use the scotch-tape method of mechanical exfolia on es-

tablished by Geim and Novoselov in 2004 [Novoselov04, Novoselov05b].

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Figure 4.1: Photos of the six exfolia on steps described in the main text.

Before exfolia on, the substrates are surface-ac vated by a 10min las ng oxygen plasma,

which provides for a be;er adhesion of the graphene on the substrate (see figure 4.2d and e).

1BHF, ammonium fluorid (NH3F) and H2O50HF50 with ra o 6:1
2We use CH4 as ac ve gas.
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substrate

resist

UV light exposure developing

SiO2

HF etching

metal evaporation

cleaning/plasma

exfoliation TEM grid mask bonding

graphene

a)

Si

b) c) d)

e) f) g) h)

Figure 4.2: Schema c summary of the fabrica on steps. a) The sample is spin-coated by a photo-sensi ve
resist and exposed to UV light through a pre-pa;erned mask, changing the chemical proper es of the
resist at the exposed area. b) The chemically modified resist is washed away by a developer, uncovering
the bare SiO2. c) The uncovered surface is a;acked by HF or RIE etching, removing a certain thickness of
SiO2, depending on the exposi on  me. d) The sample is cleaned in acetone/ethanol/isopropanol and
surface-ac vated by oxygen plasma etching. e) Graphene is exfoliated on the sample as described in the
main text (see also figure 4.1). f) A$er localizing suspended graphene membranes by op cal microscopy,
a TEM grid is aligned and fixed on the sample. g) This TEM grid serves as mask for the metal evapora on
process [Ti (3 nm) and Au (47 nm)], covering the suspended part of the graphene and thus protec ng it
from metal deposi on. h) Finally, the Ti/Au contacts are connected to a chip carrier by means of thin gold
wires. The la;er are glued with conduc ve silver epoxy both on the sample and the chip carrier.

The exfolia on process, which is done rapidly a$er oxygen plasma, can be summarized in the

following steps:

1. put a graphite piece on scotch tape

2. fold the scotch tape and open it delicately to increase the surface

3. s ck another scotch tape to the first scotch tape and press delicately on it

4. take off slowly the two scotch tapes and keep the first, repeat steps 2 and 3with that scotch

tape un l transparent zones appear

5. s ck the scotch tapewith thin transparent graphite on a substrate andmassagewith a finger

by applying moderate pressure, for some minutes

6. take off slowly the scotch tape from the substrate

Photos illustra ng each of the exfolia on steps are shown in figure 4.1. Graphite pieces, few

layer graphene and graphenemonolayers are present on the sample and can be detected by their
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op cal contrast difference under an op cal microscope. This detec on is possible because one

layer graphene absorbs≈ 2.3% of the incident light, and this absorp on is, as an approxima on,

propor onal to the number of layers, and so is the contrast (see sec on 2.3). In addi on, the use

of op mized substrates with the suitable oxide thickness facili es the detec on (see sec on 3.5).

The posi on of monolayer graphene is then located with respect to op cal markers (numbers)

(see figures 4.3a and b). The number of layers is further confirmed by Raman spectroscopy (see

sec on 4.2).

4.1.4 Contac ng: Metal deposi on and bonding

Since for the work of this thesis, ultra-clean graphene is required, any contact with resist or or-

ganic solvents has to be avoided. Thus, the standard lithography procedure for evapora ngmetal

contacts should be excluded, and that is the reason why we align adapted transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) grids as shadow mask above the sample. We achieve an alignment precision

of roughly 1µm, sufficient for our device geometry. Thin metal films can then be deposited with

a controlled thickness in the nanometer range by hea ng and evapora ng solid metal under high

vacuum (≈ 10−7 bar). Different metals can be evaporated successively within one machine, the

metal sources being placed in hollows in a revolving disc. An electron beam heats the metal

source to create an evapora on cone containingmetal atomswhich then deposit above themetal

source. The sample to be covered is upside downwithin that cone, and the thickness is controlled

by shu;ers and a quartz crystal micro-balance in a very accurate way. The result of such an evap-

ora on is shown in figures 4.3b and c, at different scales.

A$er metal evapora on, the sample is cut in order to fit in a chip carrier dedicated for mea-

surements within a cryostat. The metal contacts on the sample are connected to the chip carrier

by amanual bonding procedure. For this purpose, conduc ve silver paste is used to glue the sam-

ple at the bo;om of the chip carrier. Then, conduc ve epoxy is dropped on the sample and the

chip carrier. Before drying, these drops are connected by a thin gold wire.

Finally we note that figure 4.2 summarizes well the here described fabrica on steps in a

schema c way.

4.2 Experimental setup

4.2.1 Confocal micro-Raman setup

For Raman measurements, a home-built confocal microscope setup in backsca;ering geometry

is used. The setup allows for spa ally resolved micro-Raman measurements under ambient con-

di ons or at cryogenic temperatures and/or under vacuum.
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Figure 4.3: a)Op cal image of a device pre-pa;erned with 80µm long and 5µmwide trenches. The image
has been taken a$er exfolia onof natural graphite, resul ng in the presenceof few layer (dark violet, strong
op cal contrast) and monolayer (light violet, marked with a red dashed line) graphene. b) Op cal image
of the same sample as in (a), a$er metal contact evapora on by means of a TEM grid as shadow mask.
The numbers are op cal markers to facilitate the loca on of suspended graphene. c) Zoom in of (b) (red
rectangle), showing two Ti/Au (3 nm/47 nm) contacts in the vicinity of a suspended monolayer graphene
(marked with a red dashed line).
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Let us evoke the basic measurement principle with the help of the sketch in figure 4.4a. In

this simplified sketch, the sample and the spectrometer are located at the extremi es of themain

op cal axis. A previously enlarged and cleaned laser beam of wavelength 532 nm (exclusively

used in this thesis, green line in figure 4.4a) is directed towards the sample by means of a dichroic

mirror, which is transmissive for wavelengths& 535 nm. The laser beam is focused on the sample

via an objec ve3 which is mounted on a xyz-Piezo element allowing for a precise posi oning of

the laser spot on the sample. The range of the Piezo is 100µm in x- and y-direc on and 20µm in

z-direc on.

The backsca;ered light (orange line in figure 4.4a) is collected by the same objec ve and

passes through the dichroic mirror, which allows for a first spectral separa on of the Rayleigh and

Raman sca;ered light. The subsequent beam is spa ally filtered with the help of two lenses (L1

and L2) and a pinhole (P) of diameter 50µm. The lens L1 permits to focus the incident beam at

the center of the hole and the lens L2 to parallelize the outgoing beam. The pinhole is spa ally

conjugated with the laser spot on the sample, which ensures that the recorded signal originates

from a well defined spot on the sample and furthermore improves the signal to noise ra o. A

spectral notch filter (F) further blocks the reflected laser and Rayleigh signal, so that the Raman

signal can enter the detec on system. This system consists of a dispersive element (a gra ng with

900 lines/µm) and a CCD camera (1340 × 100 pixel), which is cooled with liquid nitrogen. Nobel

gas lamps are used for calibra on prior to themeasurement runs. The Piezo element and the CCD

camera are controlled by a Labview interface, allowing for a spa al scanning of the sample and

recording Raman spectra at each point.

For localiza on of the graphene, white light (yellow line in figure 4.4a) can be focused on the

sample by means of a  ltable beam-spli;er, and the op cal image can then be detected by a

 ltable mirror and a camera.

4.2.2 Measurements at room and cryogenic temperatures

With the help of the setup described above, quick Raman measurements under ambient con-

di ons can be performed, simply by moun ng the sample on a sample holder (with adjustable

angle) connected to a xyz-stage, allowing for a coarse posi on adjustments (see photo in figure

3We mainly use two objec ves:

• ×20 with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.45

• ×50 with NA= 0.65.

The calibra on of the resultant laser spot sizes is reported to the Appendix, see figure A.1. We note that the values of
the NA are low, which jus fies the approxima on of the normal incidence in sec on 3.5. We would like to draw the
reader's a;en on to the Supplementary Informa on of ref. [Yoon09], where the Raman enhancement factors for the
system [Si - SiO2 - graphene] has been calculated as a func on of the NA.
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Figure 4.4: a) Sketch of a confocalmicro-Raman setup in backsca;ering geometry. Seemain text for details.
L1, L2 and L3 are confocal lenses, F is a notch filter, P is a pinhole and M is a plan mirror. The mirror and
the beam-spli;er for white light injec on are  ltable (red arrows). The objec ve is mounted on a Piezo
transla on element. b)Photo of the home-built Raman setup formeasurements under ambient condi ons.
The sample is mounted on a sample holder connected to a xyz-stage, allowing for coarse angle and posi on
adjustments. c) Photo of the same measurement setup, but in low temperature / vacuum measurement
condi ons. The sample is in the cryostat with op cal and electrical access. The cryostat is mounted on
a coarse xyz-stage. The laser beam is highlighted with a green line. The do;ed orange line indicates the
backsca;ered light.
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4.4b). The Piezo element with the objec ve ensures fine posi oning. The measurements we will

present in chapter 5 are performed within this setup configura on.

For measurements under vacuum, we make use of a pumped out cryostat, which acts as a

vacuum chamber (see photo in figure 4.4c). The cryostat is equipped with a 1 cm2 circular quartz

window, allowing for an op cal access to the inserted sample. The cryostat itself is mounted on a

coarse xyz-stage. The measurements of chapter 6 are performed within this setup configura on,

with a variable pressure between vacuum and atmospheric pressure in the cryostat.

Finally, the inserted sample is in contact with a cold finger, which can be thermally connected

to a 4He flow. Within this configura on, we can achieve temperatures down to 4 K, which are

measured in the vicinity of the sample with the help of a temperature detector. Importantly, the

bonded sample si>ng in the chip carrier is electrically connected to a matrix box, which itself

is connected to a two channel sourcemeter (Keithley 2612A). This sourcemeter can be used to

apply a source-drain bias and a gate voltage, and to measure the source-drain and gate currents.

In chapter 7 wewill present low temperaturemeasurements on gated graphene which have been

performed within this setup configura on.

4.3 Data acquisi on and treatment

As men oned previously, the Raman signal is dispersed on a 1340 × 100 pixel nitrogen-cooled

CCD camera. The camera is connected to a computer and can be controlled by a so$ware called

WinSpec. We use this so$ware for recording single spectra. If the issue is to acquire several Ra-

man spectra over a larger area, we use a LabView interface which controls at the same  me the

camera and the Piezo element. In order to extract the spectral posi on, width and intensity on

selected Raman peaks (G mode, D mode and 2D mode), we make use of the matrix treatment

program MatLab. The corresponding MatLab scripts have been wri;en by F. Federspiel and fur-

ther adjusted. E.g., the Raman data published in references [Godel13] and [Mahmood15] have

been analyzed in that way.

For gate dependentmeasurements, we have furthermore developed a Labview interfacewith

the help ofM. Romeo, allowing for a controllable gate voltage applica on in the presence of a bias

voltage (if required). In par cular, this program permits a smooth gate voltage ramping with an

adjustable delay  me before star ng the Raman measurement.

MatLab scripts for op cal interference calcula ons (see sec on 3.5), modeling of gate induced

deflec on (see sec on 7.3), and various fi>ng procedures have been wri;en by myself.
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4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have shown that we are able to fabricate suspended graphene devices without

exposing the graphene sheets to any resist. In this way we preserve their cleanness and can study

the intrinsic proper es of graphene. Furthermore, we have developed and mounted a confocal

micro-Raman setup allowing for a fast Raman characteriza on andelectricalmeasurements under

vacuum and cryogenic temperatures.

We note that the design and installa on of the experimental setup as well as the sample

fabrica on have been part of the work for this thesis.
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5 Built-in strain in suspended graphene

Deposi ng graphene on a pre-pa;erned target substrate (e.g. with holes, pits or trenches)

results in suspending part of the graphene, i.e. direct contact with the substrate is avoided. Once

the graphene is deposited, the strong adhesion of graphene to the substrate makes the suspen-

sion of the flake possible and it does not collapse [Koenig11, Yoon12, Gao14, Kim15a], if it is not

already broken by an uninten onal manipula on during exfolia on or transfer.

The graphene flake is not fully deconnected from the substrate, even though large suspen-

ded areas up to several 10µm2 can be achieved [Bunch07, Bolo n08b, Berciaud09, Bao10]. It is

coupled to the substrate via van der Waals interac on, which is responsible both for maintaining

the residual tension in the fabrica on process and for self-tensioning of the graphene when the

flake adheres to the walls of the trench or hole [Liao15]. Previous works revealed ini al tensions

between 2.2 × 10−3 and 0.66%, measured with different experimental techniques [Bunch07,

Bunch08, Lee08, Barton11, Chen09a, Huang11, Wang12]. Bunch et al. and Chen et al. found val-

ues from 2.2×10−3 to 0.26% using graphene resonators [Bunch07, Bunch08, Chen09a]. In addi-

 on, Lee et al.measured built-in strain values of suspended graphene flakes by nanoindenta on

in an atomic force microscope, which range from 0.02 to 0.2% [Lee08]. Huang et al. obtained ini-

 al built-in strain ranging from 0.02 to 0.66% for ten high-quality samples, using the samemethod

[Huang11]1.

However, for the measurements men oned above, either nanoindenta on (e.g.with an AFM

 p) is necessary [Lee08,Huang11, Zandiatashbar14] or the electrically induced vibra on frequency

of a graphenemembrane has to be scanned [Bunch07, Bunch08, Chen09a]. Built-in (or pre-)strain

1 These strain values, denoted ǫ, can be converted into a tension T (in N/m) using the Young's modulus E =
1.05 TPa [Lee12b], the thickness of graphene t = 0.335 nm [Ni07] and the Poisson ra o ν = 0.16 of graphite in the
basal plane [Blakslee70], according to the equa on [Medvedyeva11]

T =
Et

1− ν2
ǫ ≈ 360N/m ǫ. (5.1)

Thus, the observed built-in tension values can reach 2.4N/m, which is well below the breaking strength of graphene
(42N/m) [Lee08]. Note that the built-in tensions are much higher than the breaking strengths of conven onal ma-
terials, e.g. steel would break at 0.8N/m using a comparable thickness [Cardarelli08]. Note also, that even defec ve
graphene membranes with a high amount of sp3 defects show similar strengths [Zandiatashbar14].
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 5.1: a) AFM image of a mechanically exfoliated 1L and 2LG device, suspended over a 3µm wide
trench, showing strain and ripple forma on (Image taken from [Chen09b]). b) and c) AFM iamges of two
suspended 1LG showing ripple forma on with different periodicity, indica ng built-in strain. d), e) and f)
SEM images of graphene membranes suspended over holes of various shapes. In par cular at the borders
of the mebrane, ripples are visible (Images (b) to (f) are taken from [Bao09].

plays an important role in changing the extent of tunability of the resonators and their resonance

frequency, that are cri cal parameters for various applica ons, e.g.mass sensing [Sakhaee-Pour08,

Singh10, Hill11, Chaste12]. In addi on, o$en built-in strain is not homogeneously distributed over

the membrane, as can be seen in figure 5.1a, where Chen et al. suspended a 1L and 2LG over a

3µmwide trench, thermally annealed it and performed AFMmeasurements on it [Chen09b]. The

membrane is not completely flat but strained. Another example is the so called ripple forma on

which has been observed by Bao et al. [Bao09]. Here, ripples of different periodicity have been in-

ves gated a$er different annealing procedures (see figures 5.1b and c). These ripples are not only

observed on graphene exfoliated over trenches but also iden fied at the borders of membranes

suspended over openings of various shapes (see figures 5.1d-f).

In this chapter we will show that Raman spectroscopy, as a non-invasive measurement tech-

nique, is capable to probe even small strain in as exfoliated suspended graphene membranes.

Minor levels of isotropic and/or anisotropic built-in strain, which may not be resolved by polar-

ized Raman spectroscopy because no spli>ng of the G and 2Dmode occurs (in the case of uniaxial

strain), i.e. below≈ 0.6%, can be probed [Mohiuddin09,Mohr10, Yoon11b, Popov13, Polyzos15].

5.1 Raman spectra and hyperspectral mapping

We consider a couple of suspended graphene devices [four exfoliated over trenches (T1 to T4) and

four over holes (H1 to H4) with widths of ≈ 5µm and radii of ≈ 4µm, respec vely]. In figures
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5.1. RAMAN SPECTRA AND HYPERSPECTRAL MAPPING
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Figure 5.2: a), b) and c) Op cal micrographs of three different suspended graphene devices, obtained by
mechanical exfolia on. The first is suspended over a trench (T1), the second and the third (H1 and H2)
suspended over holes. The images show clear op cal contrast between the graphene monolayer and the
neighboring bulk graphite (T1), the substrate (H1) or a graphene bilayer (H2). The scale bars are 10µm. d)
Raman spectra recorded at the center of the three suspended devices under ambient condi ons, showing
the G and 2D mode features. The spectra are offset for clarity and normalized to the integrated intensity
of the G mode. The grey lines highlight the fact that the spectral posi on of the peaks is different for the
three spectra.

5.2a, b and c are shown three typical devices, the first one suspended over a trench (T1) and

the second and third ones suspended over holes. The op cal contrast is clear between the 1LG

and the neighboring bulk graphite, substrate and 2LG. The difference in color between the trench

(yellow-greenish) and the holes (turquoise) is due to the different depth. All the three substrates

are covered with 285 nm, but underwent different sample prepara ons. T1 has been prepared

by using wet HF etching where a residual oxide layer is s ll present in the trench (≈ 110 nm),

whereas H1 and H2 has been etched by RIE which has a;acked the underlying oxide (see chapter

4).

In an exemplary manner, we show three Raman spectra which has been recorded at the cen-

ter of the trench (T1) and holes (H1 and H2) using a laser wavelength of 532 nm, under ambient

condi ons (see figure 5.2d). The Raman spectra exhibit a broad G mode (full width at half maxi-

mum (fwhm) of 14± 1 cm−1) and an asymmetric 2D mode. Both observa ons are fingerprints of

a quasi-undoped sample, with a residual charge carrier density of at most a few 1011 cm−2 (see

sec on 3.3 in chapter 3) [Berciaud09, Berciaud13]. The spectra are normalizedwith respect to the

integrated intensity of the G mode. The measured intensity of the 2D mode on T1 is larger than

on H1 and H2, this discrepancy is a direct consequence of the different underlying mul layered

system and the accompanied interference effects (see sec on 3.5).
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Interes ngly, although the spectra are qualita vely very similar, clear shi$s of the Raman G

and 2D modes, by as much as 6 cm−1 (13 cm−1) for the G (2D) mode can be observed when

going from sample T1 to sample H2. In order to unravel the origin of these shi$s, we performed

spa ally resolved Raman measurements on all the eight suspended samples, which all displayed

signatures of very low residual doping (see also the list in subsec on 3.3.2).

1575                              1590
G (cm-1) 2D(cm-1)24                                   35

G(cm-1)5                                    15
2D (cm-1)2660                              2670

a) b) c) d)

4 m

O

Figure 5.3: Hyperspectral Raman maps recorded on sample H2 (see figure 5.2c), measured with a laser
wavelength of 532 nm, with a step size of 500 nm. Themaps show the frequency distribu on of the Raman
G and 2D mode features, in (a) and (b), respec vely, as well as their fwhm, in (c) and (d), respec vely.
The spectrum of H2 shown in figure 5.2d has been taken at the posi on of the white circle. The scales are
chosen to highlight the 1LG features.

As an example, we show hyperspectral Raman maps of the peak frequencies, ωG and ω2D,

(see figures 5.3a and b) as well as the corresponding fwhm ΓG and Γ2D (see figures 5.3c and d),

recorded on sample H2 (see figure 5.2c). For the G mode, ωG and ΓG were extracted from single

Lorentzian fits. The 2Dmode is slightly asymmetric on the suspended part, and symmetric on the

supported part. In order to qualita vely compare spectra recorded on the suspended and sup-

ported part, ω2D and Γ2D were extracted from a modified single Lorentzian fits at the power 3/2,

as introduced by Basko in ref. [Basko08] (see subsec on 3.2.2). Even if the underlyingmechanisms

of the 2D mode process are neglected (dis nc on of the inner and outer process leading to an

asymmetric lineshape, see subsec on 3.2.2 in chapter 3) [Maultzsch04a, Basko08, Narula14], this

choice is jus fied because we checked on selected spectra that a more refined analysis similar to

that of ref. [Berciaud13], using two 2D subfeatures (each described by the modified Lorentzian

profile introduced by Basko) had no impact whatsoever on the physics discussed therea$er.

In the Ramanmaps, the freestanding por on of sample H2 appears with a stark contrast rela-

 ve to the neighboring supported part on all fourmaps. TheG and 2Dmodes are so$er on suspen-

ded graphene than on the neighboring supported region. The G mode width is broader (ΓG ≈
13 cm−1 on sample H2) on the suspended region. This is due to resonant coupling of G mode

phonons to low-energy electron hole pairs in undoped graphene [Yan07, Pisana07, Berciaud09].
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Consequently, the narrower Gmode features observed on supported graphene (ΓG ≈ 8 cm−1

on sample H2) suggest a doping level larger than 1012 cm−2 [Yan07, Pisana07, Das08]. Finally,

the 2D mode is narrower on suspended graphene than on supported graphene, as discussed in

ref. [Berciaud13]. Very similar results are observed on all suspended samples. In par cular, we

systema cally find values of ΓG near 14± 1 cm−1 (see figure 5.4a).
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Figure 5.4: a) Spa ally averaged correla on between 〈ΓG〉 and 〈ωG〉 on suspended graphene devices (over
holes: open circle, over trenches: filled square). 〈ΓG〉 is constantly≈ 14 cm−1, indica ng a lowdoping level
< 3×1011 cm−2, whereas 〈ωG〉 varies from sample to sample. The error bars are the standard devia ons.
b) Spa ally averaged values of ωG and ω2D for the same suspended samples as in (a) are shown. The red
solid line is a linear fit to the data revealing a slope of 2.2±0.1. All measurements were made using a laser
wavelength of 532 nm.

5.2 Es ma ng built-in strain in suspended graphene devices

From all eight Raman maps we calculated the spa ally averaged values of ωG, ω2D, and ΓG on

the suspended and supported part. We carefully excluded Raman spectra at the limits between

suspended and supported area in order to avoid artefacts in the peak posi ons and width which

might come from the finite laser spot size. We denote the corresponding data 〈ωG〉, 〈ω2D〉 and
〈ΓG〉. The standard devia on is also calculated and represented as error bars in figures 5.4a and
b.

The systema cally broad G mode indicates a low doping level, but the spectral posi on of

the peaks on the suspended area varies significantly from sample to sample. In figure 5.4b we

show the correla on between 〈ωG〉susp and 〈ω2D〉susp of the eight devices with the corresponding
standard devia ons and a linear fit of these data. The slope of the linear fit is 2.2± 0.1; a strong

indica on that strain is the origin of the different sample dependent Raman frequencies. This

assump on is in agreement with previous studies on biaxially strained graphene devices (see also

sec on 3.4) [Metzger09, Ding10, Zabel11, Lee12b, Lee12a].
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Furthermore, we can exclude a doping induced shi$, because at room temperature, where

phonon anomalies [Yan08a] are smeared out, ωG shows a quasi-symmetrical upshi$ upon doping,

irrespec ve of the sign of the added carriers up to charge densi es of ≈ 1013 cm−2. In addi on,

the 2D mode feature s ffens (so$ens) upon hole (electron) doping [Das08]. Nevertheless, it is

well established that graphene layers on SiO2 undergo hole doping [Ryu08, Ryu10]. Thus, the

downshi$s up to 1577.8 cm−1 for the G mode and 2660.6 cm−1 for the 2D mode cannot be ex-

plained by doping.

Using the vector decomposi on model which has been proposed by Lee et al. and detailed

in sec on 3.4, we can now determine the amount of strain in the suspended graphene mem-

branes. To do so, we use equa ons (3.15) and (3.16) as well as the scaling factorMs = 7.14 ×
10−3%/cm−1. But as the rela ve Raman shi$s ∆ωG and ∆ω2D are involved in the calcula on,

cri cal parameters are the values of the unstrained and undoped graphene, which define the

reference point (ω0
G, ω

0
2D).

In figure 5.4b, we observe several points with a G mode frequency near 1581 cm−1, which

correspond to the value commonlymeasured on bulk graphite. Also, themean Gmode frequency

measured on our samples is 1581 ± 2 cm−1. Hence, we es mate that ω0
G ≈ 1581 cm−1. At this

frequency, we measured ω0
2D = 2667± 1 cm−1.

With this reference point (for suspended graphene and a laser wavelength of 532 nm) we

determine the averaged strain values on the eight suspended devices which are summarized in

the first column of table 5.1. We see that both compressive (nega ve sign) and tensile (posi ve

sign) built-in strain are present in the suspended samples. The strain is marked with an error

which is directly the standard devia on of ωG and ω2D within the suspended area.

Some suspended samples exhibit a very narrow frequency distribu onwhereas others spread

more. In order to understand why this distribu on is so different from one sample to another,

we forbear with the averaged values and come back to the raw frequency data of the suspended

part. In figure 5.5a we plot the correla on of ωG and ω2D for each Raman spectrum recorded

by hyperspectral mapping on our samples, or, in other words, each data point corresponds to a

spa ally different pixel on the maps (see also the map of sample H2 in figure 5.3 and sample T2

in figure 5.6).

As examples represen ng the variety of frequency distribu on within one sample, let us dis-

cuss samples H1, H2, T1 and T2. H2 shows a very small frequency distribu on whereas the data

of H1 is more extended in all direc ons in the ωG-ω2D-plane. Hence, H1 is more affected by both

strain and doping. Interes ngly, the data from the suspended part of T1 and T2 are well aligned

on a slope of 2.2. This observa on implies that the varia on of the charge concentra on is mini-
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Figure 5.5: a) Correla on of ωG and ω2D (fi;ed with a single modified Lorentzian lineshape) for the sus-
pended part of several samples, showing different extents of frequency distribu on. The most striking
difference is observed between samples H2 and T2, showing a confined distribu on (ǫ ≈ +0.05%) and
a large spread along the slope 2.2 (ǫ ranging from −0.05 to +0.04), respec vely. b) and c) Evolu on of
Γ2D+/− (b) and ω2D+ − ω2D− (c) as a func on of an applied back gate voltage Vg on a suspended graphene
device. The data are adapted from ref. [Berciaud13] and illustrate the transi on from clean undoped gra-
phene to slightly doped graphene. The peak broadening and decreasing ω2D+ − ω2D− with increasing Vg
point the way to a broad and symmetric 2D mode feature, o$en observed on supported graphene. d) and
e) Raman data recorded on the suspended part of sample T2 (red) and T3 (black). (d) shows the raw data
of the G mode and the corresponding Lorentzian line shape fit. The line width of T2 is slightly smaller than
that of T3. (e) shows a detailed analysis of the 2D mode feature of sample T2 and T3. The spectra are
normalized with respect to the amplitude of the 2D− sub-feature, for a be;er comparison. Compared to
sample T3, the 2D mode sub-features of T2 are broadened and ω2D+ − ω2D− is reduced. For both fits it is
Γ2D+ = Γ2D− .
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mal, but the strain can vary locally within the suspended part (within this analysis from−0.06 to

−0.04% for T1 and from−0.05 to+0.04% for T22).

However, sample T2 is slightly different from the other samples, because the data in figure

5.5a are shi$ed to higher values of ω2D, which is, at first sight, surprising because strong dop-

ing induced Raman shi$s would follow the dashed line in figure 5.5a and low doping levels are

expected to have only aminor influence onω2D [Das08, Froehlicher15a]. To understand this differ-

ent behavior we have to remind the limits of the vector decomposi on model and the way how

we have proceeded in the analysis of the raw Raman spectra. Indeed, even if slightly asymmetric,

we have fi;ed the 2D mode feature by a symmetric quasi-Lorentzian line shape. This choice is

jus fied by the fact that for all suspended samples, the spectral difference between the 2D− and

2D+ sub-mode features is constant (ω2D+ −ω2D− ≈ 14 cm−1) as well as their integrated intensity

ra o (I2D−/I2D+ ≈ 3.5) and a constant width (Γ2D− = Γ2D+ ≈ 17 cm−1). These values are in

clear agreement with the 2D mode characteris cs observed in ref. [Berciaud13] for undoped gra-

phene. Furthermore, Berciaud et al. probed the transi on from an undoped suspended graphene

device, exhibi ng an asymmetric lineshape, to a doped device showing a symmetric line shape,

by applying a back gate voltage. This transi on is marked by a decrease of the spectral difference

of the sub-mode features and by a broadening (see figure 5.5b and c).

On sample T2, we observe all fingerprints of a slight doping. The G mode fwhm is slightly

lower (ΓG ≈ 12.8 ± 0.8 cm−1), the spectral difference of the 2D sub-mode features is smaller

(ω2D+−ω2D− = 11.0±0.8 cm−1) and their width is increased (Γ2D− = Γ2D+ = 21.6±0.6 cm−1).

In figures 5.5d and e we compare the G and 2D mode features on selected spectra recorded on

sample T2 (slightly doped, red) and T3 (undoped, black). In par cular, by comparing Γ2D+/− and

ω2D+ − ω2D− with the data obtained on a gated graphene membrane (see figures 5.5b and c),

sample T2 exhibits clearly features of a slightly doped graphene.

The fact that ω2D is hardened on this slightly doped samples is not an ar fact of the fi>ng

procedure due to a different shape of the peak. Fi>ng an asymmetric line shape as in figure 5.5e

with decreasing asymmetry with a symmetric line would not lead to higher values of ω2D. Hence,

our results suggest that the reference point (ω0
G, ω

0
2D) of doped graphene is slightly different com-

pared to undoped graphene. Indeed, we should be aware of the fact that the 2D mode process

strongly depends on the exact evolu on of the electron and phonon dispersion (see sec on 3.2.2).

In par cular, a different local dielectric environment, e.g. by some surface contamina ons, might

impact the Fermi velocity, the phonon velocity and the electron-hole life me, all three involved

in the width of the 2D mode feature [Elias11, Hwang12, Faugeras15]. In fact, according to equa-

 on (3.6), Γ2D is propor onal to γvTO/vF. Thus, a broader 2D mode feature might accompany a

2In general, a slight trend of tensile strain in suspended graphene exfoliated over trenches and of compressive strain
over holes as well as a larger strain range over trenches could be iden fied. However, to confirm this trend, a larger
sta s c would be preferable.
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renormaliza on of the mode, which is, in our sample (and at a laser energy of 2.33 eV) a slight

upshi$ of the 2D mode3.

We take advantage of this rather me culous analysis in order to point out the limits of the

vector decomposi on model. For a correct determina on of the strain, the knowledge of the ref-

erence point (ω0
G, ω

0
2D) is crucial. For undoped graphene, we es mated (ω

0
G = 1581 cm−1, ω0

2D =

2667 cm−1), where ω0
2D is here the spectral posi on extracted from a single quasi-Lorentzian pro-

file. Slight doping seems to shi$ the reference point, as discussed above. This observa on is, in

par cular, a hint that the reference point is different on supported graphene, since the dielectric

screening of the electrons and phonons is different. It is important to keep this conclusion inmind,

in par cular for the analysis in sec on 5.3, wherewe compare doping and strain in suspended and

supported graphene devices.

Let us note that, even if the reference point for slightly doped graphenemight be different, the

main conclusion which is extracted from figure 5.5a s ll holds. Samples H1 and T2 exhibit a com-

parable average strain, but the spa al spreading of the Raman frequencies reveals a non-trivial

built-in strain distribu on. This remark underlines the fact that Raman spectroscopy is indeed a

highly precise tool for local strain probing in graphene. That means, in par cular, that strain can

be spa ally resolved within the limit of diffrac on. As sample T2 displays an large strain distri-

bu on, we take this sample in an exemplary manner and illustrate the spa al strain mapping in

figure 5.6, by keeping the reference point in figure 5.5a (green point). We show in figure 5.6a

an op cal micrograph of the sample T2, and in b and c hyperspectral Raman maps of ωG and

ω2D, respec vely. The phonon so$ening of both G and 2D modes in the lower right part of the

trench is then, by applying equa ons (3.15) and (3.16), translated in a strain varying in a range of

∆ǫ = ±0.06%. Here ∆ǫ = ǫ − ǫ0, where ǫ0 depends on the defini on of the reference point.

The lack of knowledge about the exact reference point prevents us here of giving an absolute

value of strain. Hence, we show within the map in figure 5.6d only rela ve values. However, on

the upper (lower) part of the trench, the phonons s ffen (so$en) and the graphene membrane

might be under compressive (tensile) strain. Note that the choice of a different reference point

for supported graphene would also change the absolute value of the strain, but not its distribu-

 on. Furthermore, it seems as if the strain propagates on the supported part of the graphene

flake and that, for this sample, the trench appears as a disturbance.

These observa ons further stress the importance of local Raman mapping in order to charac-

terize each sample correctly.

3In fact, the issue is rather complicated, because in very clean and neutral graphene, vF is higher [Elias11], but the
Kohn anomaly is also more pronounced (vTO higher). That means in prac ce that one is not able to decouple these
two effects, which seem to cancel a pronounced influence on Γ2D. Nonetheless, the effects we talk about here are in
a very narrow frequency range (approximately 1 cm−1).
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Figure 5.6: Example of hyperspectral Raman mapping for strain determina on. a) Op cal micrograph of
sample T2, a graphene flake exfoliated over an ≈ 5µm wide trench. b) and c) Spa ally resolved Raman
maps of the sample shown in (a), displaying ωG and ω2D, respec vely. The spectra are recorded with a×20
objec ve (NA = 0.45) at a laser wavelength of 532 nm. The step size 1µmand the acquisi on  me 2 s. This
 me is a compromise between a long acquisi on  me which would lead to a higher accuracy, in par cular
in ΓG, but also lead to defocusing, and a short acquisi on  me sufficient to extract the Raman frequencies.
Note that the data in figures 5.5a, d and e are extracted from a different map with an acquisi on  me
> 1min. d) Spa al distribu onof the strain ǫ in%, extracted from the correla onofωG andω2D shown in (b)
and (c), using equa ons (3.15) and (3.16) and a reference point of (ω0

G = 1581 cm−1, ω0
2D = 2667 cm−1).

5.3 Comparing doping and strain in suspendedand supported graphene

Up to now, we omi;ed the data of the supported part. In figure 5.7a and bwe addi onally plot the

frequency clouds of the supported part of samples T1, H1 and H2 and the corresponding mean

values with their standard devia on, respec vely.

Interes ngly, the data follow a general trend, i.e. they are shi$ed along a line with a slope of

0.55 with respect to the values recorded on the suspended part. The upshi$ of ωG is at least

≈ 5 cm−1, which is an indica on that charge carrier densi es of at least 1 × 1012 cm−2 are

achieved [Lazzeri08, Lee12a]. Thus, we are entering the regime, where a linear dependence ofω2D

vs. ωG is expected (& 6× 1011 cm−2) [Lee12a, Froehlicher15a], which is the precondi on for the

applica on of the vector decomposi on model for doping. If we assume that the reference point

is the same on the suspended and supported part, i.e. (ω0
G = 1581 cm−1, ω0

2D = 2667 cm−1),

we should be aware of a small systema c error in the determina on of the strain and doping,

which is es mated to be in the range of 0.05% and 1 × 1012 cm−2 for the absolute values, but

lower for rela ve values within one sample in the case of strain. However, the measurement of

the reference point on supported graphene is quite challenging because the graphene is always

influenced by doping, strain and screening effects.

However, one can fully benefit from the vector decomposi on model when higher values of

doping and strain are present. This is the case for supported graphene, in par cular for the dop-
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Figure 5.7: a) Correla on of ωG and ω2D from spectra measured on samples T1 (squares), H1 (triangles)
and H2 (circles), extracted from Raman maps. The data recorded on the suspended (supported) part is
represented with open (filled) symbols. The data of the suspended and supported graphene are well dis-
 nguishable for regarding each sample, but also from sample to sampe. b) Correla on of the spa ally
averaged frequency values represented in (a). The chosen reference point for neutral and unstrained gra-
phene (ω0

G = 1581 cm−1, ω0
2D = 2667 cm−1) for a laser wavelength of 532 nm is added as dark green circle

and defines the crossing point for the lines with slopes 2.2 for strain (blue straight) and 0.55 for hole doping
(black dashed). The scaling obtained from equa ons (3.17) and (3.18) is added. The data of the suspended
part are less spread and align on the strain line whereas the data of the supported part are more spread
and shi$ed along the hole doping line.

ing component. Thus, we calculate the average strain 〈ǫ〉supp and doping 〈n〉supp using the vector
decomposi on model (with ∂ω2D/∂ωG|h = 0.55,Md,holes = −3.6× 1011 cm−1 [Froehlicher15a]

for hole doping and the reference point of suspended graphene). The obtained values are repre-

sented in table 5.1. 〈ǫ〉supp is of comparable magnitude compared to 〈ǫ〉susp. In contrast, 〈n〉supp
is at least one order of magnitude higher than 〈n〉susp, which is es mated to be smaller than a
few 1011 cm−2, by analyzing ΓG and the asymmetry of the 2D mode line shape. Only an upper

bound can be given, because at doping levels below ≈ 6 × 1011 cm−2 (i.e. ≈ 100meV), the fre-

quency of the G mode does not scale linearly [Froehlicher15a]. On the supported part, values of

≈ 3× 1012 cm−2 are generally obtained.

This observa on is coherentwith former results repor ng about doping in graphenedeposited

on Si/SiO2 substrates[Mar n08, Berciaud09, Ni10, Ryu10, Lee12a]. The large standard devia on

of 〈n〉supp, which is at least twice as large as the absolute values of 〈n〉susp, is a fingerprint of the
large charge inhomogeneity on the supported part.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have sta s cally evaluated eight suspended graphene devices by carefully an-

alyzing hyperspectral Raman maps with respect to the linewidths and spectral posi on of the G
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〈ǫ〉susp (%) 〈ǫ〉supp (%) 〈n〉supp (×1012 cm−2)

T1 −0.05± 0.01 −0.06± 0.02 +3.3± 1.1

T2 −0.01± 0.04 −0.03± 0.03 −0.5± 1.0

T3 −0.03± 0.05 −0.07± 0.04 +3.5± 1.4

T4 −0.06± 0.01 −0.09± 0.02 −0.5± 0.7

H1 +0.01± 0.01 −0.03± 0.02 +3.6± 0.7

H2 +0.05± 0.00 +0.05± 0.02 +3.3± 0.7

H3 +0.01± 0.01 +0.01± 0.06 +3.0± 2.0

H4 +0.00± 0.02 −0.01± 0.04 +1.8± 1.6

Table 5.1: Spa ally averaged strain and doping values with standard devia on for eight different samples.
The values are obtained from Raman maps and subsequent vector projec on, as discussed in the main
text. Note that 〈n〉susp can only be es mated as being below a few 1011 cm

2

.

and 2D modes. We find that suspended graphene is subjected to either compressive or tensile

built-in strain. The sample dependent absolute average values can reach ≈ 0.1%, and the strain

range within one sample might be up to ≈ 0.1%. Supported graphene undergoes comparable

strain levels.

Furthermore, wefind that suspended grapheneexhibits a lowdoping level of≈ 3×1011 cm−2,

in contrast to a doping level of one order ofmagnitude higher on supported graphene. The charge

inhomogeneity on the la;er exceeds twice the es mate of residual doping on suspended gra-

phene.

Our results are in agreement with previous studies about built-in strain in as exfoliated gra-

phene [Bunch07, Bunch08, Lee08, Barton11, Chen09a, Huang11, Wang12]. In par cular, our val-

ues of built-in strain are comparable with the gate-induced strain es mated by Bolo n et al.who

measured a remarkably high electron mobility in their suspended graphene devices, in spite of

strain [Bolo n08b].

We highlight that our measurement technique is contactless and offers a spa al resolu on of

locally varying strain down to the laser spot size (≈ 1µm2) [Neumann15b]. We conclude that our

suspended graphene devices build an ideal pla%orm to access the vicinity of the Dirac point. In

addi on, our resultsmay serve as a guide for advanced characteriza on of freestanding graphene-

baseddevices, such as frequency-driven cavi es [Chen09a, Engel12, Reserbat-Plantey13, Singh14].

Notably, it will turn out in the subsequent chapters that pre-strain in suspended graphene mem-

branes has a non-negligible influence of the deflec on proper es.
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6 All op cal blister test of suspended gra-

phene

In this chapter we present a detailed Raman study of pressurized graphenemembranes cover-

ing circular pits. Due to the strong adhesion of graphene to the SiO2 substrate [Koenig11, Yoon12,

Bodde 13, Gao14] and its impermeability to standard gases [Bunch08, Berry13], the pressure

difference induced bulging of the membrane can be considered as a so called constant N blister

test whereN refers to the number of molecules trapped inside the microchamber. The pressure

difference is applied by pu>ng the device into a vacuum chamber. Then, in situ spa ally resolved

Raman maps and line scans are recorded in dependence of the applied pressure difference.

The content of this chapter will be focused on the detailed analysis of the two prominent

Raman G and 2D mode features with varying pressure difference. Two main observa ons will be

evaluated:

• the change in the integrated intensity of the G and 2D modes by more than one order of

magnitude

• the change of the spectral posi on of these modes up to several 10 cm−1.

The former might be a;ributed to interference effects, because the distance between the

bo;om of the pit and themembrane changes. For the analysis, themodel developed in chapter 3

will be used. The la;erwill give important informa on about the strain induced phonon so$ening

in the membrane. Merging these inves ga ons will lead to

• the valida on of the fact that biaxial strain induced phonon so%ening obeys the ra o

∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2,

• the determina on of the intrinsic value of the I2D/IG ra o,

• the determina on of the Grüneisen parameters of the G and 2D modes,
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• the valida on of the P ∝ ξ3max-dependence for the membrane limit of the Föppl-von Kár-

mán equa ons and

• the determina on of the Young's modulus of graphene by using Hencky's solu on for cir-

cular membranes.

Even though, in the research community, the exact value of the Young's modulus of graphene

seems to converge to ≈ 1 TPa [Lee08, Jiang09, Lee12b, Annamalai12, Tan13] and Hencky's so-

lu on has already been applied successfully to graphene blisters [Hencky15, Koenig11, Yue12,

Bodde 13, Lee14, Liao15], there is s ll a discussion remaining about the Grüneisen parameters,

in par cular. Also, o$en the shape of the bulged graphene membrane is examined by means of

AFM, suspicious to introduce artefacts [Lu10, Bunch12], or by es ma ng the height by means of

SEM imaging [Lee12b].

Here, the approach by Raman spectroscopy will allow us to determine the mechanical prop-

er es of graphene in situ by pure op cal means. The bulging of themembrane, which can be con-

sidered as sealing a microchamber, is induced by a pressure difference∆p between the pressure

inside the chamber, called pint, and the pressure outside, called pext, thus, it is∆p = pint−pext. In

our measurement runs, which are performed within the cryostat presented in chapter 4 serving

as vacuum chamber with op cal access (at ambient temperature), pext is smoothly varied from

approximately 10−2  Pa to atmospheric pressure, (100± 2)  kPa.

Our results are based on the analysis of three suspended graphene membrane devices, la-

beled A, B and C, with comparable blister radius a (≈ 4µm) and slightly different pit depth dair

(ranging from (395±10) nm for sample A to (340±10) nm for sample B and C). In figure 6.1a we

show the op cal micrograph images of the three samples. The pit of sample A is neighbored by a

bilayer graphene, whereas B and C are neighbored by mul layer graphene and graphite, respec-

 vely. Samples B and C have been le$ under vacuum for several hours prior to the measurement

runs, so that they could undergo a significant leakage of the trapped air molecules, leading to a

defla on and consequently to a nega ve∆p once the external pressure returns to atmospheric

pressure. Hence, an inward bulging of the membrane is expected, as schema cally sketched in

figure 6.1b. This leakage is probably related to gas diffusion through the silicon oxide and favored

for samples B and C because the distance from the pit to the uncovered substrate is shorter than

for sample A [Bunch08, Koenig11].

In order to verify whether the leak rate has to be considered, Raman measurements are per-

formed on the suspended graphene membranes at pext = pint = 100 kPa before pumping out

the vacuum chamber and again at pext = 100 kPa, a$er a measurement series as a func on of

pext, star ng from pext ≈ 10−2 Pa. No significant changer of the Raman frequencies or of the

integrated intensi es of the Raman features are observed, which demonstrates that the leak rate

of our pressurized membrane could be neglected over the dura on of a measurement run.
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Even if the results of the samples, which underwent a leakage before the measurement run,

i.e. samples B and C, are quan ta vely comparablewith those obtained on sample A, the pressure

load calibra on is afflicted with a larger systema c error (see sec on B in the Appendix for more

details). Thus, if not stated differently, wewill present the results obtained on sample A and report

the corresponding data from samples B and C in the Appendix (see sec on D).
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Figure 6.1: a)Op calmicrograph images of sample A, B and C. The pit in the center of the images is covered
by a single graphene sheet, indicated as 1L. The pit of sample A (B, C) is neighbored by a bilayer graphene
(mul layer graphene, graphite). The scale bars are 10µm. b) Schema c profile of the pit covered by a
graphene membrane, subjected to a pressure difference∆p = pint − pext. ∆p > 0 kPa results in bulging
up of the graphene,∆p < 0 kPa deflects the graphene membrane downwards. dair denotes the depth of
the pit. ξ(r) = h(r)− dair is changing with∆p, as do the corresponding distances at the center of the pit,
ξmax = hmax − dair. Furthermore, V0 denotes the volume of the cylindrical pit, VB the volume of the blister
andN the number of par cles trapped under the membrane.

The values of∆p achieved in our measurement setup can be evaluated by applying the ideal

gas law (see subsec on B in the Appendix for details) and are fairly below 100 kPa (e.g. for sample

A, ∆p varies between (0 ± 2) and 74 ± 5 kPa), which is more than one order of magnitude be-

low the threshold, at which delamina on occurs [Koenig11]. Consequently, we can consider the

blister radius as constant throughout our analysis.
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6.1 Strain induced phonon so%ening
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Figure 6.2: Raman spectra recorded at the center of the graphene membrane on sample A at different
values of ∆p. The spectra are offset for clarity. With increasing ∆p, both G and 2D mode downshi$ and
a change in the integrated intensity is observed. The G mode feature is fit to a single Lorentzian, whereas
the 2D mode feature is fit to a modified double Lorentzian profile (light gray lines).

Raman spectra recorded at the center of themembrane for∆p = 0, 30 and 74 kPa are shown

in figure 6.2. At pressure equilibrium, the Raman G mode feature (fit to a single Lorentzian) is

centered at ωG = 1578.8 cm−1, with a fwhm of ΓG = (15 ± 1) cm−1, characteris c of an un-

doped sample (see chapter 3) [Berciaud09]. We note that ΓG remains at (15 ± 0.5) cm−1 over

the suspended membrane at each value of∆p, as can be seen in figure 6.3a, where the data pair

ωG, ΓG is plo;ed for every∆p. In addi on, we have added the expected evolu on of ΓG with ωG

according to the theory developed in chapter 2 for hole (straight red line) and electron doping

(dashed blue line) to the graph. The evolu on of the measured values confirm, in par cular, that

doping from the surrounding air molecules can be neglected and that our suspended graphene

membranes allow inves ga ons of strain without parasi c effects from uninten onal doping.

The 2D-mode feature shows an asymmetric line shape, as typically observed on suspended

graphene, and is fit to a modified double Lorentzian profile [Basko08], as in ref. [Berciaud13].

The lower energy feature has much higher integrated intensity and its peak frequency coincides

with the peak frequency of the 2D mode feature. The spectral shi$ between the low- and the

high-energy features (approximately 15 cm−1), as well as their integrated intensity ra o (approxi-

mately 3) is also constant over the suspended part, irrespec ve of∆p. Hence, we use the posi on

of the low-energy 2D mode subfeature as the peak frequency, denoted ω2D, and the sum of the

integrated intensi es of both subfeatures is referred to as I2D. The values of ωG = 1578.8 cm−1
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sample A sample B sample C

dair (nm) 395± 10 340± 10 340± 10

a (nm) 4.1± 0.1 4.0± 0.1 4.0± 0.1

ωG (∆p = 0) (cm−1) 1578.8± 1.0 1581.5± 1.0 1580.5± 1.0

ω2D (∆p = 0) (cm−1) 2660.0± 1.0 2667.0± 1.0 2666.0± 1.0

ǫ (%) 0.05 0.00 0.01

ΓG (cm
−1) 15.0± 1.0 15.1± 1.0 14.8± 1.0

Table 6.1: Summary of the characteris cs of the three graphene membrane devices used for blister tests.

and ω2D = 2660.0 cm−1 are slightly lower than expected for pris ne graphene and might be

a;ributed to an ini al built-in strain of around 0.05%, in accordance with our results in chapter

5. We note that very similar results to those described here are obtained on samples B and C, on

which no significant built-in strain is observed (see also table 6.1). This similarity is an indica on

that low values of prestrain have a minor effect on bulging under uniform pressure load.
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Figure 6.3: a) ΓG vs. ωG for different values of ∆p (black squares), indica ng a constant value of ΓG ≈
15 cm−1 all over the measurement run on sample A. The theore cally expected evolu on in the case of
electron or hole doping is added as dashed blue and straight red line, respec vely. b) Correla on of ωG

and ω2D (black squares) and expected correla on extracted from ref. [Froehlicher15a].

When the sample is placed under high vacuum (see red curve in figure 6.2), both the G and 2D

mode features so$en (by 15 cm−1 and 33 cm−1 at the center of the membrane, respec vely) but

retain their peak shapes. At the center of the blister, the so$ening of the peaks is con nuous with

increasing∆p. The evolu on of this so$ening is shown in figure 6.3b and, again, does not follow

the expected evolu on for electron and hole doping, as described in chapter 2 and in references

[Das08, Froehlicher15a].

The spectra at ∆p = 0 kPa and ∆p = 74 kPa show comparable values of the integrated

intensi es, denoted IG and I2D for the G and 2D mode, respec vely. A spectrum taken at an in-
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termediate pressure difference,∆p = 30 kPa is also shown (black curve). Interes ngly, it reveals

a striking decrease of IG, by one order of magnitude, and of I2D by a factor of only approximately

4, compared to the measurement at∆p = 0 kPa. These important varia ons are due to interfer-

ence effects caused by the change in distance between the bo;om of the pit and the membrane

and will be discussed later in sec on 6.2. Here, we concentrate on the Raman shi$s and their

dependence on∆p and on r, the radial distance from the center.
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Figure 6.4: a) and b) Spa ally resolved hyperspectral Raman maps of the G and 2D mode frequencies
recorded on sample A, under a uniform pressure load of ∆p = 74 kPa. The step size is 250 nm. The
upper le$ part of the sample contains a supported bilayer region (see also figure 6.1a), where, as expected,
ω2D is significantly upshi$ed with respect to the monolayer 2D mode frequency. The border of the pit is
represented by gray dashed circles. c) High-resolu on radial line scans of ωG (black squares) and ω2D (red
circles), recorded across the pit at∆p = 0 kPa (filled symbols) and∆p = 74 kPa (open symbols), with a step
size of 100 nm. d) Correla on between ωG and ω2D plo;ed for each pressure difference at four different
values of r, ranging from r = 0µm to r = 3µm. The solid line is a linear fit with a slope ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2.
e) ∂ω2D/∂ωG as a func on of r, the distance from the blister center, extracted from samples A, B and C.
Within a radius of |r| ≤ 3µm, ∂ω2D/∂ωG is 2.2± 0.1.

Figure 6.4 displays two-dimensional Raman maps, of ωG (a) and ω2D (b), recorded at ∆p =

74 kPa on the sample A. The pressurized suspended region exhibits centrosymmetric distribu ons
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6.1. STRAIN INDUCED PHONON SOFTENING

of ωG and ω2D with minimum values much smaller than on the supported region. Indeed, a few

microns away from the pit, the pressure-induced strain is relaxed, and homogeneous distribu ons

of ωG = (1581 ± 1) cm−1, ω2D = (2661 ± 2) cm−1 and of ΓG = 9.5 ± 1.0 cm−1 are observed

on supported graphene. The la;er value suggests that this region is slightly doped, by approxi-

mately 2× 1012 cm−2, while the values of ωG and ω2D are consistent with a built-in tensile strain

comparable to the one observed on the suspended region at∆p = 0 kPa [Berciaud09, Lee12a].

In figure 6.4c, we further compare the G and 2D mode frequencies at ∆p = 0 kPa and

∆p = 74 kPa along a radial line scan across the pit. For both data sets, the measured G mode

frequencies converge very near the border of the pit (at approximately r = 4µm), whereas for

ω2D the convergence is observed at r ≈ 5.5µm. This difference is a;ributed to the subtle inter-

play between the evolu on of ωG and ω2D, due to strain relaxa on at the edges of the pit, and the

presence of residual doping on the supported part [Lee12a]. We note that in the Raman maps

recorded by Zabel et al. on graphene bubbles, the same feature is observed [Zabel11]. For now,

we neglect these features and concentrate on the range of |r| ≤ 3µm where the Raman shi$s

are purely strain induced.

To further unveil phonon so$ening induced by tensile strain, we now inves gate the correla-

 on between ω2D and ωG as a func on of∆p and the posi on on the graphene membrane. For

this purpose, we record Raman line scans with a step size of 500 nm for 19 different values of

∆p ranging from 74 down to 0 kPa. In figure 6.4d we show the correla on between ω2D and ωG

recorded with varying∆p, at the center of the pressurizedmembrane (r = 0µm), and at r = 1, 2

and 3µm from the center. At∆p = 74 kPa,ωG (ω2D) shi$s down to 1563.8 cm
−1 (2627.2 cm−1) at

the center, whereas ωG (ω2D) is 1567.7 cm
−1 (2636.0 cm−1) at r = 3µm. As shown in figure 6.4e,

when varying∆p, the correla on between ω2D and ωG is linear, with a slope of
∂ω2D
∂ωG

= 2.2± 0.1,

irrespec ve of the posi on on the suspended graphene blister, for |r| ≤ 3µm. Data extracted

from samples B and C are added to this plot in order to point out that this correla on is system-

a cally found in our graphene blisters.

Due to our membrane geometry, the pressure-induced stress and resul ng tensile strain are

essen ally biaxial in the pressurized blister, in accordance with ref. [Zabel11]. S ll, there may be a

dominant radial, hence uniaxial, contribu on when approaching the edges of the pit [Lee12b]. In

our measurements, we observe a spli>ng of the G-mode feature below 500 nm from the border,

whichmay arise fromuniaxial strain [Huang09,Mohiuddin09]. However, the resul ngGmode line

shape is independent on the polariza on of the incoming and sca;ered photons (see Appendix).

Thus, the apparent bimodal G mode feature is a;ributed to a superposi on of the Raman re-

sponses of the supported and suspended regions, due to the finite size of the laser spot, as it has

been observed by Lee et al. [Lee12b]. This result suggests that contribu ons from uniaxial strain

cannot be unambiguously resolved in the present study. Nevertheless, uniaxial or quasiuniaxial

strain presumably results in the smaller phonon so$ening that is observed when approaching the
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edges of the pressurized membrane, compared to the larger downshi$s measured near the cen-

ter, which arise from biaxial strain. The levels of strain achieved here are presumably too small

to result in a sizable spli>ng of the Raman features near the edges of the graphene blister. We

remind that the spli>ng occurs only at strain values larger than 0.6% (see also chapter 3 and

ref. [Mohiuddin09]).

6.2 Raman intensi es and blister height

We now address the strong varia ons of the Raman sca;ering intensity observed when ∆p is

varied. As introduced in sec on 3.5 in chapter 3, any (semi-)transparent mul layered system

underneath the graphenemembrane gives rise to an interference basedmodula on of the Raman

intensi es. This modula on is slightly different for IG and I2D due to the different wavelength of

the backsca;ered photons. Taking the nota on of sec on 3.5, our blister geometry obeys system

1, i.e. the case of [Si - air/vacuum - graphene], where the distanceh(r) between the silicon and the

graphene membrane changes with ∆p. Indeed, interference rings appear clearly on the Raman

maps of IG and the ra o I2D/IG recorded at ∆p = 74 kPa (see figures 6.5a and b). This result

demonstrates that IG and I2D vary significantly over the pressurized membrane and not in the

same manner. Conversely, as shown in the line scans of the Raman sca;ering intensi es (see

figure 6.5c), IG and I2D are nearly constant over the suspended area at ∆p = 0 kPa, which is

consistent with a nearly flat suspended membrane at pressure equilibrium.
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Figure 6.5: a) Hyperspectral Raman maps of the integrated intensity of the G mode feature, IG, and b) of
the ra o of the integrated intensi es of the 2D and Gmode features, I2D/IG, recorded on sample A, under
a uniform pressure load of∆p = 74 kPa. The step size is 250 nm. The border of the pit is represented by
gray dashed circles. c) High-resolu on radial line scans of IG (black squares) and I2D (red circles), recorded
across the pit at∆p = 0 kPa (filled symbols) and∆p = 74 kPa (open symbols), with a step size of 100 nm.
The corresponding legend is reported to the le$, outside the graph in order to avoid overcharging of the
figure.
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6.2. RAMAN INTENSITIES AND BLISTER HEIGHT

6.2.1 Blister height and maximal deflec on

As stated above, the varying distance between the bo;om of the pit and the membrane leads

to an interference induced modula on of the Raman intensi es. This modula on is described

by the enhancement factors EF which are defined in sec on 3.5 by equa on (3.29). In order to

directly compare our data of IG and I2D recorded on sample A with the theore cally predicted

enhancement factors, we resume the cut of the enhancement factor color plots atλlaser = 532 nm

for the G and 2D mode (see figure 3.16a) and show it again in figure 6.6a.

The evolu on of IG and I2D as a func on of ∆p at r = 0µm is then represented in figure

6.6b. The ra o between the maximal and minimal value of IG (I2D) reaches approximately 13

(approximately 6), and these two quan  es are not propor onal to each other. We note that

we use a rela vely low numerical aperture objec ve (NA = 0.45), and can thus assume that the

normal incidence approxima on is valid in the vicinity of the graphene blister.

Let us now compare the data in figures 6.6a and b. The experimental evolu on of IG and I2D as

a func on of∆p qualita vely resembles the calculated Raman enhancement factors. In par cular,

at∆p = 0 kPa, wherehmax ≈ dair = (395±10) nm, IG and I2D are close to theirmaximumvalues,

which are reached at a finite ∆p ≈ 1 kPa. This evolu on is very consistent with the calculated

enhancement factors, which predict maxima at hmax = 416 nm and hmax = 426 nm for IG and

I2D, respec vely. Note the corresponding indica on by a black star in the figure for IG. Similarly,

IG and I2D reach local minima at ∆p ≈ 14 kPa, corresponding to hmax ≈ 550 nm and rise again

towards another local maximum at higher ∆p, which would correspond to hmax = 692 nm and

hmax = 712 nm for IG and I2D, respec vely. This result allows us to es mate that the maximum

height ξmax = hmax − dair of the graphene blister, a;ained at∆p = 74 kPa, is close to 270 nm.

Interes ngly, the evolu on of I2D vs. ∆p also reveals a slight bump in the range between

15 kPa and 45 kPa, with a secondary maximum around ∆p ≈ 30 kPa. This feature also appears

clearly in the theore cal calcula on of the enhancement factor of the 2D mode near hmax ≈
580 nm (i.e., ξmax ≈ 185 nm). Note the corresponding indica on by a red hash symbol in the

figure. As discussed in sec on 3.5, this secondary maximum arises from the fact that the Ra-

man enhancement factor is the product of an excita on term, with a quasiperiod of half the laser

wavelength and a sca;ering term, with a larger quasiperiod of half the wavelength of the Ra-

man sca;ered photons [Yoon09]. For Raman features at sufficiently large shi$s (such as the 2D

mode feature), this bea ng produces secondary maxima in the Raman enhancement factor. Con-

versely, a significant secondary maximum is neither expected nor observed for IG in the height

range inves gated here. This observa on further validates our experimental approach for the

determina on of the blister profile.

The iden fica on of the corresponding maxima and minima is indispensable in order to cor-

rectly relate the intensi es to hmax. The contrast between the maximal and minimal enhance-
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Figure 6.6: a) Calculated Raman enhancement factors EF of the G (black) and 2D (red) mode intensi es,
for a laser wavelength of 532 nm, according to equa on (3.29). b) Evolu on of the integrated intensi es of
the G (black squares) and 2D (red circles) mode features measured at the center of sample A, as a func on
of the pressure load ∆p. The black star and the red hash symbol mark recognizable features, in order to
iden fy the height regime (see main text for details). The dashed lines are a guides to the eye.

ment factors may be affected by experimental factors, such as local corruga on on the Si surface,

as well as slight devia ons from the normal incidence approxima on, arising from the numerical

aperture of the microscope objec ve or occurring near the edges of the pressurized membrane.

Consequently, the calculated enhancement factors have to be renormalized with respect to the

experimentally measured maxima and minima of IG and I2D.

We remind that samples B and C (dair = 340 ± 10 nm) underwent a finite leakage before

the pressure load dependent measurements which resulted in a nega ve pressure load a$er the

measurement run. Thus, the values of hmax are below dair. For these samples, hmax covers the

range from 195 to 545 nm and from 217 to 612 nm, respec vely. The corresponding data plots

are reported to the Appendix (see figure D.4a and b).

6.2.2 Intrinsic value of I2D/IG

Interes ngly, since both IG and I2D are interference modulated, so is their ra o I2D/IG (see also

figure 3.16a). In some scien fic reports, this ra o has been used as criterion to iden fy mono-

layers and to es mate the doping level of a given sample [Ni09]. In this subsec on we show an

elegant approach to deconvolute the effect of interference effects on I2D/IG in order to extract

an intrinsic value of this ra o, which is, addi onally, unaffected by any doping effects.

To do so, we come back to the raw spectra recorded on sample A and plot them in awaywhich

highlights the important changes in I2D/IG. Hence, in figure 6.7awe show the evolu onof the raw

spectra with changing∆p, where again, the strain induced Raman shi$s can be iden fied by the

gray dashed line. We readily observe that the I2D/IG ra o changes with varying∆p. In par cular,
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Figure 6.7: a) Series of Raman spectra recorded on sample A, with∆p ranging from 0 to 74 kPa (blue lines).
The spectra are offset for clarity. The dashed gray lines connect the G and 2D peak posi on of subsequent
spectra and are guides to the eye in order to outline the strain-induced Raman shi$s. The two spectra in
red and black, represented by thicker lines, correspond to the spectra in (b), showing a change of I2D/IG
by a factor of ≈ 7 as hmax varies only by 70 nm. The spectrum recorded at ∆p = 20 kPa is offset and
mul plied by a factor of 1.45 for clarity. Measurements are taken at λlaser = 532 nm and with the×20 (NA
= 0.45).

in the range of∆pwith global low and intermediate Raman intensity, I2D/IG undergoes a dras c

change by a factor of approximately 7. The corresponding spectra are accentuated by red and

black lines in figure 6.7a and plo;ed in figure 6.7b, where they are normalized with respect to I2D

in order to be;er compare the intensity ra os. These spectra correspond to a hmax of 578 nm and

648 nm and show an I2D/IG of 13.9 and 2.0, respec vely. For moderate strains (significantly be-

low 1%), I2D/IG is not expected to vary due to the deforma on of the graphene la>ce [Popov13].

Since our graphene blisters exhibit a very low doping level (below 3 × 1011 cm−2), a doping in-

duced change, as observed in the references [Das08], [Basko09b] and [Froehlicher15a], can be

ruled out. Thus, this evolu on is solely a;ributed to interference effects, which allows us to de-

couple the interference modula on from the intrinsic (i.e. doping and interference-free) value of

I2D/IG, according to equa on (3.31) wri;en for the case of the intensity ra os:

(
I2D

IG

)

mes

(hmax) =
EF2D
EFG

(hmax)×
(
I2D

IG

)

intr

. (6.1)

As exposed in the previous subsec on, the measurements on sample A cover the range from

hmax = 395 to 660 nm, whereas hmax varies from 195 to 545 nm and from 217 to 612 nm on

sample B and C, respec vely. Hence, due to the inward bulging of the la;er, the evolu on of

I2D/IG is probed within a range of 465 nm. We plot the I2D/IG ra o (measured at r = 0µm) of

samples A, B and C as a func on of hmax in black, blue and red in figure 6.8a, b and c, respec vely.
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On sample A, the measured ra o I2D/IG varies sharply from 2 (at max ≈ 650 nm) to 14

(at max ≈ 580 nm). This varia on is slightly less pronounced on the data of samples B and C

((I2D/IG)mes ranges from ≈ 2.5 to ≈ 10). The data are fit to EF2D/EFG(hmax) according to equa-

 on (6.1), leaving (I2D/IG)intr as the only free fi>ng parameter. We find (I2D/IG)intr = 5.0± 0.3,

6.2± 0.6 and 3.7± 0.1 for samples A, B and C, respec vely.

EF2D/EFG is characterized by sharp maxima at h = 277 and 571 nm. Around these values

of hmax, IG and I2D reach their minimum values (see figure 6.6a) and precise experimental data

are difficult to obtain. Based on the result of the fits, an average intrinsic value of (I2D/IG)intr =

5.0 ± 1.5 can be extracted. Note that this value is recorded at a laser wavelength of 532 nm,

and that wavelength dependent Raman suscep bili es may strongly affect this ra o in the near

ultraviolet or near infrared range [Basko08, Basko09b].

We note that the value (I2D/IG)intr = 5.0 ± 1.5 is in excellent agreement both with an es -

mate of 4.9± 0.7 obtained in electrochemically gated graphene transistors [Froehlicher15a] and

with a sta s cal mean value of 4.6 with a standard devia on of 1.1 obtained by Federspiel et

al. on graphene flakes exfoliated on quartz substrates (private communica on), where interfer-

ence effects are negligible. We are aware of ar facts from the numerical aperture (NA) in our

measurements, but the low NA of the objec ve used here (NA = 0.45) suggests that one can

neglect these effects here [Budde15].

6.2.3 Reconstruc on of the blister profile

The determina on of (I2D/IG)intr further validates the correctness of our analysis. Up to now, we

only considered the the distance between the bo;om of the pit and the membrane at the center

of the blister. Of course, the transla on of IG and I2D into a height is not only possible at the

center to determine a value of hmax, but also over the whole blister profile, in order to determine

h(r). Thus, every line scan recording the integrated Raman intensi es can directly be translated

into a profile of the blister.

As an example, contour plots of IG and of the subsequently translated blister height ξ(r) =

h(r) − dair are presented as a func on of ∆p and r in figures 6.9a and b. Very similar data are

obtained when ξ(r) is deduced using I2D, as shown in figure 6.9c and d. The gray area in the

la;er corresponds to values of low Raman intensity in figure 6.9c, and exact values of h (and thus

ξ) are difficult to obtain, because the range of low Raman intensity is par cularly large (between

≈ 520 and ≈ 620 nm). Also, at the borders of the blister (for values of |r| > 3µm), ξ has been

extrapolated here to 0 nm at |r| > 4µm. Note that contour plots of sample B are available in the

Appendix, nicely showing the evolu on from an outward to an inward bulging (see figure D.5a to

d).
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Figure 6.9: a) Intensity of the Raman G mode intensity IG as a func on of the pressure load ∆p and the
radial distance r. b)Membrane displacement ξ as a func on of∆p and r, extracted from IG. As described
in the main text, the exact determina on of the height is not possible (see also figure 6.10a), thus the data
of ξ at |r| > 3µm are linearly extrapolated to ξ = 0 nm at r = a = 4.1µm. c) Intensity of the Raman G
mode intensity I2D as a func on of∆p and r. Note that the small bump observed at the center between
∆p = 20 and 35 kPa (marked with a hash symbol in figure 6.6b) is also visible in the contour plot. d) ξ as
a func on of∆p and r, extracted from I2D. The result is very similar to (b). The gray area corresponds to
values of low Raman intensity in (c), where the height cannot determined precisely.
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6.2. RAMAN INTENSITIES AND BLISTER HEIGHT

We are now able to inves gate the blister topography in more detail. The profiles for three

different values of ∆p are shown in figure 6.10a. Here, the error bars reflect directly the preci-

sion of the height determina on governed by the broad valleys in the interference pa;ern. In a

favorable case, i.e. in a range where the interference pa;ern shows a maximum or a steep slope,

the precision is actually around 5 nm, which is in the range of the error in the pit depth. Further-

more, we would like to point out that a slight inward deflec on of≈ 20 nm is observed when the

pressure load is tuned back to 0 kPa. This deflec on either has been ini ally present in the device

before the measurement run or is caused by a minimal air molecule loss during the measure-

ments. Regardless of which reason, this deflec on can be used to es mate an upper bound of

the amount of air molecules which might have escaped during the measurement run. Supposing

that the pressure difference is indeed zero, the volume is directly propor onal to the number of

par cles. The  ny inwardly bulged volume is determined by integra ng the profile in figure 6.10a

over 2π and determined to 3.8 × 10−19m3, whereas the volume of the pit is directly given by

V0 = πa2dSiO2 = 2.09× 10−17m3. The ra o gives us the upper bound of the par cle loss, which

is 1.8%. Thus, our study can indeed be considered as a constantN blister test.

Let us also note that the rela ve difference between the heights determined using IG and I2D

is maximal 7%. A graph showing this rela ve difference at the center of the blister is reported to

the Appendix (see figure C.3b).
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Figure 6.10: a) Blister height profile recorded at various values of ∆p. The error bars in (b) take into ac-
count the fact that it is not possible to give an accurate value of the height when the Raman intensity is
approaching a local minimum in the enhancement factor (see figure 6.6). b) Reconstruc on of the three-
dimensional blister topography at ∆p = 74 kPa from the Raman intensity map of the G mode in figure
6.5a.

Having the above analysis in mind, as accurately as a Raman line scan can be translated into

a blister profile, a Raman map contains all the informa on needed to reconstruct the three-

dimensional blister topography. E.g., let us take the Raman map of IG, shown in figure 6.5a and

translate every value of IG into a value of ξ. The result is displayed in figure 6.10, where again,
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every value of ξ at 3.0µm < r < 4.1µm has been linearly extrapolated to 0 at the border of the

blister in order to rule out influences on the Raman signal from the borders.

Let us emphasize that, in principle, a simple measurement of the back-reflected laser inten-

sity could be employed to deduce ξ(r) [Blake07, Reserbat-Plantey12]. However, due to the quasi-

transparency of single-layer graphene, the maximum contrast expected in a reflec vity measure-

ment is at most on the order of approximately 15% for a graphene monolayer [Blake07], while

we obtain a contrast of more than one order of magnitude on IG. And, importantly, Raman mea-

surements provide addi onal quan ta ve informa on on the strain in the graphene blister. This

statement leads us straigh%orwardly to the next sec on, where the combina on of the blister pro-

files and the strain induced Raman shi$s permits the determina on of the Grüneisen parameters

of the G and 2D mode phonons.

6.3 Determina on of the Grüneisen parameters

The inves ga on of the evolu on of IG and I2D with varying∆p and the subsequent determina-

 on of the blister profiles allows us to es mate an average tensile strain ǫp induced by the uniform

pressure load. It is

ǫp =
L

2a
− 1, (6.2)

where L is the length of the cross sec on of the pressurized graphene blister (see figure 6.10a).

We find that ǫp reaches values of up to (0.33 ± 0.07)%, well above the built-in strain of 0.05%

es mated in sec on 6.1.

We can now correlate ǫp to the Raman frequencies ωG and ω2D measured at the center of

the blister (sample A), as shown in figure 6.11. Over the range ǫp = 0% to 0.33%, we ob-

serve roughly linear scalings with slopes ∂ωG/∂ǫp = (−47 ± 5) cm−1/% strain and ∂ω2D/∂ǫp =

(−101 ± 10) cm−1/% strain, respec vely. Nevertheless, in the limit of small deflec ons, a pre-

cise determina on of ǫp remains challenging and the built-in strain (of≈ 0.05%) is of compe ng

magnitude. Therefore, in the following, we consider the range ǫp = 0.1% to 0.33%, for which

ǫp can be es mated with sufficient accuracy. Within this range, we find slightly larger slopes of

∂ωG/∂ǫp = (−57±5) cm−1/% strain and ∂ω2D/∂ǫp = (−128±10) cm−1/% strain, respec vely.

Note that the ra o of these slopes, [(−128)/(−57)], is 2.2, a direct consequence of the fact that

ǫp determined both from the intensity of the G and 2D mode are very similar. This result is thus

coherent with the slope of ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2 found in sec on 6.1.

Now, these slopes allow us to es mate the Grüneisen parameters of the G and 2D modes

under biaxial strain, as
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γG =
1

2ω0
G

∂ωG

∂ǫp
= 1.8± 0.2 and γ2D =

1

2ω0
2D

∂ω2D

∂ǫp
= 2.4± 0.2, (6.3)

respec vely, where ω0
G and ω0

2D are the G and 2D mode frequencies of doping- and strain-free

graphene.
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Figure 6.11: Evolu on of the G (a) and 2D (b)mode frequencies measured at the center of sample A, as a
func on of the tensile strain ǫp induced by the uniform pressure load. The straight lines are linear fits. The
error bars in ǫp arise from the uncertainty in a (∆a = 0.1µm), the uncertainty in the height determina on
and from the linear extrapola on to the border of the pit.

The Grüneisen parameters determined from samples B and C can be extracted in the same

manner, asωG andω2D scale linearlywith ǫp, both under outward and inward bulging of the blister.

The slopes are comparable with those obtained from sample A, but slightly lower (see figure D.6

in the Appendix for more details).

6.4 Determina on of the Young's modulus

We now consider the evolu on of ξmax, the deflec on measured at the center of the blister, as a

func on of∆p. As shown in sec on 2.5 in chapter 2, the pressure load is propor onal to the third

power of the deflec on, when the bending s ffness is negligible, i.e. in the case of a membrane.

We remind equa on (2.37):

∆p ∝ Et

a4
ξ3max. (6.4)

This result has beenobtained froma simple dimension analysis of the Föppl-von Kármánequa-

 ons (see equa ons (2.35) and (2.36)). Note that, in par cular, it contains the known parameters

of our graphene blister test, i.e.∆p and ξmax. If, however, the propor onality constant, which we
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will callK, the thickness of the membrane and its lateral dimensions are known, our data set can

be used to determine the Young's (or elas c stretching) modulus of graphene.

6.4.1 Hencky's descrip on of a membrane blister test

To resolve the Föppl-von Kármán equa on in the case of a centrosymmetric pressurized mem-

brane, Hencky proposed an analy cal series solu on of the profile already in 1915 [Hencky15,

Wan95]. He found that ξ(r) can be wri;en as (in the case of zero pre-strain)

ξ(r) =

(
a4∆p

Et

)1/3 ∞∑

n=0

A2n

[

1−
(r

a

)2(n+1)
]

, (6.5)

where the coefficients A2n depend on a single parameter B0 in the following way: A0 = 1/B0,

A2 = 1/(2B4
0), A4 = 5/(9B7

0), A6 = 55/(72B10
0 ) and so on (see references [Hencky15] and

[Wan95]). The parameter B0 depends on the Poisson ra o ν. In the center of the blister, i.e. at

r = 0, equa on (6.5) rewrites as

ξmax =

(
a4∆p

Et

)1/3 ∞∑

n=0

A2n. (6.6)

Here, one can define (
∑

A2n)
−3 =: K whereK is then the propor onality constant in equa-

 on (2.37):

∆p =
KEt

a4
ξ3max. (6.7)

In addi on to this result connec ng the pressure load to themaximal deflec on at the center,

we can calculate the volume of the blister, VB, by integra ng Hencky's polynomial solu on:

VB =

a∫

r=0

r dr

ξ(r)∫

ξ=0

dξ

2π∫

ϕ=0

dϕ = 2πa2ξmax
3
√
K

∞∑

n=0

n+ 1

2n+ 4
A2n = Cπa2ξmax, (6.8)

where C is another constant, directly related toK, and dependent on ν (asK), defined as C =

2 3
√
K
∑

(n+ 1)/(2n+ 4)A2n.

In 1956, Campbell generalized equa on (6.7) in order to account for residual pre-strain in the

membrane. As men oned in chapter 2, this contribu on to the membrane deflec on is expected

to scale linearly with ∆p. Thus, in the presence of a certain pre-strain T0 (in N/m), one writes

[Campbell56, Koenig13]:

∆p =
4T0

a2
ξmax +

KEt

a4
ξ3max. (6.9)
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6.4. DETERMINATION OF THE YOUNG'S MODULUS

6.4.2 Applica on of Hencky's solu on to graphene blisters

Similarly to the determina on of ǫp, we can es mate the blister volume VB for each value of

∆p (i.e. of ξmax), and apply the result to equa on (6.8) in order to deduce an average value for

C. The corresponding plot is reported to the Appendix (see figure D.7). We deduce an average

value of C = 0.52 ± 0.02. This value is very close to those previously suggested for monolayer

graphene by Bodde et al. (C(ν = 0.16) = 0.524) [Koenig11, Bodde 13]. In these condi ons,

one expectsK ≈ 3 (see figure D.8a and b in the Appendix for a graphical plot of the rela onships

between C, B0 andK) [Hencky15, Wan95, Bunch08, Koenig11]. In par cular, our results are in

good agreement with a value ofK(ν = 0.16) = 3.09, proposed by Koenig et al., which we will

use in the following analysis.
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Figure 6.12: a) Third power of the height of the graphene blister on sample A, ξmax, measured at its center,
as a func on of the pressure load∆p. Data obtained from themeasurement of the G (2D)mode integrated
intensity are shown with black squares (red circles). The black and red straight lines are linear fits to the
data, respec vely. The slope corresponds to the quan ty a4/(KEt), which allows us to deduce an average
value of E = 1.05 ± 0.1 TPa. b) Comparison of fits on the ∆p vs. ξmax dependence. The straight line is
equa on (6.7) (without pre-strain), usingE = 1.05 TPa and a = 4.1µm. The dashed line is equa on (6.9)
(finite pre-strain), usingE = 1.05 TPa and T0 = 0.18N/m (obtained from Raman frequency analysis). The
value of a = 4.3µm results from a fit on the data.

In figure 6.12, we show the rela onship between ξ3max and ∆p for the data obtained from

the measurement of the G and 2D mode integrated intensity, as black squares and red circles,

respec vely. Both data sets follow very similar linear scalings through the origin, in excellent

agreement with equa on (6.7). UsingK(ν = 0.16) = 3.09 [Bunch08, Koenig11] and a = (4.1±
0.1) µm, we deduce a value of E = (1.06± 0.1) TPa and E = (1.04± 0.1) TPa, for the Young's

modulus, respec vely.

By taking equa on (6.7) for our analysis, we did not consider any pre-strain present in the

membrane. At first sight, this choice might be jus fied by the perfect linear scaling when plo>ng
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ξ3max vs. ∆p. Nonetheless, a finite built-in strain of 0.05% has been es mated by analyzing the

Raman shi$s of the unpressurized graphene membrane. Using the obtained result of the Young's

modulus, the built-in strain can be expressed in units of N/m, which is then T0 in equa on (6.9).

With the rela onship T0 = ǫ(1 − ν2)/(Et) [Medvedyeva11], ν = 0.16 and Et = 351.75N/m

one finds T0 ≈ 0.18N/m. Is this finite built-in strain incompa ble with the linear rela onship in

figure 6.12a? To answer this ques on, we plot the data obtained from IG (∆p vs. ξmax) together

with equa on (6.9) by se>ngT0 = 0, a = 4.1µmandE = 1.05 TPa (straight line in figure 6.12b),

which is just another way to represent the data in figure 6.12a. In addi on, we plot equa on (6.9)

with a finite built-in strain of T0 = 0.18N/m (which corresponds to ǫ = 0.05%), and leave a as

a free fi>ng parameter. A value of a = 4.3µm fits best the data. This value is just slightly above

error bars which we es mated for a.

Actually, the blister radius is a cri cal parameter in equa ons (6.7) and (6.9), because is scales

to the power of 4. Thus, the fact that we observe a finite built-in strain (determined by the Raman

frequency analysis), is not completely in contradic on with a linear scaling of ξ3max vs. ∆p, but

reveals how sensi vely the analysis depends on the blister parameters, in par cular of its radius.

We note that the exact determina on of the blister radius is not only a ques on of measuring

the pit radius but of knowing how the graphene membrane adheres to the borders of the pit

[Lu10, Barton11].

Finally, in figure 6.13a and b, we compare the evolu on of ξmax as a func on of the quan ty

[a4∆p/(KEt)]1/3 for samples A, B and C. Here, we also useK = 3.09, t = 0.335 nm and E =

1.05 TPa, as deduced from sample A. We use the measured value of a = 4.1µm for sample A

and 4.0µm for samples B and C. We note that here, the issue of built-in strain in samples B and

C is voluntarily neglected since both samples displayed Raman frequencies of ωG ≈ 1581.5 cm−1

and ω2D ≈ 2667 cm−1, a signature of built-in strain< 0.01%. Within the representa on in figure

6.13, the data for blisters with different radii can be compared directly to the slope of 1. In spite

of the greater uncertainty in the determina on of ξmax and∆p for samples B and C, we find that

the data measured on these samples is in good agreement with the data measured on sample A.

We therefore come to the conclusion that a value of E = 1.05 ± 0.1 can be determined for the

Young's modulus of monolayer graphene from our three samples.

6.5 Pressurized 2L, 3L and 4L graphene

In this sec onwewill briefly present some results obtained on pressurized 2L, 3L and 4L graphene

devices and qualita vely compare the∆p-ξmax-dependence with the one of 1L graphene. These

mul layer graphene devices have been iden fied by means of op cal microscopy on the same

device as the 1L graphene of sample A, presented in the previous sec ons. The number of layers

has been unambiguously determined by Raman spectroscopy, in par cular bymeans of the shape
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Figure 6.13: a)Height of the graphene blister center, ξmax, for samples A, B and C, represented as a func on
of the quan ty [a4∆p/(KEt)]1/3, where E = 1.05 TPa, K = 3.09 and t = 0.335 nm. a is sample
dependent. The data is obtained from themeasurement of the Gmode integrated intensi es. The straight
line of slope 1 allows us to compare the data independently on a. b) The same data as in (a), obtained from
the measurement of the 2D mode integrated intensi es.

of 2Dmode feature [Malard09b] and the spectral posi on of theNmode [Herziger12] and Cmode

[Tan12]. We note that the pit depth is the same as for sample A, i.e. dair = 395± 10 nm.

As the strain at the center of the blister is biaxial and tensile, both G and 2D mode features

so$en with increasing ∆p. In par cular, in the case of a 2L graphene, they so$en from 1582.6

to 1571.0 cm−1 and 2692.0 to 2664.1 cm−1, respec vely. The correla on of these modes for

different values of ∆p permits to determine the value of ∂ω2D/∂ωG for 2L graphene, which we

evaluated as 2.24 ± 0.12. The corresponding graph is reported to the Appendix (see figure E.9a

and its cap on for details). This value coincides perfectly with 2.22, which can be extracted from

the data on 2L graphene bubbles of Zabel et al. [Zabel11]. Furthermore, ∂ω2D/∂ωG seems to be

the same for 2L and 1L graphene.

To determine h(r) and, in par cular, hmax and ξmax, we make use of the enhancement fac-

tors calculated from equa on (3.29) for the case of few layer graphene in the configura on of

system 1 (see sec on 3.5), by adjus ng the membrane thickness as a mul ple of the interlayer

spacing of bulk graphite, t0 = 0.335 nm, to 2t0, 3t0 and 4t0, respec vely. The corresponding

EF as a func on of h is plo;ed in figure 6.14a. By the way, due to the increasing number of lay-

ers, the transparency of graphene decreases and consequently the contrast in the interference

modula on. Nevertheless, the difference in the posi on of the minima and maxima is negligible.

In figure 6.14b, the integrated intensity of the Gmode feature, which has been obtained from

a single Lorentzian fit, is plo;ed vs. the pressure load∆p. The la;er has been accessed by using

the ideal gas law and supposing that ωG is propor onal to∆p, i.e. in the same way as for 1L gra-

phene (see Appendix for details). As in the case of 1L graphene, the intensity strikingly decreases
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Figure 6.14: a) Calculated Raman enhancement factors EF of the G mode intensi es, for 1L, 2L, 3L and
4L graphene, according to equa on (3.29) (λlaser = 532 nm). The contrast is decreasing with increasing
number of layers. b) Evolu on of the integrated intensi es of the G mode feature measured at the center
of the 1L (sample A), 2L, 3L and 4L graphene blister, as a func on of the pressure load∆p. The solid lines
are a guides to the eye. The data are rescaled in order to make coincide the maximum values of IG at
∆p ≈ 0.

with increasing∆p. However, with further increasing∆p, IG remains lower than for 1L graphene.

The higher the number of layers, the stronger this effect is. E.g. in the case of 4L graphene, the

low IG persists up to ∆p ≈ 80 kPa. In view of the enhancement factors in figure 6.14a, this ob-

serva on is interpreted as a lower blister height. Indeed, for the maximum pressure load1, the

following blister heights ξmax = hmax − dair can be evaluated:

1L: 265± 5 nm

2L: 234± 5 nm

3L: 223± 10 nm

4L: 199± 20 nm

In accordance with the fact that IG persists more at low IG with increasing∆p and layer num-

bers, the error in ξmax increases.

The transla on of IG in ξmax for 1L, 2L, 3L and 4L graphene is shown in figure 6.15a, b, c and

d, respec vely, where ∆p is plo;ed as a func on of ξmax (black squares). Black solid lines are

added to the figures and correspond to equa on (6.7), i.e.∆p = KEtξ3max/a
4, whereK = 3.09,

E = 1.05 TPa and a = 4.1µm. t is the corresponding thickness of the number of layers and is the

only changing parameter. The increasing thickness is responsible for a lower value of ξmax for the

1Note that themaximal pressure load increases because the volumeof the blister decreaseswith increasing number
of layers. We remind that, in the case of pext = 0, the ideal gas law implies that∆p = patmV0/(V0 + VB).
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same value of∆p. As men oned earlier, the 1L graphene (sample A) is in perfect agreement with

equa on (6.7). However, 2L, 3L and 4L graphene exhibit slight devia ons, even if the data are

qualita vely in agreement with the expected ξmax-∆p-dependence. In par cular, the bulging of

the 2L and 3L graphene devices is less pronounced as expected in the range of low pressure load

(between ∆p = 0 and 40 kPa, and ∆p = 0 and 15 kPa, respec vely). For all few layer samples,

ξmax reaches somewhat larger values as expected (of ≈ 30 nm) for pressure loads exceeding ≈
50 kPa.
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Figure 6.15: a)∆p vs. ξmax for a 1L graphene blister (sample A), extracted from the Raman Gmode feature.
b), c) and d) The same correla on for 2L, 3L and 4L graphene, respec vely. The black solid lines represent
∆p = KEtξ3max/a

4 whereK = 3.09, E = 1.05 TPa and a = 4.1µm. t is the corresponding thickness of
the number of layers, taken as amul ple of the interlayer spacing of graphite, t0. t and is the only changing
parameter. Insets: Op cal micrographs of the samples. The limits of neighboring few layer graphene with
another number of layers as the considered one are marked with a red dashed line. The scale bars are
5µm.

Several reasons might account for these slight devia ons. First, the moderated bulging of

the membrane in the case of 2L and 3L graphene is an indicator of an addi onal linear term in
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equa on (6.7). Equa on (6.9) suggests that an eventual pre-strain in the membrane impacts the

ξmax-∆p-dependence, in par cular in the regime of low deflec ons. A posi ve pre-strain (T0 > 0)

would account for a higher∆p needed to achieve a certain deflec on ξmax, as observed between

0 and 50 kPa for the 2L, and 0 and 20 kPa for the 3L graphene blister. However, there is disagree-

ment with this assump on, because the measurement points at higher ∆p (> 60 kPa) cannot

be explained. Furthermore, the Raman frequencies of the G mode for the flat 2L, 3L and 4L gra-

phene are 1582.2 cm−1, 1581.6 cm−1 and 1580.1 cm−1, which indicates that pre-strain is negligi-

ble. One might also conceive of an increasing bending s ffness with increasing number of layers,

which would lead to a linear ξmax-∆p-dependence. However, the data of 4L graphene suggest

that even here, the stretching contribu on dominates, because the data follow nearly perfectly a

third power dependence.

Secondly, it is not quite clear how graphene membranes adhere to the border of the pit, as

discussed by Lu et al. [Lu10], and if slipping occurs. Furthermore, several authors report about

an adhesion along the side walls of up to several nanometers [Lee08, Lee09, Barton11, Bunch12].

Experimentally, the exact transi on from supported to suspended graphene and its spa al reso-

lu on is either contrast limited in SEMmeasurements or influenced by  p induced ar facts from

AFM measurements. In par cular, AFM measurements are not able to resolve the eventual ad-

herence to the wall. Thus, if any adhesion to the walls is present in the case of 1L graphene, it

might be possible that the radius of a = 4.1±0.1µm should be replaced by an effec vely slightly

larger radius in the case of few layer graphene. The por on of the membrane in actual contact

with the substrate is reduced with respect to its thickness, leading to a weaker adhesion at the

edges. E.g., if one leaves the radius as only fi>ng parameter in equa on (6.7), one would get

a = 4.55µm, in the case of 4L graphene. This fit is added in figure 6.15d as a dashed line. This

argument would furthermore be in agreement with a slightly larger blister radius (a ≈ 4.3µm)

deduced by the fit in figure 6.12b. However, a larger blister radius does not account for the strong

deflec on behavior at low∆p. Besides, we note that even for few layer graphene, the adhesion

to the SiO2 substrate is s ll almost as strong as for 1L graphene, so that we can conclude that the

pressure loads applied here are at least of one order of magnitude lower than those necessary

for delamina on [Koenig11].

Thirdly, some authors report about a change in the Young's modulus with increasing layer

number. The data available in literature are diverse and range from an important increase tomore

than 3 TPa for few layer graphene, measured by Annamalai et al. using the nano-indenta on tech-

nique [Annamalai12], to≈ 0.8 TPa for 2L graphene [Neek-Amal10, Annamalai13] or even 0.5 TPa

[Frank07]. A recent work of the Bolo n group suggests that intrinsic crumpling effects the me-

chanics of suspended graphene and decreases its Young's modulus [Nicholl15]. However, we do

not see any reason, why few layer graphene should be crumpled and not monolayer graphene, in

par cular when it is exfoliated at the same  me from the same piece of graphite. In addi on, the
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measurements of Nicholl et al. are performed on devices which consist of CVD grown graphene

and underwent thermal annealing, which induces further flexural phonons and sta c wrinkling

(see also figure 5.1) [Bao09, Chen09b]. Other authors propose a constant (three dimensional)

Young's modulus with increasing number of layers, both based on theore cal [Shi14, Xiang15]

and experimental work [Bunch07, Koenig11]. If one supposes that the effec ve radius is the same

for all few layer devices and the observed devia on is caused by a different Young's modulus, we

would get 1.2 TPa for 2L, 0.8 TPa for 3L and 0.7 TPa for 4L graphene, by usingE as only free fi>ng

parameter.

Let us emphasize that this result is not that bad, in par cular against the background of the

fact that we are measuring in a regime of low pressure loads. We expect that higher pressure

loads (in the range of MPa, but before delamina on occurs) could allow for a more meaningful

determina on of E for few layer graphene.

A$er all, we cannot exclude that residues from the RIE fabrica on process are present at the

bo;om of the pits. Since the common characteriza on techniques like profilometry and AFM are

discarded because the few layer graphene covers the pit, we are restricted to an op cal obser-

va on of the pit. Here, an op cal contrast can be observed in the pit of the 4L graphene, which

might be a;ributed to some contamina on. This might have some influence on our measure-

ments, since this effect is expected to have an influence only in the few nanometer range. We

would like tomen on that the presence of a 3L graphene in the neighborhood of the 2L graphene

might influence the measurement results.

Finally, wewould like to complete this sec on by referring to another interes ng result, which

is the determina on of the intrinsic I2D/IG ra o of 2L graphene. Applying the same analysis as for

1L graphene (see subsec on 6.2.2), a value of 1.3±0.1 can be extracted from our data (see figure

E.9b in the Appendix). In par cular, we would like to stress that the ra o I2D/IG of a 2L graphene

can be, under certain interference condi ons, much larger than the ra o of 1L graphene (≈ 5

as maximum value for 2L graphene vs. ≈ 2 as minimum value for 1L graphene measured on our

samples), thus this ra o is far from being an appropriate quan ty to dis nguish unambiguously

1L from 2L graphene.

6.6 Discussion

A$er this short excursion to few layer graphene, let us now come to the discussion of the re-

sults obtained on the three 1L graphene blisters. A summary of our experimental results and a

selected survey of relevant literature values are presented in table 6.2. Let us first consider the

slope ∂ω2D/∂ωG. Our value of 2.2 ± 0.1 is in good agreement with recent studies by Zabel et

al. on a graphene bubble and by Lee et al. on suspended graphene [Zabel11, Lee12b]. The la;er

exfoliated graphene flakes over pits with different diameters, ranging from 3.1 to 6.4µm, and
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Figure 6.16: Correla on of ωG and ω2D extracted from references [Zabel11] (λlaser = 488 nm) and [Lee12b]
(λlaser = 514 nm), compared to our findings (λlaser = 532 nm). Zabel et al. measured on bubbles appear-
ing on as exfoliated graphene and showing strong biaxial strain (1LG) and on pressurized 2LG. Lee et al.
performed blister tests similar to ours, with constant pressure load and varying blister radius.

compared the Raman spectra under ambient condi ons and under vacuum. The larger the diam-

eter, the stronger the pressure difference and hence the Raman shi$. The shi$ rate which can

be extracted is ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.35. In figure 6.16 we summarize graphically the available shi$

rates in literature and compare with our value. We have added measurements on 2L graphene

by Zabel et al. However, Ki; et al. also studied pressurized graphene blisters, but only report on

the G mode and not on the 2D mode values [Ki;13].

Interes ngly, we demonstrate that the slope ∂ω2D/∂ωG is the same at the center of a pres-

surized blister, where strain is biaxial, and near its edges, where shear deforma on (i.e. a uniaxial

strain component) is present. We conclude that the value ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2± 0.1, which also has

been proposed by Lee et al. for thermally annealed, supported graphene [Lee12a], seems to be

universal for graphene, in the limit of moderate strains below 1% and of a uniaxial component as

small as it does not lead to a broadening or spli>ng of the G mode feature. This spli>ng is ob-

served for larger uniaxial strains inducing a shear deforma on, hence the Raman signal strongly

depends upon the polariza on of the incoming and sca;ered phonons rela ve to the crystal ori-

enta on [Huang09, Mohiuddin09, Huang10, Frank11, Yoon11b, Ki;13]. These factors complicate

the determina on of ∂ω2D/∂ωG and consequently of the Grüneisen parameters.

Under biaxial strain, the Grüneisen parameters are determined more reliably, since these are

simply propor onal to ∂ω2D/∂ωG. In general, the main challenge is to determine the amount of

strain with accuracy. Our all-op cal approach, based on the analysis of the interference modu-

lated intensi es of the Raman features and the subsequent blister profile determina on, leads

to values of ǫp, γG and γ2D, which agree well with an es ma on based on combined AFM and

Raman measurements on a graphene bubble on a Si/SiO2 substrate [Zabel11].
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Ref. Method γG γ2D ∂ω2D/∂ωG E (TPa)

Our work Raman 1.8± 0.2 2.4± 0.2 2.2± 0.1 1.05± 0.1

[Lee08] Nano-ind. - - - 1.0± 0.1

[Metzger09] Raman+AFM 2.4± 0.2 3.8± 0.3 2.17 -

[Ding10] Raman∗ - 2.98 2.8 -

[Zabel11] Raman+AFM 1.8± 0.2 2.6± 0.1 2.46± 0.3 -

[Lee12b] Raman+sim. - - 2.35± 0.2 2.4± 0.4

[Annamalai13] Nano-ind. - - - 1.12

[Ki;13] Raman+AFM 1.89 - - -

[Thomsen02] First princ. 2.0 - - -

[Jiang09] Mol. dyn. - - - 1.0± 0.1

[Mohiuddin09] First princ. 1.8 2.7 - -

[Cheng11] First princ. 1.86 - - -

[Tan13] Mol. dyn. - - - 1.0± 0.1

[Nicholl15] Interf. - - - 0.06-0.3

Table 6.2: Overview of the Grüneisen parameters and shi$ rates for biaxial strain in graphene as well as
values for the Young's modulus, obtained from experiments. Values obtained from first principle calcula-
 ons and molecular dynamics studies are added to complete the table. Note that the last reference is in
discrepancy with the former because it has been measured on crumpled suspended CVD graphene, thus
it has not been fabricated the same way.
_____________________________________
∗ Here, γG from ref. [Mohiuddin09] is used to calibrate the strain.
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We find good agreement with theore cal predic ons [Thomsen02, Mohiuddin09, Cheng11].

Interes ngly, we demonstrate that a direct determina on of ǫp from the integrated intensity of

the Raman features can be performed in situ, as a func on of ∆p. Although the lateral reso-

lu on of our approach is set by the size of the laser spot (see figure A.1a in the Appendix) and

limited by diffrac on, the measured heights can be es mated with a precision up to about 5 nm.

Our approach also has the major advantage of being contactless and minimally invasive, as op-

posed to scanning probe techniques, such as AFM, where sample- p interac on is known to lead

to ar facts when probing the topography of the suspended membrane [Bunch12]. In addi on,

our experimental setup is obviously easier and cheaper to implement than an in situ AFM setup,

which would be an alterna ve way to probe the blister topography, as a func on of a controllable

pressure load with a be;er lateral resolu on. In any event, we note that precise determina ons

of the Grüneisen parameters of graphene remain difficult, since these typically combine a local

Raman measurement with an es ma on of the amount of strain that is averaged over a much

larger area. These experimental difficul es may, in part, explain the rela vely large spread in the

experimental values of γG and γ2D reported in the literature (see table 6.2).

Finally, our measurement of the Young's modulus of graphene matches the value of bulk gra-

phite and is in excellent agreement with values obtained by using scanning probe techniques,

such as nano-indenta on [Lee08, Annamalai12] and AFM [Koenig11], as well as with molecular

dynamics simula ons [Jiang09, Tan13]. Here, the Young's modulus is determined with accuracy

using a simple, all-op cal and minimally invasive approach. We note that Lee et al. have recently

proposed a significantly larger value of E (see table 6.2 and ref. [Lee12b]). The la;er es mate

is obtained from a comparison of Raman sca;ering measurements with finite elements simula-

 ons. This discrepancy is probably due to the fact that ǫp has been qualita vely es mated using

previously reported Ramanmeasurements on uniaxially strained supported graphene [Yoon11b].

This difference further highlights the interest of our approach, which allows a combined study of

the topography and of the vibra onal proper es of suspended graphene, from a consistent set

of measurements.

6.7 Conclusion

Using micro-Raman sca;ering spectroscopy, we have performed blister tests on doping free sus-

pended graphene membranes under a uniform pressure load. The data of three samples have

been analyzed in view of the integrated intensi es and the frequencies of the main Raman fea-

tures of graphene. We find that the intensity of the Raman features of a suspended graphene

membrane can vary by one order of magnitude for pressure load changes of only a few kPa. This

interference induced modula on of the intensi es is used to reconstruct the blister profile and

further es mate the pressure induced strain in the membrane. Addi onally, the interference
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induced modula on is decoupled from the change in the I2D/IG ra owhich allows the determi-

na on of its intrinsic value to 5± 1.

The analysis of theRaman frequency shi$s reveals that they obey the correla on∂ω2D/∂ωG =

2.2±0.1 in the case of biaxial strain. Merging the strain induced shi$ rates of the G and 2Dmode

features with an average strain obtained from the blister profiles, the Grüneisen parameters are

deduced to γG = 1.8± 0.2 and γ2D = 2.4± 0.2.

For our graphene blisters, the pressure load is strictly propor onal to the third power of the

blister height, as expected, because graphene is the textbook example of an ultra-thinmembrane.

We use Hencky's solu on of the Föppl-von Kármán equa ons and deduce a Young's modulus of

1.05± 0.10 TPa.

Thus, we have shown that an elegant all-op cal and in situ extrac on of importantmechanical

proper es of graphene is possible by carefully analyzing the strain induced phonon so$ening and

interference induced changes of the Raman mode intensi es.

Finally, we emphasize the fact that the Raman intensity varies by one order of magnitude for

pressure load changes of only a few kPa. This high sensi vity could be used for pressure detec-

 on applica ons. In par cular, such a graphene-based barometer would be able to probe typical

pressure varia ons in the atmosphere of the earth, since the varia ons are in the range of a few

kPa between cyclones and an cyclones.
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7 Suspendedgrapheneunder electrosta c

pressure

In the previous chapter we have reported on an elegant way of introducing biaxial tensile

strain to suspended graphene membranes in a blister test geometry. Since the observed mem-

brane deflec ons are caused by the applica on of an air pressure difference, the frequency shi$s

in the Raman spectra can be a;ributed to pure strain, without any effect of doping.

In this chapter, we will consider the electrosta c ga ng approach which is widely used in the

transport community in order to tune a source-drain current. In the case of micrometer-sized gra-

phite deriva ves, electrosta c ga ng is also employed to drive the mo on and/or control the de-

flec on, as for carbon nanotubes [Poncharal99] or suspended graphene membranes [Bunch07].

However, the electrosta cally induced deflec ons may also be considered as an undesired side

effect when examining the intrinsic transport proper es. In par cular, high back-gate voltages

lead to large tensile strains and, ul mately, to an irreversible collapse of the device [Bunch07,

Bolo n08b]. In the guideline of our results on the pressurized graphene blisters and mo vated

by recent studies on electrically gated suspended graphene [Chen09a, Barton11, Eichler11], com-

bining op cs and nano-mechanics [Reserbat-Plantey12, Lee12b, Reserbat-Plantey15], we per-

formed a Raman sca;ering study on an electrosta cally gated suspended graphene membrane.

A schema c sketch of the device, which consists of an exfoliated graphene membrane suspen-

ded over a micrometer-sized trench, is shown in figure 7.1a, whereas figure 7.1b indicates the

measurement principle.

In sec on 7.1 we will first focus on the integrated intensi es of the Raman G and 2D mode

features. As in our blister test study, the gate-induced varia ons of the distance between the

bo;om substrate and the graphenemembrane lead to very large changes in the Raman intensi es

due to op cal interference effects. Therefore, an analysis of the G and 2Dmode intensi es allows

for an accurate, in situmeasurement of the deflec on up to the collapse of the membrane. This

analysis further permits a valida on of the intrinsic I2D/IG ra o found in chapter 6 (see sec on

6.2.2).
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Figure 7.1: a) 3D scheme of a gated suspended graphene device with dimensions L andW in the x- and
y-direc on. The deflec on induced by the electrosta c pressure is in the z-direc on. b) Side view of the
same device. The shape of the profile is described by ξ(x) (supposingW ≪ L) and depends on the applied
gate voltage Vg. The maximal deflec on at the center of the membrane is ξmax.

Our observa ons will then be described by a mechanical model based on the Föppl-von Kár-

mán equa ons, which we have introduced in sec on 2.5, including pre-strain in the membrane

[Kármán10, Medvedyeva11]. The pressure load exerted on the suspended graphene is evaluated

by examining the electrosta c a;rac on, either taking or not taking into account the gate-induced

curvature of the membrane.

In addi on, we will make use of our model and predict cri cal values of electrosta c pressure

and deflec on, at which the membrane collapses, for different device geometries. Furthermore,

the corresponding charge carrier density is deduced, which is an important issue in transport

measurements, in par cular because its inhomogeneity increases with increasing deflec ons.

Finally, it will turn out of the analysis of the Raman frequencies that the obtained results form

an important step towards a detailed understanding of the charge distribu on and the observa-

 on of the phonon anomaly in clean suspended graphene devices [Das08, Lee12a].

7.1 Op cal probing of the gate induced deflec on

In this sec on we first briefly present a room temperature characteriza on of the device consid-

ered here, and then focus on the integrated intensi es of the Raman G and 2D modes, acquired

from a Raman measurement run at low temperature, by varying the back gate voltage.

Figure 7.2a shows an op cal micrograph of the suspended 1L graphene, on which we per-

formed the measurements, indicated by a red arrow. The 1L is neighbored by a 2L graphene. The

substrate is a common Si/SiO2 substrate with highly p-doped silicon covered by a silicon oxide

layer of thickness dSiO2 = 500 nm. The trench, fabricated by the HF etching method described in
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〈ǫ〉susp (%) 〈n〉susp (×1011 cm−2) 〈ǫ〉supp (%) 〈n〉supp (×1012 cm−2)

+0.06± 0.01 < 4 +0.02± 0.02 +2.5± 0.7

Table 7.1: Spa ally averaged strain and doping valueswith standard devia ons for the suspended graphene
device shown in figure 7.2a. The values are obtained from the Raman maps (see figure 7.2b and c) and
subsequent vector projec on, as discussed in chapter 3.

chapter 4, has a width L = 4.9µm, measured by op cal and scanning electron microscopy. Its

depth is dair = (288 ± 5) nm, measured by profilometry. Thus, the remaining oxide thickness is

dSiO2 = (212± 5) nm. A large area of the 1L graphene is supported and contacted with Ti (3 nm)

and Au (47 nm) by means of the shadow mask technique (see chapter 4).

First, we focus on a Raman characteriza on of this device under ambient condi ons in order

to gain informa on about its built-in strain and ini al doping level and, importantly, conclude that

the graphene membrane is indeed suspended. Figures 7.2b and c represent Raman maps of the

G mode frequency ωG and its width ΓG, respec vely, under ambient condi ons. ωG ranges from

1584.5 to 1587.5 cm−1 with a mean value of 1586.2 cm−1 (standard devia on 1.0 cm−1) on the

supported part, which is delimited by a dashed black line in figure 7.2b. In contrast, ωG ranges

from 1576.0 to 1578.0 cm−1 with a mean value of 1576.6 cm−1 (standard devia on 0.5 cm−1) on

the suspended part (delimited by a dashed blue line). The careful observer might no ce that this

difference in ωG is propaga ng on the 2LG but vanishes on the 4LG.

ΓG is nearly homogeneously distributedon the supportedpart, with amean value of 6.6 cm
−1,

whereas it is 16.3 cm−1 with a broader distribu on on the suspended part. We note that the  me

to record the spectra has been 1min and that the Raman intensity has been strongly reduced on

the suspended part due to destruc ve op cal interference. Hence, the width on the suspended

part has a larger error than the one on the supported part.

The graphs in figures 7.2d and e correlate ωG with ω2D and ΓG, respec vely. The data are

extracted from the delimited areas on the map in figure 7.2b and plo;ed as open blue squares

for the suspended area and filled black squares for the supported area. For the former, in the

frequency space (figure 7.2d), the data are concentrated with a small standard devia on and are

downshi$ed along a slope of 2.2 with respect to neutral and unstrained graphene1. In contrast,

the data of the supported area are aligned along a line with the same slope but shi$ed to higher

ωG. Following the vector decomposi onmodel proposed by Lee et al. [Lee12a], refined in chapter

3 and applied to our suspended graphene samples in chapter 5, wemight es mate average strain

and doping levels on the suspended and supported part. The results are presented in table 7.1.

The suspended flake is subjected to a built-in strain of 0.06± 0.01%. The spa al distribu on

of this strain is quasi homogeneous. The doping level (analyzed with respect to hole doping)

1Here we use the reference point (ω0
G = 1581 cm−1, ω0

2D = 2667 cm−1), as in chapter 5.
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is in the range of a few 1011 cm−2. However, the average strain on the supported part is less

pronounced (0.02%) but varies between −0.01 and 0.05%. As a lot of samples deposited on

SiO2, the supported graphene exhibits a charge carrier density in the range of≈ 3× 1012 cm−2.

The data represented in figure 7.2e combine the two maps in figures 7.2b and c, and confirm

the undoped character of the device by the two well dis nguishable areas in the ωG-ΓG-plane.

Since the device is intrinsically undoped, it offers an ideal pla%orm for sensing the change in

the Raman spectra when charge carriers are added by applying a backgate voltage.

To do so, the sample is put under vacuum and thermally connected to a 4Helium bath via a

cold-finger, as specified in the experimental setup sec on (see sec on 4.2). A back gate voltage

Vg is applied to the device. In our measurement run, Vg is swept down from 0 to −12V and

then up from−12V to+25V. At every 1V step, the sweep is stopped and a$er a delay of 20 s, a

Raman spectrum is recorded at the center of the suspendedmembrane, using a laser wavelength

of 532 nm and a ×50 objec ve. The laser power (before entering the objec ve) is kept below

0.4mW in order to avoid laser induced hea ng and decomposi on of the carbon la>ce2.

Figure 7.2g shows a cascade plot of the Raman G and 2D mode as a func on of Vg, ranging

from−11 to+25V. Several interes ng features can be observed. First, the intensity of the Raman

modes increases strikingly with the increase of the absolute value of Vg up to +19V. Second, a

2For measurements under vacuum, the thermal exchange with the environment is reduced. At a laser power of
0.7mW, a burning of suspended graphene membranes on other devices has been observed when the laser spot re-
mained focused with the ×50 objec ve on the same point for longer than 10min. Therefore, in addi on to the low
laser power, the laser light is blocked during the voltage sweep (between the records of the spectra) to avoid heat
accumula on. We note that Ki; et al. report on this "laser induced dirt deposited at the center" [Ki;13].

Figure 7.2 (facing page): a)Op calmicrograph of the suspended 1LGdevice. The red dashed linemarks the
limit of the 1L, which is neighbored by a 2L and 4L graphene. The scale bar is 5µm. b) and c) Hyperspectral
Raman maps of the device shown in (a), with a lateral resolu on of 1µm, showing the distribu on of ωG

andΓG, respec vely, using a laser power of 0.7mW, under ambient condi ons. The data taken into account
for further analysis are delimited by a black (blue) dashed line in (b), for the supported (suspended) area.
The suspended area is well dis nguishable and characterized by a rela vely low ωG and high ΓG. See main
text for detailed discussion. d) Correla on of ωG and ω2D using the data extracted from the maps in (b) and
(c). Data of the suspended (supported) area [see dashed lines in (b)] are shown as open blue (filled black)
squares. A slope of ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2 for strain and 0.55 for hole doping are added as dashed black and
straight red lines, respec vely. e) Correla on of ΓG and ωG. f) Schema c side view sketch of the device.
hmax denotes the distance between the 1LG and the bo;om of the SiO2 at its center. g) Cascade plot of
Raman spectra recorded at the center of the suspended graphene membrane, as a func on of Vg. Spectra
are taken at 4 K with a max. laser power of 0.4mW. The spectrum at Vg = 0 is drawn in red to highlight
the symmetry of the Raman intensity with respect to the gate voltage. Spectra for Vg > 19V showing very
different characteris cs are drawn in blue. The missing spectra at +13 and +17V are strongly disturbed
by cosmic rays and are therefore not shown. h) Selected Raman spectra for different Vg, mul plied by the
factors indicated on the le$ in order to make appear the spectra with the same 2D mode intensity. With
increasing Vg, I2D/IG decreases and for+20V a sudden frequency shi$ of both modes is observed as well
as amarked spli>ng of the Gmode. The G (2D)mode peaks are fi;edwith a Lorentzian (double Baskonian)
(red solid line). All spectra are taken using a laser wavelength of 532 nm.
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shi$ of the Raman modes to lower frequencies is observed at higher voltages. Third, as can be

seen in figure 7.2hwhere the spectra are normalizedwith respect to the intensity of the 2Dmode,

the rela ve intensity of the 2D and Gmode intensi es, I2D/IG varies withVg. ForVg < 20V, these

three characteris cs remind the previous study of the pressurized graphene blister. In par cular,

they suggest that the change in intensity can be used to determine the distance h between the

membrane and the silicon oxide (see sketch in figure 7.2f) at the center of the membrane.

Spectra recorded at Vg > 19V (plo;ed in blue in figure 7.2g) further suggest that here, an-

other regime is probed because the change in intensity is sudden and remarkable. In addi on,

when going from +19 to +20V, the posi on and the shape of both the G and 2D mode change

dras cally (see the direct comparison of the spectra recorded at+19 and+20V in figure 7.2h).

The aim of the next subsec on is to deduce hmax at the center (and consecu vely the de-

flec on ξmax) as a func on of Vg, in order to understand the evolu on of the deflec on and, in

par cular, explain the dras c changes observed between +19 and +20V. In one stroke, the in-

trinsic value of I2D/IG can be deduced, compared to the value deduced by the blister tests and

thus checked for coherence.

Thedeflec ondatawill be compared to a theore calmodel in subsec on7.2.3 and the change

in frequency of the Raman modes will be analyzed later in sec on 7.4.

7.1.1 Determina on of the deflec on

In order to establish the maximal deflec on, IG and I2D are extracted from the spectra shown

in figure 7.2g by taking the integrated intensi es of Lorentzian and double modified Lorentzian

fits, as presented in sec on 3.2, respec vely. Fits of some selected spectra appear as red lines

in figure 7.2h. We point out that the rela ve error in IG and I2D is much larger at low voltages

and taken as 25% for an absolute integrated intensity lower than 500 counts, whereas it is taken

below 5% for an integrated intensity higher than 4000 counts.

Figure 7.3a shows a semi-logarithmic plot of IG and I2D as a func on of Vg. As men oned

earlier, IG and I2D increase with the absolute value of Vg, i.e. applying a nega ve or posi ve volt-

age has the same effect on the intensity. Furthermore, we observe that the change in intensity

is reversible, because the data for nega ve Vg include a down- and an up-sweep. It is interes ng

to no ce that I2D (which has a minimum value at 0V [red star in figure 7.3]) reaches a maximum

at+17V (red hash symbol) and decreases slightly up to+19V. The fact that I2D passes through a

minimum and a maximum value offers the possibility to renormalize the theore cally calculated

Raman enhancement factors with respect to the experimental data. Hence, it is possible to de-

termine the distance h between themembrane and the bo;om (and consecu vely the deflec on

ξmax) for all intermediate values of Vg.
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Figure 7.3: a) Semilogarithmic plot of IG (black filled squares) and I2D (red open circles) as a func on
of Vg. The evolu on of the intensi es is symmetric around Vg = 0 and undergoes a sudden change for
Vg > +19Vwhich is a;ributed to a collapse of the graphenemembrane, in accordance with the calculated
Raman enhancement factors shown in (b) (see main text); these factors are calculated using the mul layer
model developed in sec on 3.5, using dSiO2 = 212 nm and λlaser = 532 nm. h denotes the distance be-
tween the membrane and the bo;om of the trench. Features discussed in the main text are marked with
a star, hash symbol and paragraph sign.

Figure 7.3b is a plot of the theore cally calculated enhancement factors for the G and 2D

mode, as a func on of h, adapted for the system [Si - SiO2 (of fixed thickness dSiO2 = 212 nm) -

air/vacuum (of varying thickness h) - graphene] (using a laser wavelength of 532 nm). In respect

of the device geometry, the intensity values at 0V can directly be a;ributed to the local minimum

around 250 nm (red star for I2D). Since the applied poten al difference induces an a;rac ve

force between the bo;om and the membrane, h decreases with Vg down to ≈ 120 nm, which

corresponds a local maximum (red hash symbol for I2D).

Now, the sudden change in intensity, which is observed when Vg goes from +19 to +20V

(indicated by a grey line in figure 7.3a) is necessarily a;ributed to a collapse of the graphene

membrane. The intensity decreases dras cally and the next local minimum for the enhancement

factors is observed for h = 0 nm (red paragraph sign), which means that the graphene sheet is

a;ached to the bo;om of the trench. Two observa ons bolster this theory: First, regarding the

intensi es, IG is at the same level at Vg = 0 and Vg > +19V, whereas I2D is lower at Vg >

+19V than at Vg = 0, which is also predicted by the enhancement factors (compare the values

of EF at the posi on of the red star and the red paragraph sign in figure 7.3b). Second, regarding

the actual shape and frequencies of the Raman modes, a strong downshi$ of both modes, a

spli>ng of the Gmode and a slight broadening of the 2Dmode are observed. These features are a

strong evidence of uniaxial strain greater than 0.6% [Huang09, Mohiuddin09, Mohr10, Yoon11b,
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Popov13, Polyzos15]. This strain is due to a large change in the length of the membrane, ∆L,

because the s cked graphene is much more stretched than the suspended membrane.

A further gate sweep from+25V to−25V reveals no change in IG and I2D, hence the s cking

of the membrane to the bo;om of the trench is irreversible. A scanning electron microscope

image taken one month a$er the electric measurements confirms the definite character of the

collapse, and, in par cular, the strong adhesion of the membrane to the bo;om of the trench

(see figure 7.4).

7.1.2 Intrinsic value of I2D/IG

Similar to the determina on of the intrinsic value of the I2D/IG ra o by analyzing the Raman

intensi es of the pressurized blister (see chapter 6), it is possible to fit the experimental data to

the calculated ra o of the enhancement factors EF, according to

(
I2D

IG
(h)

)

mes

=

(
I2D

IG

)

intr

× EF2D
EFG

(h) (7.1)

using (I2D/IG)intr as fi>ng parameter. But, in contrast to the blister test, care has to be taken,

because in the suspended field effect geometry, the Fermi energy is tuned when h changes and

thus I2D/IG is not only a func on of h but also of EF. Basko et al. calculated that
√

IG/I2D is

propor onal to the Fermi energy EF [Basko09b]. However, the available experimental data in

literature on supported graphene show no significant change (max. 10%) of the intensity ra o

within the range of EF = −150meV and+150meV [Das08, Froehlicher15a].

Figures 7.5a and b represent the I2D/IG ra o as a func on of h, where h has been extracted

from the intensi es of the G and 2D modes, respec vely. The fact that the enhancement factors

show a valley around 250 nm (see figure 7.3b) is responsible for large error bars in hwhereas the

(related) low Raman intensity around Vg = 0 causes large error bars in I2D/IG. Consequently, the

error bars are reduced between h = 100 nm and 200 nm, because of the rela vely high intensi-

 es. The blue curves are fits based on equa on (7.1)with the fi>ng parameters (I2D/IG)intr = 4.2

and 4.5, which is in good accordance with our result on the three graphene blisters, presented in

sec on 6.2.2.

We note that the intensity ra o measured on the collapsed graphene at h = 0 is also taken

into account for the fit and nestle well against the blue curve. Furthermore we point out that the

induced charges do not seem to influence I2D/IG for this measurement run. We come back to

this issue in sec on 7.4 where the analysis of the spectral posi on andwidth of the peaks will give

more insight in the charge distribu on.
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Figure 7.4: SEM images of the device a$er our gate-dependent Raman study, when the 1LG is s cked to
the bo;om of the trench. a) Overview of the device with red squares indica ng the zoomed area in (b)
and (c). b) The s cked area can be dis nguished by a light grey line in the bo;om. Also the neighboring
2LG and 4LG are s cked. The stretched suspended part at the borders of the trench is nicely seen in figure
(c) for the 4LG, where the image is turned by 90◦ and  lted. The scale bar is 5µm in all images.
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Figure 7.5: I2D/IG as a func on ofhmax, the distance between themembrane and the bo;omof the trench,
at the point ofmaximal deflec on. hmax is extracted as described in themain text, by using the change in IG
(a) and I2D (b)with Vg. The large error bars for high I2D/IG are caused by a poor Raman signal near Vg = 0,
due to destruc ve interference. Blue lines are fits based on equa on (7.1) with the fi>ng parameters
(I2D/IG)intr = 4.2 (a) and 4.5 (b).

7.2 Theory of graphene sheet deforma on due to electrosta c pres-

sure

In the previous sec on, we have successfully determined the gate induced deflec on. The aim of

this sec on is now to theore cally describe the gate induced evolu on ofh and then, in par cular,

find a way to predict the collapse of the membrane at high gate voltages.

The applica on of a gate voltage Vg induces a charge accumula on on the graphene mem-

brane, because the (conduc ng) membrane and the highly doped silicon are separated by (non-

conduc ng) dielectrics, i.e. air and SiO2. The separa on of charges is the origin of an electric

field. If one charge is placed in vacuum, its electric field is determined, in its most general way, by

Gauss's law [Landau60]:

∮

S

E · dS =
Q

ε0
. (7.2)

Here, S is a closed surface enclosing any volume,E is the electric field vector, dS is a vector

perpendicular to a small surface element dS with magnitude dS, Q is the total charge enclosed

within S and ε0 is the electric constant. Furthermore, we remind that a charge q, which experi-

ences the electric field E, is subjected to the Lorentz force, F , according to (without magne c

field) [Jackson62]:
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Figure 7.6: Sketch of the Lorentz force ac ng between two charged bodies B1 and B2 with surface charge
densi es σ1 and σ2, respec vely.

F = qE. (7.3)

This force, considered per area, acts as a pressure load on the graphene membrane and is

responsible for its deflec on. In the following subsec on we will derive the rela onship between

this pressure load and the applied gate voltage, by taking into account the device geometry, in

par cular its capacitance.

7.2.1 Forces in electrosta c ga ng

Let us first consider two charged and arbitrarily shaped bodies B1 and B2 with a surface charge

density σ1 and σ2, respec vely, and divide them into small patches dS1 and dS2. The force with

which B1 acts on B2 is obtained by considering the electric field strength E1 (caused by B1) at

every patch dS2. Thus, one writes, according to the Lorentz force:

F12 =

∮

S2

σ2 dS2E1. (7.4)

Now, let B1 be a cylinder of radius R, placed in vacuum (εr = 1), with a posi ve charge +Q

and a surface charge density σ1 = +σ, and let the axis of that cylinder coincide with the z-axis.

The electric fieldEz along the z-axis is given by [Griffiths99]

Ez =
σ

2ε0

√
z2 +R2 − z√
z2 +R2

ez. (7.5)

In the limit of z ≪ R, i.e. considering the cylinder as an infinite plate, the second term tends

to 1. Thus, the electric field at the posi on of B2 is

E1 =
σ

2ε0
ez. (7.6)
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Let B2 be a flat infinite plate with a nega ve charge −Q and a surface charge density of −σ.

The force with which B1 acts on B2 rewrites then as

F12 =

∫

S

(−σ) dSE1 = −QE1. (7.7)

Theminus sign indicates that the force is a;rac ve, as expected for oppositely charged plates.

UsingQ = σS one finally gets for the absolute value of the force:

F12 =
σ2S

2ε0
. (7.8)

The electrosta c pressure, labeledPel, is obtained by dividing the force (equa on (7.8)) by the

surface. Furthermore, Pel can be expressed in terms of c, the capacitance per unit area, which is

given by c = σ/Vg. Hence, one gets

Pel =
c2V 2

g

2ε0
. (7.9)

We note that, if the plate is not flat, c is a func on of the local distance at the posi on (x, y),

thus it is Pel(x, y). Furthermore, media with εr 6= 1 and, in par cular, mul layer systems as

air/SiO2 between the silicon and the graphene membrane can be incorporated in c, which acts

then as an effec ve capacitance.

7.2.2 Mechanical deforma on

In the case of a suspended graphene membrane, the electrosta c pressure Pel(x, y) induces a

deforma on ξ(x, y) of the membrane, because at the edges, it is supported by the substrate, or

even clamped (see figure 7.1a). The deforma on is determined by minimizing the total energy

of the profile, as discussed in chapter 2 (see sec on 2.5). Here, apart from the bending and the

stretching contribu on of the elas c energy, also the electrosta c energy contributes to the total

free energy. Thus, the equa ons of equilibrium write as [Medvedyeva11]

D∆2ξ − ∂

∂xβ

(

tσαβ
∂ξ

∂xα

)

= Pel(x, y)

∂σαβ

∂xβ
= 0,

(7.10)

in accordance with equa on (2.34) in sec on 2.5. Let us consider our case of a graphene mem-

brane exfoliated over a trench. IfW ≫ L (see figure 7.1), the gate induced deforma on of the

membrane is homogeneous in the y-direc on. Following Medvedyeva and Blanter, one can sup-
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pose that the tension along the sheet is constant over the sheet, i.e. the tensor (tσαβ) can be

replaced by Tδαβ where δαβ is the Kronecker-delta [Medvedyeva11].

T can be wri;en as the sum of two contribu ons to the stress: T = T0 + TH. Here, T0 is the

residual built-in strain, whereas TH is the strain induced by the rela ve elonga on:

TH =
Et

1− ν2
∆L

L
. (7.11)

Thus, the rela ve elonga on involves the solu on of the equilibrium equa ons, ξ(x), because

the length of the membrane is found by according to

∆L+ L =

+L/2∫

−L/2

√

1 + [ξ′(x)]2 dx. (7.12)

Then, equa on (7.10), together with the defini on of T , rewrites as

D
∂4ξ

∂x4
− T (ξ′(x))

∂2ξ

∂x2
= Pel(ξ(x)), (7.13)

where T and Pel depend on x in a non-trivial manner. In sec on 2.5 (chapter 2) we already ad-

dressed the difficulty to solve this equa on (see sec on 2.5), evenwhen the y-direc on is omi;ed.

An analy cal solu on can be found only self-consistently.

Medvedyeva and Blanter considered a constant electrosta c pressure over the whole sheet.

Nevertheless, Pel(x) is propor onal to the square root of the total capacitance c(x), and c(x) is

a func on of the distance between the membrane and the SiO2. For small deflec ons, Pel could

be taken as constant because the difference in the distance between the edges and the middle of

the trench is small. But in our experiments, the maximal deflec on exceeds half of the value of

the air thickness, which means that the effects of the profile shape on Pel have to be taken into

account.

In the following, we assume that the profile of the membrane is parabolic. This assump-

 on is inter alia based on in situ AFM measurements performed on gated graphene membranes

[Schwarz15] and forms a first approxima on. Furthermore, we derive a rela onship between the

maximal deflec on in the center of the membrane, denoted ξmax, and the electrosta c pressure.

To do so, we consider Pel as a constant average value all over the sheet. The essen al ques on,

how to determine Pel, is addressed later.

Let ξ(x) = a+bx+cx2 be the shapeof the profile. With the boundary condi on ξ(±L/2) = 0

and the differen al equa on (7.13) the coefficients a, b and c are determined. One gets

ξ(x) =
Pel

2T

(
L2

4
− x2

)

. (7.14)
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The condi on ξ′(x) = 0 at x = 0 connects Pel and T to the maximal deflec on:

ξmax =
PelL

2

8T
. (7.15)

In order to eliminate T , we calculate it explicitly for the parabolic profile and insert the result

in (7.15) in order to get an equa on which relates ξmax to Pel.

For small deflec ons, i.e. ξ′(x) ≪ 1, the square root in equa on (7.11) can be expanded so

that TH can be wri;en as

TH =
Et

2(1− ν2)L

+L/2∫

−L/2

[ξ′(x)]2 dx. (7.16)

Integra ng and using equa on (7.15) in order to eliminate T leads then to the following result

[Medvedyeva11, Bao12]:

Pel =
8T0

L2
ξmax +

64Et

3(1− ν2)L4
ξ3max. (7.17)

We take no ce of the fact that this result strongly resembles equa on (2.39), where P is

the sum of a term scaling linear with ξmax and a term scaling as ξ3max. Indeed, the linear term

contains the prestrain in the membrane, T0. For T0 = 0, Pel is propor onal to ξ
3
max, as expected

for an unstrained membrane without bending s ffness (compare also with the case of circular

membranes [Hencky15, Wan95] (see chapter 6). The propor onality constant for the ξ3max-term

includes again the Young's modulus E, the membrane thickness t and a geometry dependent

parameter, which is here L. As expected, the length of the trench scales in the same manner as

the blister radius, i.e. as 1/L4.

The intriguing ques on is how Pel can be determined to best describe the maximal displace-

ment of the membrane. Medvedyeva and Blanter consider the distance between the bo;om and

the membrane as constant. Bao et al. measured the displacement of an in situ gated graphene

membrane in a SEM by analyzing the SEM images. They compared the case of a constant distance

(constantPel) to amodified electrosta c pressure obtained by integra ng c along a parabolic pro-

file, before injec ng it in the equa on Pel = c2V 2
g /(2ε0) [Bao12].

Here, we will consider the following three cases and give the corresponding rela onship be-

tween Vg and ξmax:

Case 1: Pel is directly calculated via Pel = c2V 2
g /(2ε0). The capacitance c is constant over the

sheet and does not depend on ξmax, thus every displacement of the membrane is ne-

glected. This case has been considered by Medvedyeva and Blanter and first by Bao et
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Figure 7.7: Sketch of the three cases to evaluate the electrosta c pressure Pel, with the following assump-
 ons: The distance between the graphene membrane and the bo;om a) does not change. b) changes
but is constant along the sheet ("li$"-model). c) follows a parabolic profile, Pel depends on x and is then
integrated along the sheet.

al. [Medvedyeva11, Bao12] (see figure 7.7a). Combining equa on (7.17) and (7.9) with

c = (c−1
air + c−1

SiO2
)−1 where cair = ε0/dair and cSiO2 = ε0εr/dSiO2 , one gets

V 2
g =

2

ε0

(
8T0

L2
ξmax +

64Et

3(1− ν2)L4
ξ3max

)(

dair +
dSiO2

εr

)2

. (7.18)

Case 2: Pel is calculated via Pel(ξmax) = c(ξmax)
2V 2

g /(2ε0) where the capacitance c depends di-

rectly and only on ξmax and is considered as constant over the sheet. This "li$"-model does

not take into account the parabolic profile (see figure 7.7b). The distance between the

membrane and the bo;om is reduced by ξmax, so that we get nearly the same expression

as in case 1:

V 2
g =

2

ε0

(
8T0

L2
ξmax +

64Et

3(1− ν2)L4
ξ3max

)(

dair − ξmax +
dSiO2

εr

)2

. (7.19)

Case 3: Pel takes into account the parabolic shape of themembrane and is the sumof every element

Pel(ξ(x))dx contribu ng to the overall pressure (see figure 7.7c). Thus it is

Pel(ξmax) =
1

2ε0

+L/2∫

−L/2

c2 (ξ(x))V 2
g
dx

L
, (7.20)

where c(ξ(x)) = (c−1
air (ξ(x))+c−1

SiO2
)−1 and cair = ε0/(dair−ξ(x))with the parabolic shape

of the membrane: ξ(x) = 4ξmax((L/2)
2 − x2)/L2.

The integral writes as

Pel(ξmax) = A

+L/2∫

−L/2

1

(B + Cx2)2
dx

L
, (7.21)
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with

A =
V 2
g c

2
SiO2

2ε0

B = 1 +
cSiO2

ε0
(dair − ξmax)

C =
4cSiO2ξmax

ε0L2
.

(7.22)

The primi ve integral involves the point symmetric arc tangent func on:

Pel(ξmax) =
A

2L




arctan

(√
Cx√
B

)

√
B3C

+
x

B2 +BCx2





+L/2

−L/2

(7.23)

and finally gives the rela onship between Vg and ξmax (withB defined in (7.22)):

V 2
g =

4ε0
c2SiO2

(
8T0
L2 ξmax +

64Et
3(1−ν2)L4 ξ3max

)

√
ε0

B3cSiO2ξmax
arctan

(√
cSiO2ξmax
ε0B

)

+ 1

B2+
cSiO2

ξmax

ε0
B

(7.24)

In the next sec on we will compare the three cases to our experimental data obtained on a

gated suspended graphene device, as discussed in sec on 7.1.

7.2.3 Comparison of three models to determine the electrosta c pressure load

The exac tude of the determina on of hmax is supported by the result of (I2D/IG)intr which is in

very good agreement with the data obtained by analyzing the three graphene blisters (see sec on

6.2.2) and with recently published data [Froehlicher15a].

As already pointed out, the exact determina on of hmax near Vg = 0, i.e. the values of h near

a minimum value of the enhancement factors is not possible and affected by large error bars in

figure 7.5. Nevertheless, an upper bound for hmax can be es mated, since the evolu on of IG and

I2D is monotonic and does not exceed the local minimum (see also figure 7.3). For IG, this bound

is 246 nm whereas it is 240 nm for I2D. In par cular, knowing that dair is 288 nm, this es ma on

implies that the graphene membrane is either ini ally deflected by≈ 40 nm or that it is par ally

s cked to the edges of the trench, as it has been observed by AFM measurements on graphene

blisters [Bunch08, Wang15]. Also, the ra o I2D/IG confirms that hmax(Vg = 0) is smaller than

dair, otherwise the ra o would start to decrease when Vg approaches 0.
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7.2. THEORY OF GRAPHENE SHEET DEFORMATION DUE TO ELECTROSTATIC PRESSURE

In the following analysis, the deflec on at the center of the membrane ξmax is taken as the

deflec on with respect to its ini al posi on at Vg = 0, i.e. ξmax = 246 nm−hmax and ξmax =

240 nm−hmax for the data extracted from IG and I2D, respec vely.
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Figure 7.8: a) ξmax as a func on of Vg, extracted from IG (black squares). The green, blue and black solid
lines are fits to the data based on the models 1, 2 and 3 (equa ons (7.18), (7.19) and (7.24)∗), respec vely,
leaving T0 as free fi>ng parameter. The do;ed and dashed lines correspond to the respec ve equa ons
by fixing T0 = 0. b) The same data as in (a), extracted from I2D (red circles).
_______________________________________________
∗ Equa on (7.19) can be solved with respect to ξmax (polynomial of order 5). The real solu on gives a col-
lapse (constant ξmax for increasing Vg, blue lines). However, equa on (7.24) cannot be solved with respect
to ξmax. Thus, Vg is calculated from ξmax. The result gives the black (red) curve which also predicts a de-
creasing Vg as ξmax increases, when ξmax exceeds the cri cal value of collapse. This part of the solu on is
not shown since it does not correspond to a physical solu on.

Figure 7.8a and b show ξmax, extracted from IG and I2D, respec vely, as a func on of Vg.

Green, blue and black solid lines, which are fits to the data based on the models 1, 2 and 3 (equa-

 ons (7.18), (7.19) and (7.24)), respec vely, are added to the graph. Here, T0 is used as a free

fi>ng parameter.

The three models fit well the data up to an absolute value of Vg = 12V. For higher Vg, the

discrepancy between the models becomes larger. In par cular, case 1 (green straight line) is con-

demned to follow a smooth line without asymptote because the model includes a constant dis-

tance between the bo;om of the trench and the graphene membrane. Thus, this model might

fit the experimental data for small deflec ons, but is not valid for the case of large deflec ons in

the vicinity of the breakdown. The data fit best for a value of T0 = 0.14N/m.

We now consider the fit of model 2 (blue straight line), which, however, predicts a collapse of

the membrane at 17.7V, slightly below the actual measured value between 19 and 20V. Model 3

then presumes a collapse at a higher voltage, i.e. 23.5V. The obtained values for T0 are 0.24 and

0.25N/m, respec vely.
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The value of built-in strain T0 seems to be par cularly governed by the characteris cs of the

experimental data around Vg = 0. For T0 = 0, no ma;er which model is employed, a direct

change in the deflec on is predicted. However, the deflec on is retarded because the intrin-

sic strength of the strained graphene has to be overcome. The strain is indeed tensile, as T0 is

posi ve. In order to express T0 in terms of the rela ve elonga on with respect to unstrained

graphene, we translate T0 into ǫ using equa on (7.11) and find for models 2 and 3:

ǫ =
T0 (1− ν2)

Et
=

0.25N/m (1− 0.162)

351.75N/m
≈ 0.07%. (7.25)

Interes ngly, this value of ǫ is in strikingly good agreement with the built-in strain es mated

by interpre ng the Ramanmaps at room temperature, where a value of (0.06±0.01)% has been

found. The fact that we are able to es mate the built-in strain with a technique which does not

involve the frequencies of the Raman G and 2D modes further validates the correctness of the

vector decomposi on model. In addi on, the reference point (ω0
G, ω

0
2D) might be different at 4 K,

which would complicate a proper analysis.

However, it is not straigh%orward that the built-in strain at 4 K is the same as at room tem-

perature, since the thermal expansion coefficients (TECs) play an important role for such a large

temperature range [Bonini07]. If the TECs of graphene and Si or rather SiO2 are different, this TEC

mismatch would induce supplementary strain in the membrane.

Recent experimental inves ga ons about the TEC of graphene even agree with an unusual

nega ve TEC [Bao09, Chen09a, Singh10, Yoon11a] related to out-of-plane vibra onalmodes in the

two dimensional graphene [Suleimanov93]. This nega ve TEC is ≈ −6 × 10−6 K−1. In contrast,

the TEC of SiO2 is posi ve and in the order of 0.6× 10−6 K−1 [Reed91]. Hence, a rough es mate

gives an addi onal tensile strain of 0.2%when going from room temperature to 4 K. However, we

do not observe any change in strain. This might be due to local displacements of the graphene

flake, since the flake is not directly clamped at the borders of the trench. Furthermore, the subtle

interplay between the substrate, the flake, the Ti/Au contacts and the neighboring 2LG and 4LG

might play a role.

In conclusion, model 2 overes mates the electrosta c pressure, because this model assumes

that the distance between the bo;om of the trench and the membrane is ξmax everywhere. The

actual deflec on is be;er described by model 3. It assumes an effec ve electrosta c pressure

obtained by taking into account the parabolic profile of themembrane. Nevertheless, the collapse

occurs at lower Vg as predicted. We point out that in the vicinity of collapse, the system is in a

cri cal unstable state where only small perturba ons can bring the membrane to break down.

In par cular, within the model, the membrane is considered as clamped at the borders, but in

our device, the lateral distances to the nearest clamping contacts are 5 and 20µm (see op cal
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7.3. THEORY NEAR COLLAPSE

micrograph in figure 7.2a). I.e. a large area is uncovered andmight locally slipwhen themembrane

is pulled downwards in the trench.

Based on these considera ons, we will use model 3 in order to be able to predict at which

Vg the membrane collapses for different device geometries. In other words, depending on the

oxide thickness and the depth of the trench, the cri cal maximal deflec on can be modeled. In

addi on, the gate induced charge carrier density can be evaluated.

7.3 Theory near collapse

Mo vated by the results in the previous sec on, we generalize the applica on of model 3 to

substrates with different dSiO2 and varying air thickness dair. In par cular, we come back to the

nota on introduced in sec on 3.5 for the calcula on of the Raman enhancement factors, where

the mul layered system [Si - SiO2 (dSiO2 = 285 nm−dair) - vacuum (dair < 285 nm) - graphene]

is called system 2 and [Si - SiO2 (dSiO2 = 500 nm−dair) - vacuum (dair < 500 nm) - graphene] is

called system 3. For both systems we will first sketch the dependence of the deflec on on the

percentage of dair in the ini al oxide thickness and on the the applied backgate voltage. Second,

the cri cal values Vg,crit and ξmax,crit in the vicinity of collapse are evaluated. Furthermore we will

set out in more detail the effect of the backgate voltage and the deflec on on the charge carrier

density.

For the subsequent analysis, the following assump ons hold:

• The graphene membrane is clamped to the substrate at the borders of the trench.

• The ini al deflec on of the membrane is zero.

• The profile of the membrane is parabolic with applied backgate voltage.

• Model 3 describes best the reality.

• If not stated differently, the built-in strain is neglected (T0 = 0).

7.3.1 Maximal deflec on and its cri cal value

In figure 7.9a we present a color plot of the maximal deflec on at the center of the membrane,

ξmax, as a func on of the percentage of dair in the ini al oxide thickness of 500 nm. The trench

width here is 5µm. The corresponding gate voltage Vg, which is necessary to reach ξmax, is color-

coded. This color plot has been calculated bymeans of a homemadeMatlab program and is based

on equa on (7.24).

As an example, we take the case of dair/500 nm = 75%, i.e. dSiO2 = 125 nm and dair =

375 nm. ξmax increases with increasing Vg (regime 2 in figure 7.9a). When Vg reaches the cri cal
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Figure 7.9: a)Modeling of the gate induceddeflec on ξmax at the center of a 5µmlarge trench, as a func on
of the percentage of dair in the ini al oxide thickness of 500 nm. The color bar indicates the gate voltage
which is necessary to reach a certain deflec on. The color plot is devided in three regions (see main text
for detailed discussion). T0 = 0. b) Cri cal maximal deflec on as a func on of the corresponding cri cal
gate voltage, in the vicinity of collapse. The data are extracted from color plots as in (a) by going along the
border of region 2 with region 1 and 3. The cri cal (straight) lines are shown for different trench widths L.
The color code indicates the corresponding percentage of dair in 500 nm oxide. For L = 3 and 5µm, the
cri cal (dashed) lines are added for T0 = 0.3N/m in order to es mate the impact of typical built-in strain.

value Vcrit = 45V, the corresponding deflec on is ξmax,crit = 275 nm. Going beyond 45V leads

to the collapse of the membrane. In par cular, this collapse is abrupt and the membrane under-

goes a sudden displacement of 100 nm. This displacement can directly be read by horizontally

connec ng ξmax,crit to the red dashed line in figure 7.9a.

This regime 3, corresponding to an abrupt collapse of the membrane, is not predicted for

dair/500 nm < 36%. On the contrary, the deposi on of the membrane on the bo;om of the

trench is smooth. In par cular, only low gate voltages (below 10V) are necessary to make the

membrane reach the bo;om. Note that, of course, region 1 is never reached because it corre-

sponds to the non-physical penetra on of the membrane in the oxide3.

An interes ng ques on is now, which voltage does a device support un l the membrane col-

lapses. In figure 7.9b we figure out that the width of the trench L is in important parameter. The

cri cal lines for different L are extracted from color maps as shown in figure 7.9a by going along

the border of region 2 with region 1 and 3. Thus the lines correspond to the cri cal maximal de-

flec on, ξmax,crit, as a func on of the corresponding cri cal gate voltage, Vg,crit, in the vicinity of

3We note that equa on (7.24) cannot be solved with respect to ξmax. Hence, in figure 7.9a we present the solu on
with respect to Vg. This solu on gives in principle an analy cal value for region 2. But since these values would
correspond to a decrease of ξmax with increasing Vg, which is not physical, we have whitened region 2. In par cular, we
further jus fy this step by the fact that a real solu on of model 2 with respect to ξmax can be found, because equa on
(7.19) is a pure polynomial of 5th order. In that case, the dependence of ξmax on Vg is characterized by an asymptote,
i.e. Vg is constant for increasing ξmax, which is, in experiments, a collapse.
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7.3. THEORY NEAR COLLAPSE

collapse. The rainbow color code indicates the corresponding percentage of dair in 500 nm ox-

ide. In order to es mate the impact of typical tensile built-in strain (see chapter 5), the cri cal

(dashed) lines for L = 3 and 5µm are added for T0 = 0.3N/m (ǫ ≈ 0.08%). A built-in strain

slightly shi$s the curves to higher Vg,crit.

For completeness, we also give the theore cal results for a substrate of 285 nm (system 2) and

90 nm (see figures 7.10a and b). The reader should be aware of the assump onsmade above, be-

cause in real experiments, the graphene membrane is either ini ally bent or not directly clamped

at the borders. Also, the temperature might influence the cri cal state near collapse because of

different TECs. But we think that our results can serve as a guideline for gated graphene mem-

branes.

It is difficult to obtain data from literature, because, as stated above, the collapse of the device

is o$en considered as an uninten onal side effect when transport proper es are examined. How-

ever, Bolo n et al. give a value of Vg,crit = 20V for dair = 150 nm, dSiO2 = 150 nm and L ≈ 3µm,

and thus limited their measurement range to±5V [Bolo n08b]. For these parameters our model

predicts Vg,crit = 18.3V (data not shown, only calculated), which is in excellent agreement. Berci-

aud et al. performed backgate measurements on suspended graphene for a trench of L ≈ 4µm,

etched in 285 nm oxide [Berciaud13]. The authors only es mate dSiO2 to 130 nm by using the RIE

etching rate, which is not a reliable enough informa on for a correct trench depth. Indeed, if one

calculates with dSiO2 = 130 nm and dair ≈ 155 nm, a value of Vg,crit = 7.8V is predicted, which

is significantly lower than the values of up to 20V applied by the authors. This discrepancy might

further be explained by the fact that the borders of their trenches are not straight but corrugated

due to the fabrica on process, which would locally lead to a smaller width and, consequently, to

a higher Vg,crit.

7.3.2 Charge density and its maximal value

Now, we know the dependence of the maximal deflec on ξmax on the gate voltage, and we can

extract the corresponding value of the charge carrier density in themiddle of the trench, denoted

nmax. The charges are inhomogeneously distributed on themembrane andwe consider that there

is no back coupling mechanism of the charges on the profile, which is a first approxima on. One

can write

nmax = c(ξmax)Vg(ξmax) =
ε0εrVg(ξmax)

εr(dair − ξmax) + dSiO2

. (7.26)

Note that, in general, n varies strongly along the trench width because of the parabolic shape

of the membrane. Here, we consider the point of the membrane which is the nearest to the

bo;om and thus is severely sensed by the backgate, i.e. nmax is indeed the maximum value of n

and drops when one approaches the borders of the trench.
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In figure 7.11a, we show a color plot similar to that in the previous sec on, this  me showing

nmax as color code (for L = 5µm). Even if in region 3 a physical value can be given for the

charge density (equa on (7.26) becomes just nmax = ε0εrVg/dSiO2 without any dependence on

ξmax because the membrane is a;ached to the bo;om), we do not plot the corresponding data in

order to highlight the features of the suspended membrane. The ga ng would be more efficient

because the air (or vacuum) layer with its rela vely low permi>vity is absent, leading to high

values of n.

Reconsidering the exemplary case of dair/500 nm = 75%, we see that nmax reaches a value

of≈ 1.9× 1012 cm−2 for Vg = 45V.

To get further insight in the values of charge densi es which might be obtained in suspended

graphene membranes, we go again along the cri cal line near the collapse and plot the corre-

sponding data, nmax,crit vs. Vcrit, for different L. In the case of a large trench (L = 5 and 6µm)

the reachable values are around 1012 cm−2 in the case of all oxide taken away. For typical devices

with dair/500 nm = 50%, nmax does not exceed≈ 1.5× 1012 cm−2. The narrower the trench is,

the larger valuesnmax can reach because Vcrit is pushed to very high values. Nevertheless, for very

narrow trenches (L = 2 and 1µm), the ga ng gets less efficient because the distance between

themembrane and the bo;om does not changemuch. Hence, the large thickness of the medium

with a rela vely low permi>vity governs the ga ng and avoids large values of n.

We note that a typical built-in strain of T0 = 0.3N/m has a negligible impact of the charge

carrier density (see dashed lines for L = 3 and 5µm).

For completeness, we show the cri cal lines for substrates of 285 and 90 nm oxide thickness

in figures 7.12a and b respec vely.
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Now we know which magnitude of charge carrier densi es we might expect in suspended

graphene devices. Hence, we can focus on the gate induced frequency shi$s of the Raman G

and 2D modes observed on the device introduced in sec on 7.1. The aim is to examine these

frequency shi$s with respect to both the charge carrier density and strain induced due to the

strong deflec on.

7.4 Analysis of phonon-so%ening

As men oned above (see sec on 7.1), the suspended graphene device we present in this chapter

showed the signatures of a low doping level at room temperature. In par cular, the fwhmof the G

mode (ΓG ≈ 16 cm−1) and the correla on ofω2D andωG suggest that the charge carrier density is

less than 3× 1011 cm−2. We expect that cooling down the device does not have any influence on

the doping level, on the contrary, the charge inhomogeneity has the tendency to decrease. Thus,

our device builds an ideal pla%orm to examine the introduc on of addi onal charge carriers in

the graphene and its consequence on the phonon modes.

In the following, we could represent our data in terms of the Fermi energyEF. This represen-

ta on would be more pleasant for the reader because EF is propor onal to
√

|n| which would
stretch the data in the regime of low doping. However, the conversion from n to EF involves the

Fermi velocity νF according toEF = sgn(n)~νF
√

π|n|. For graphene on SiO2, wheren is generally

several 1012 cm−2, νF has been measured to 1.1 ± 0.10 × 106m/s by a variety of techniques in-

cluding the early transport experiments [Novoselov05a, Zhang05]. In contrast to standardmetals,

where Landau's Fermi-liquid theory holds, it turns out that in graphene near the neutrality point,

the Fermi velocity diverges due to a vanishing charge carrier density [Elias11, Hwang12, Siegel13,

Faugeras15]. The charge carriers cannot considered as a 2d electron gas anymore, andmany body

effects come into play [Mak14, Faugeras15]. Thus, in suspended graphene devices, where n can

be finely tuned, several studies report about an logarithmic increase of the Fermi velocity when

n is ge>ng smaller than several 1011 cm−2 [Elias11, Faugeras15].

By means of Raman spectroscopy, the accurate determina on of n near the Dirac point is

challenging because onehas to account for the phonon renormaliza on, and the spa al resolu on

is limited to≈ 1µm2 (see figure A.1 in the Appendix). Hence, one can give only an upper limit of

n (see also chapter 5). Since the effect of n on νF seems to be important below this upper limit4

and we do not want to introduce artefacts of a conversion we are not sure of, we do not convert

n into EF.

The deflec on at the center, which has been determined by means of the analysis of the Ra-

man mode intensi es, can be easily used to calculate the corresponding charge carrier density.

To do so, we take equa on (7.26) and plot the result in figure 7.13a. The hole and electron den-

4Elias et al. found νF ≥ 2.5× 106m/s at n < 1010 cm−2 and νF ≤ 1.5× 106 for n > 2× 1011 cm−2.
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si es are plo;ed as posi ve and nega ve n, respec vely. With this calcula on involving only

the corresponding oxide and the air thickness for each gate voltage, a maximal hole density of

6.2× 1011 cm−2 is reached for Vg = +19V.
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Figure 7.13: a) Charge carrier density n vs.maximal deflec on at the center of the trench, ξmax. The data
set (black squares) is obtained by taking the deflec on deduced from the Raman G mode intensity and by
calcula ng n with the equa on (7.26) for the corresponding gate voltage. Model 3, which fi;ed best the
data in figure 7.8 for a built-in strain of T0 = 0.25N/m, is added (red line). Note that we suppose here
that n = 0 at Vg = 0, which is a reasonable approxima on because the charge carrier density at Vg = 0 is
certainly< 1× 1011 cm−2. b) Charge carrier density n vs. applied gate voltage Vg for the same data (black
squares) and model 3 (red line).

In figure 7.13a as well as in figure 7.13b, where n is plo;ed vs. Vg, we have added model 3

(red lines) with the value of T0 = 0.25N/m which best fi;ed the data in figure 7.8. The data

nestle well against the model. This is a direct consequence of the good fit in figure 7.8 because

both the data and the model are recalculated using the same equa on (equa on (7.26)) in order

to obtain n.

These plots suggest that the charge carrier density covers roughly a range from−3×1011 cm−2

to+6×1011 cm−2, star ng from electron doping and ending with hole doping. These values cor-

respond to Fermi energies of approximately −70meV and +100meV (using a Fermi velocity of

1.1× 106m/s). In theory, this range is sufficient to observe the phonon renormaliza on of the G

mode at 4 K [Lazzeri06]. In par cular, the packed distribu on of ωG and ω2D as well as the large

ΓG indicates a low doping level and, notably, a low charge inhomogeneity. Thus, we now consider

the gate induced frequency shi$s of the Raman G and 2D mode.

In figure 7.14a and b, we plot the Raman shi$s of the G and 2D modes as a func on of Vg.

Both the G and 2D mode so$en with increasing absolute value of Vg. The data has been fi;ed

with a parabolic profile in order to extract the ini al values of the Raman frequencies at 4 K and

Vg = 0. These values are 1582.6 cm−1 and 2669.4 cm−1 for the G and 2Dmode, respec vely. The
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CHAPTER 7. SUSPENDED GRAPHENE UNDER ELECTROSTATIC PRESSURE

observed downshi$s are symmetric with respect to Vg = 0 and reach values of∆ωG = −5 cm−1

and∆ω2D = −11 cm−1 at Vg = +19V.

Prima facie, the ra o of these shi$ rates suggests that they are principally strain induced,

because ∆ω2D/∆ωG = −11 cm−1/ − 5 cm−1 = 2.2. This shi$ rate has been confirmed to

appear under biaxial and/or low level uniaxial strain (see chapters 5 and 6). The strain is a direct

consequence of the electrosta c pressure ac ng on the membrane. Thus, the strain induced

Raman shi$s compete with an eventual charge carrier induced phonon so$ening or hardening.

We will now analyze if we are able to deconvolute these two contribu ons to the Raman shi$

on our sample.

In figure 7.14c we plot ∆ωG (with respect to the value of 1582.6 cm
−1 at Vg = 0, extracted

from figure 7.14a) as a func on of n. One might compare to the theore cal model taking into

account the adiaba c and non-adiaba c contribu on of the Gmode phonon renormaliza on (see

chapter 3), which we have plo;ed in figure 7.14d, for a temperature of 4 K and different values of

charge inhomogenei es. These charge inhomogenei es correspond to fluctua ons of the Fermi

energy of 0, 10, 20meV etc., and are here expressed in terms of the charge carrier density, where

we have used a value of5 vF = 1.05× 106m/s. However, if one considers only the change in the

Gmode frequency and compares the data in figures 7.14c and d, the interpreta on of the data as

a charge carrier induced Raman shi$ seems likely, but is misleading. Indeed, in chapters 5 and 6

we have stressed the importance of considering the correla on of ωG and ω2D in order to iden fy

the underlying mechanism which is responsible for the change in the Raman frequencies. For

this reason, we show this correla on in figure 7.14e, where the first indica on of strain induced

Raman shi$s is further confirmed, because the data points align on a slope of ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2.

What is the origin of these at first sight pure strain induced Raman shi$s, since we expect

a significant doping induced change at 4 K when the charge carrier densi es are in the range of

6 × 1011 cm−1? Several observa ons indicate that a non-negligible charge carrier density inho-

mogeneity is probed within our measurements.

First, in view of the theore cal predic on plo;ed in figure 7.14d, a charge inhomogeneity of

roughly 1 × 1011 cm−2 is in agreement with a smeared out phonon renormaliza on, i.e. only a

very small change in ωG with n.

Second, the fwhmof the Gmode,ΓG, shows a tendency to decrease slightly with increasingn.

To illustrate this effect, we plot in figure 7.14f∆ΓG = Γ0
G−ΓG, where Γ

0
G = 13 cm−1 is the value

measured at Vg = 0. The theore cal predic on of the evolu on of ∆ΓG is added for different

charge inhomogenei es. The slight decrease of ΓG is in accordance with charge inhomogenei es

in the same range as es mated previously, i.e. around 1×1011 cm−2. In par cular, the decrease is

5The choice of this value is jus fied because we will argue in the following that our sample suffers from a gate and
deflec on induced non-negligible charge inhomogeneity. Thus, the range of charge inhomogeneity is considerably
higher than the one where a divergence of the Fermi velocity is observed [Elias11].
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7.4. ANALYSIS OF PHONON-SOFTENING
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Figure 7.14: a)MeasuredωG as a func onofVg andfi;edwith a parabola (blue line, symmetricwith respect
to Vg = 0). b) Same data as in (a), plo;ed for ω2D. c) Raman shi$ ∆ωG vs. n. ∆ωG is with respect to its
ini al value at Vg = 0, extracted from the parabolic fit in (a), i.e. 1582.6 cm−1. n is calculated according
to equa on (7.26). d) Theore cal predic ons [Lazzeri06] of the G mode Raman shi$ with varying n, at
T = 4 K, for different charge inhomogenei es, calculated for different Fermi energy fluctua ons (0, 10,
20meV etc.) and expressed in terms of∆n using a Fermi velocity of 1.05× 106m/s. e) Correla on of ωG

and ω2D. The red line is ω2D = 2.2 (ωG − 1582.6) + 2669.4. f)∆ΓG = ΓG − Γ0
G as a func on of n, where

Γ0
G is 13 cm

−1 for the experimental data, and taken in such a way that Γ0
G with the experimental Γ

0
G for the

theore cal calcula ons.
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CHAPTER 7. SUSPENDED GRAPHENE UNDER ELECTROSTATIC PRESSURE

in disagreement with a well-defined homogeneous charge distribu on, where one would expect

a constant value (see black dashed line in figure 7.14f).

Finally, and this issue is rather intui ve, the higher Vg gets, the more the charge is inhomoge-

neously distributed over the membrane because ξmax increases and consequently the curvature

of ξ(x). In figure 7.15, we show a sketch of the suspended membrane device at the limit of

collapse, i.e. at Vg = +19V. Supposing a parabolic shape of the membrane, we can calculate

the corresponding charge carrier density in each point. The obtained values of n are shown in

figure 7.15b (black line). The graph shows a varia on of n in the range between 3 × 1011 and

6 × 1011 cm−2. Here comes into play the spa al resolu on of our Raman measurements, which

is first of all limited by the size of the laser spot (0.7µm2, see figure A.1 in the Appendix). This

resolu on is markedwith a ver cal light green stripe in figure 7.15b. With a stable laser beam and

fixed sample, this resolu on accounts for a charge inhomogeneity in the range of 0.2×1011 cm−2.

Addi onally, slight thermal shi$s have been observed during the acquisi on of the Raman spec-

tra. Thus, a larger spa al area has to be considered. We observed lateral dri$s in the range of

1µm in variable direc ons. Consequently, a larger distribu on of charge densi es is probed (see

light blue ver cal stripe in figure 7.15b). This effect might then translate into an effec ve charge

inhomogeneity, which is indicated by a horizontal light blue stripe in figure 7.15b6.
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Figure 7.15: a) Schema c of the membrane profile at Vg = +19V, approximated as parabolic. b) The
corresponding charge carrier density for the parabolic profile in (a), calculated with a simple capacitor
model. The laser spot size (green) and typical thermal dri$s during the acquisi on  me (blue) are added,
which leads to the probe of an effec ve charge inhomogeneity of≈ 1× 1011 cm−2.

We conclude that, even if our suspended graphene device forms ini ally an ideal pla%orm for

studies of the doping induced phonon renormaliza on, an unavoidable charge inhomogeneity is

6We note that n is propor onal to Vg and to the distance of the capacitor. Thus, the back coupling mechanism can
strongly enhance n very locally when Vg a;ains high values. In contrast, the height measurement does not follow this
double propor onality and hence, the error in the height measurement is less affected by thermal dri$s during the
measurements.
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introduced due to the device geometry. This charge inhomogeneity is es mated to 1×1011 cm−2

and smears out the expected phonon renormaliza on of the G mode, even at 4 K. Instead, we

observe strain induced Raman shi$s. These shi$s follow a slope of ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2, a value

which we have previously confirmed to stem from pure biaxial or slight uniaxial strain. Indeed, in

view of the device geometry (see the op cal image of the sample in figure 7.2), the induced strain

is certainly a mixture of small biaxial and uniaxial strain. With the maximum shi$ of the G mode

we observed with respect to its ini al value at VG = 0 (approximately 5 cm−1), we es mate the

maximal induced strain to 0.1%, by using the Grüneisen parameter γG = 1.8.

7.5 Conclusion

As in the case of our study on graphene blisters in chapter 6, we have again proven the power

of Raman spectroscopy for characterizing graphene samples. From a single Ramanmeasurement

series on a suspended graphene membrane as a func on of the backgate voltage, one is able to

extract in situ the electrosta cally inducedmembrane deflec onwith the help of the interference

modulated change of the Raman intensi es. Furthermore, the analysis of the Raman frequencies

gives an insight in the strain and charge carrier distribu on. This issue is par cularly interes ng

since suspended graphene is intrinsically undoped.

However, back coupling mechanisms between the gate induced deflec on and the charge re-

distribu on within the membrane strongly depend on the device geometry and hinder a clean

observa on of the theore cally predicted doping induced phonon renormaliza on. Notably, the

convolu on of the spa ally inhomogeneous charge redistribu on with the size of the laser spot

and the magnitude of thermal dri$s gives an average measurement afflicted with a charge in-

homogeneity smearing out any intrinsic measurement, making this measurement run somehow

equal to a gate measurement on supported graphene at room temperature.

Nonetheless, we have extracted important informa on about themechanical response of the

membrane, in par cular we have compared our data to a model based on the theory of elas city,

which predicts a collapse of the device at high gate voltages. The observa on of this irreversible

collapse confirms the correctness of the model and led us to a detailed theore cal inves ga on

of the regime of unstable deflec ons in the vicinity of the collapse, and that for different device

geometries. This analysis is par cularly interes ng in view of transport measurement on suspen-

ded graphene, where the electrical conduc vity is tuned via a backgate voltage. Our inves ga ons

give es ma ons about the maximal backgate voltage which can be applied to such devices be-

fore the membrane collapses. The regime of intermediate deflec ons, in turn, recently a;racted

the a;en on due to the possible precise distance control in order to finely tune distance depen-

dent interac ons on the nanoscale [Puller13, Cole15, Reserbat-Plantey15]. The keywords here

are nano-posi oning and graphene as a ruler on the nanoscale.
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Finally, our theore cal inves ga ons can serve as a guide for future suspended graphene de-

vice fabrica on. Depending on the issue, e.g. strong charge carrier gradient, large deflec ons or

flat graphene with low charge carrier gradient, the substrate, width and depth of the trenches

can be adapted. Notably, our work opens the pathway for a device geometry allowing for lower

charge inhomogenei es in order to be capable to cleanly resolve the doping induced phonon

renormaliza on of the G mode.
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ber to 3rd of December 2015, Aussois (France)
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8 Conclusion and perspec ves

In this manuscript, we have thoroughly examined the mechanical response of monolayer gra-

phene membranes to external pressure loads by purely op cal means. The use of micro-Raman

spectroscopy offers a deep insight in the studied material, because it is sensi ve to the crystalline

quality of the membrane, to the doping level and to strain, and it helps to unambiguously iden fy

monolayer graphene.

In a first part, we have focused on a sta s cal evalua on of a bunch of suspended graphene

samples by carefully analyzing the spa al distribu on of the Raman G and 2D mode frequencies,

both on the suspended and supported part of exfoliated graphene flakes. Since the Raman fre-

quency shi$ rates upon doping and strain are different, we were able to es mate doping and,

importantly, strain levels in suspended graphene devices. We have found that this pre-strain

is strongly sample dependent and can achieve values of 0.1%. Addi onally, the spa al strain-

distribu onwithin onemembrane varies from sample to sample, in par cular it can cover a range

of 0.1%. The knowledge of the strain distribu on down to a sub-micrometer resolu on in such

membrane devices is crucial for opto-mechanical applica ons. Notably, pre-strain influences the

mechanical response when graphene membranes are subjected to a pressure load.

We have further found out that the doping level in suspended graphene does not exceed a

few 1011 cm−2, which is in contrast to doping levels in supported graphene, which is generally

at least one order of magnitude higher. Thus, suspended graphene membranes form the ideal

pla%orm for fundamental studies, allowing for a clean probing of the physics in the vicinity of the

Dirac point.

We took advantage of this kind of undoped samples in order to focus on the purely strain-

induced Raman shi$s. To do so, we considered graphenemembranes exfoliated overmicrometer-

sized pits within a blister test configura on, which is feasible due to graphene's strong adhesion

to the surrounding substrate and to its impermeability to standard gases [Bunch08, Koenig11].

We have recorded Raman spectra as a func on of the applied air pressure load, which provides

numerous informa on about the mechanical proper es of graphene. By analyzing the observed

changes in the Raman peak intensity, which is interferencemodulated due to a change in distance
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between themembrane and the bo;omof the pit, ac ng as amirror, we have extracted the height

of the pressurized blister. Together with the analysis of the corresponding Raman frequencies, we

were able to extract the Grüneisen parameters of the G and 2D modes to γG = 1.8 ± 0.2 and

γ2D = 2.4 ± 0.2. The pure biaxial strain in the center of the blister induces a shi$ rate of these

Raman modes of ∂ω2D/∂ωG = 2.2± 0.1. In addi on, we focused on the microscopic mechanical

response and confirmed that the deflec on scales to the third powerwith the pressure load, as ex-

pected for thin membranes with vanishing bending s ffness [Hencky15, Campbell56, Landau70].

Interes ngly, this rela onship permi;ed us the extrac on of the Young's modulus toE = 1.05±
0.10 TPa.

We further inves gated the approach of applying an electrosta c pressure load to suspended

graphene by making advantage of the electric field effect geometry. Within this approach, the

Fermi level of graphene can be finely tuned [Novoselov04]. Our Raman measurements, recorded

as a func on of the backgate voltage, are sensi ve to the gate induced varia on of the Fermi level,

but also to strain, which originates from the electrosta c a;rac on of themembrane down to the

gate electrode.

This deflec on has been determined by analyzing the interference induced Raman inten-

sity modula on with varying distance between the graphene membrane and the bo;om of the

trench. Interes ngly, we observed an irreversible collapse of the membrane at high voltages. In

order to understand the deflec on and the collapse condi ons of gated graphene membranes,

we compared our data with a self-consistent model based on the theory of elas city [Landau70,

Medvedyeva11, Bao12]. Our study reveals that pre-strain is in fact an important parameter gov-

erning the deflec on. Furthermore, our model answers to the ques on when a suspended gra-

phene membrane, subjected to electrosta c pressure, is expected to enter a cri cal regime of in-

stable deflec ons, leading to a collapse of the device. This issue is par cular interes ng because

graphenemembranes are o$en used in the electric field-effect geometry in order to modulate its

electrical and op cal conduc vity, and one does not have an in situ informa on and control on

the mechanical deflec on.

Notably, the precise control of the deflec on opens the pathway to more sophis cated de-

vices [Federspiel15]. The well-defined and controllable proper es of suspended graphene can be

coupled to nanometer-sized systems, such as semiconduc ng nano-emi;ers, which interact with

graphene membranes [Reserbat-Plantey15]. This interac on can be tuned with high precision

and can be regarded as a ruler at the nano-scale.

However, applica ons are not limited to the applica on of DC voltages, on the contrary, re-

cent inves ga ons highlighted the strong poten al of graphene based mechanical resonators

[Bunch07, Chen09a, Barton11, Koppens14]. In par cular, the mechanical actua on by coupling

the resonators capaci vely can be read out either electrically [Chen09a, Eichler11] or op cally

[Bunch07, Cole15]. The resonance frequency of such systems is very sensi ve to external per-
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turba ons and, together with its ultra-light weight, its negligible bending s ffness and extremely

high Young's modulus, graphene basedmechanical systems are op mal for high precision sensing

of various kinds [Wong10, Hill11, Puller13], such as mass [Chaste12] or force sensing [Bunch07].

Here, the resonance frequencies are in the range of several hundred MHz.

Recent studies have even established the poten al of graphene for cavity opto-mechanics.

Barton et al. have shown that the quality factor of the resonance can be influenced by the char-

acteris cs of the laser beam used to op cally read out the resonance [Barton12]. This back-

ac on of the light on the mechanical mo on makes it possible to access the coupling of me-

chanical resonators to phenomena occurring in the quantum regime in graphene. In par cu-

lar, such back-ac ons, e.g., radia on pressure, has been used to cool down macroscopic sys-

tems to their quantum mechanical ground state [O'Connell10, Chan11, Teufel11]. Recent works

a;aining the microwave frequency vibra on range opened the pathway for such inves ga ons

[Song14, Weber14]. Indeed, for these experiments, graphene as a 2d material is an excellent

candidate because of its unique and well-defined electronic, op cal and mechanical proper es

[Castellanos-Gomez15].

Raman spectroscopy is a well established tool for characteriza on of graphene [Malard09b,

Ferrari13] and other poten al 2d materials such as transi on metal dichalcogenides [Carvalho15,

Castellanos-Gomez15, Froehlicher15b, Lee15, Lorchat15, Zhang15], which are good candidates

for opto-mechanical resonators and inves ga ons of couplingmechanisms [Castellanos-Gomez13].

In par cular, we have demonstrated in this manuscript that electron-phonon coupling can be pre-

cisely probed and allows for a spa al resolu on of strain and doping level within an ultra-thin

membrane. Therefore, we believe that Raman spectroscopy con nues to be the key characteri-

za on tool when the issue arises to probe mo on and stress in a  me-resolved manner. In other

words,  me-resolved micro-Raman spectroscopy would be able to give at the same  me infor-

ma on about the flexural mo on of graphene resonators (in the MHz to GHz range) and the Ra-

man ac ve phonon modes (in the THz range). Local  me-resolved stress probing, in par cular

in combina on with the controlled excita on of different flexural modes, would be an appealing

challenge [Jiang15].
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Appendix

A Laser spot and defocusing influences
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Figure A.1: a) Laser spot intensity as a func on of the lateral distance x on a bare Si/SiO2 substrate, for the
×20 objec ve used for the measurements presented in chapters 5 and 6. The plo;ed data are extracted
from an op cal image (see red line in the inset image, the scale bar is 5µm). This image has been taken
under themeasurement condi ons in chapter 6, i.e.with the pumped cryostat (with quartz window, under
vacuum and at ambient temperature). A measurement without quartz window gives the same full width
at half maximum (fwhm), i.e.≈ 1.2µm, extracted from a Gaussian fit of the data. b) The same data for the
×50 objec ve used in chapter 7. The scale bar in the inset image is 3µm. A fwhm of 0.7µm is extracted
from a Gaussian fit of the data.

B Calibra on of the pressure load

A key point in the analysis of chapter 6 is the calibra on of the pressure load ∆p. This mea-

surement is not straigh%orward since the pit depth is on the same order of magnitude as the

blister height ξmax. We have therefore measured the blister topography (relate it to the text

here, We make use of ...) and deduced the blister volume VB at pext ≈ 10−2 Pa, star ng from

pint = (100± 2) kPa. Bulging of the graphene provides a larger volume (VB + V0, where V0 is the
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Figure A.2: Varia ons of IG and I2D as a func on of the axial posi on z of the laser beam waist rela ve to
the graphenemembrane, for two extreme values of∆p = 74 kPa and∆p = 0 kPa. During a measurement
run, the laser focus varies by less than 1µm. Within a range of ±2µm, no appreciable changes in the
Raman intensi es could be observed. We therefore conclude that our results presented in chapter 6 are
not affected by the focusing condi ons and that the large changes in the Raman intensity are only due to
op cal interference effects.

volume of the cylindrical pit) for the air molecules trapped under the graphene blister. From the

ideal gas law, we can then deduce the reduced inner pressure pint = (74 ± 5) kPa, considering

the error bars in V0 and in the atmospheric pressure. We then assume that, in the limit of low

pressure loads ∆p = pint − pext, the downshi$s of the Raman features scale lineraly with ∆p

[Zabel11]. Considering the two limi ng cases of pext ≈ 10−2 Pa and pext = 100 kPa, we thus get

an es ma on of ∆p with an error bar of a few kPa for each measurement. We note that very

similar values of∆p are obtained from the downshi$s of the G and 2D mode features.

In the main manuscript, we assumed that the number of gas molecules under the suspended

graphene in sample A was constant, because the values of IG, I2D, ωG and ω2D at atmospheric

pressure are the same before and a$er the measurement series as a func on of ∆p. Since the

ini al number of trappedmolecules is not known for samples B and C, it is not possible to directly

deduce a value for pint at pext ≈ 10−2 Pa, using the ideal gas law. In this case, we es mate∆p by

making the following assump ons:

1. The maximum value of ωG during a measurement run as a func on of ∆p corresponds to

unstrained flat graphene. At this par cular value, a nearly flat profile is found for IG and

I2D over the blister.

2. ωG and ω2D are propor onal to∆p. We then used the linear rela onship between∆p and

the Raman frequencies deduced from the measurements on sample A.
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C SUPPLEMENTARY DATA OF SAMPLES A

As a consequence, the pressure load∆p in samples B and C is determinedwith similar uncertainty

but with a poten ally greater systema c error than for sample A.

C Supplementary data of samples A
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Figure C.3: a) Integrated intensity ra o I2D/IG, measured on sample A, as a func on of the distance from
the blister center r and the pressure load∆p. b) Rela ve difference between the maximal blister heights
deduced from the G and 2D mode intensi es.
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Figure D.4: a) Evolu on of the integrated intensi es of the G (black squares) and 2D (red circles) mode
features measured at the center of sample B, as a func on of the pressure load∆p. The black star marks
the maximum value of IG which corresponds to the local maximum in the enhancement factor pa;ern,
i.e. here hmax is≈ 416 nm. b) Same data for sample C. The dashed lines are a guides to the eye.
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Dominik METTEN

Probing the opto-electronic and
mechanical proper es of suspended

graphene membranes by Raman spectroscopy

Résumé
Ce travail présente une étude par diffusion micro-Raman de membranes de graphène suspendu.
La spectroscopie Raman est présentée comme un ou l rapide et peu invasif pour es mer les con-
traintes na ves dans du graphène suspendu et est u lisée pour en sonder quan ta vement la
déflec on, induite soit par une différence de pression d’air soit électrosta quement.
Dans des bulles de graphène pressurisées, une analyseminu euse des intensités et fréquences des
principaux modes Raman permet une détermina on tout-op que de la topographie de la bulle, du
module de Young et des paramètres de Grüneisen du graphène.
Une grille électrosta que offre une manière élégante d’introduire à la fois des contraintes et du
dopage dans le graphène. Des mesures Raman perme;ent une détermina on précise de la déflec-
 on induite par la force électrosta que (jusqu’à l’effondrement irréversible), en très bon accord
avec un modèle électromécanique.

Mots-clés : graphène, suspendu, membrane, contrainte, dopage, Raman, spectroscopie

Abstract
This work presents a micro-Raman sca;ering study of undoped suspended graphene membranes.
Raman spectroscopy is introduced as a fast and minimally invasive tool to es mate sample-
dependent built-in strain in suspended graphene, and is further employed to quan ta vely probe
the membrane deflec on, which may be induced either by an air pressure difference or electro-
sta cally.
In pressurized graphene blisters, an all-op cal determina on of the blister topography, the Young’s
modulus and the Grüneisen parameters of graphene is achieved by a thorough analysis of the in-
tensity and frequency of the main Raman modes.
Electrosta c ga ng offers an elegantway to simultaneously strain and dope graphene. Ramanmea-
surements allow an accurate determina on of the electrosta cally-induced graphene deflec on
(up to irreversible collapse), in very good agreement with an electromechanical model.

Keywords: graphene, suspended, membrane, strain, doping, Raman, spectroscopy


